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Boston & Albany Railroad, petition for better station accommodations on, at Springfield,

136.

petition for better access to station of, at Palmer, 141.

early train on, from West Springfield, 149.

complaint of Clarence Hayward v., 152.

of Eugene H. Clapp v., 164.

letter from president of, relative to healing passenger cars,

176.

accidents on, 113, 115, 116.
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report of engineer on, 39-50.
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Business, volume of, on railroads, 9, 10.

Bussey Bridge disaster, report on, 90.
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Capital (see Stock.)

Cars owned by railroads, 15, 311

by street railways, 16, 254.

cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11, 306.

per car, 307.

Cash assets, increase of, 4.

Central Massachusetts Railroad, additional miles of, 3.

Circulars issued by the Board, 199.
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Construction of railroads during year, 3.

cost of, per mile owned, 4, 304.

Cost of railroads, 4.

per mile owned, 304.

of street railways, 16, 238.

per mile owned, 254.

of operating, 7, 8.

of running trains on leading roads of Mass., 10, 11.

Couplers, automatic, prescribed by Board, 53.

action of Master Car Builders' Association concerning, 53, 54.

accidents reported by use of, 23.
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Coupling or uncoupling cars, accidents from, 23.

Crossings, highway, at grade, number of, in the State, 30.

accidents at, 23.

(See Grade-crossings.)

Debt of railroads in Massachusetts, 4, 5, 310.

comparative statement of, for seven years, 5.

per mile owned, 304.

of street railways, 16, 236.

per mile of track, 254.

Deficit or surplus of railroad companies (see Returns of the several roads).
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Derailment, accidents by, 84.

Dividends of railroads, 9 (see Abstract of returns).

statistics of, 271 (.see Abstract of returns)

.

amounts paid during ten years, 9.

of street railways, 16, 248.

Double track, miles of, 3, 262, 310.

Earnings of railroads, 6, 7, 310.

per mile of road, 7, 305.

per train mile on leading roads in Mass., 12, 305, 308.

of street railways, 16, 242.

Employees, number of, on railroads, 15, 310.

on street railways, 16, 252.

injuries to, statistics of, 22, 23.

Equipment of railroads, 15, 311 (see Abstract of returns).

additions to, etc., 15.

cost of, 4, 310.

per mile of road owned, 304.

street railways, 16, 250.

cost of, 238, 240.

per mile of track operated, 254.

Exigency for new roads, reports on, 156.

Expenses, statistics of railroad, 5 (see Abstract of returns).

per train mile, 10, 11, 305, 306.

per mile of road operated, 305.

per cent, of, to earnings, 308.

of street railways, 16, 244 (see Abstract of returns of street railways).

per mile operated, etc , 256, 258.

of office of commission, 205.

Fares, average, on leading roads in Mass., 13.

on street railways, 16.

Fitchburg Railroad, ratio of passengers injured to miles operated in Mass., 24.

ratio of employees injured to total number, 25.

award to, under contract for operating State road, 21.

letter from general superintendent relative to heating cars, 190.

Freight, tons of, carried on railroads, 10, 311.

average rates of, on lending roads in Mass., 14.

in 1865 and 1887, 14.

average distance carried, 10, 307.

tons of, carried per train mile, 307.

Freight cars, number of, 15, 311.

power brakes on, 52.

cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11, 306.

per car, 307.

Freight-couplers and draw-liars, action of the Board concerning, 53.

action of Master Car Builders' Asssociation, 53, 54.

Freight earnings, 6, 308.
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Freight earnings, per train mile, 12, 305.

expenses per train mile, 305

Freight mileage, statistics of, 7, 10, 311, 313.

Freight train brakes, success of, 52

some standard form of, should be agreed upon by Mass railroads, 52.

Freights, average, on railroads, 14.

receipts from, 6.

Fuel, cost of, per train mile, 11, 306.

Grade-crossings of railroads and highways, number of, 30.

suggestions for the abolition of, 31-35.

accidents at, 22.

reports on petitions for, 130, 132.

private, an unnecessary source of danger, 31.

should be abolished, 31.

Grain, receipts of, in Boston for ten years, 73-77.

Guard posts at prolongation of bridge trusses not approved, 52.

Guard rails on bridges, 50.

Guild, W. It , and others v. New York & New England Railroad, 154.

Hanover Branch It.R. purchased by the Old Colony, 21.

R. A. Forest and others v., 150.

Hanover, citizens of, ??. Old Colony R.R. Co., 145.

Heating passenger cars, 55-65.

action of the Board relative to, 55-62.

by steam from locomotive, methods of, in use, 62.

New York law concerning, 64.

circular and letters relative to, 176.

Highway crossings (see Grade Crossings).

Horses owned by street railway companies, 16, 250.

renewal of, 244.

per mile operated, 254.

Hoosac Tunnel & Wilmington Railroad, action of Board relative to,

Income of railroads, 5, 8, 270, 311.

for ten years, 6.

per mile operated, 305.

per train mile, 12.

net, 8, 311.

per mile of road operated, 305.

percentage of, to permanent investment, 8.

Income of street railways, 16, 242, 248.

per mile operated, 256, 258.

Increase of earnings, 5.

Index, general, to annual reports, 69, 206.

Interest, accrued, statistics of (see Abstract of returns).

Inter-state commerce act, differs from our state law and decisions, 67.

Investigations and inquests in cases of fatal accidents, 29.

Investments, permanent, of railroads, statistics of (see Abstract of returns).

cost of, per mile of road owned, 304.

Lighting passenger cars by electricity, 66.

Locomotives, cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11, 306.

per locomotive, 307.

number of, 15.

Mail and baggage cars, number of, 15, 311.

cost of, per train mile, 306.

Mails, receipts from, 311.

Maintenance of way, etc., cost of, per train mile, 11.

Massachusetts, accidents in, 22, 78-87.

Meigs Elevated Railway, supplementary report on, 204.
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Mileage, freight and passenger, 7, 272.

of railroads, 3, 262, 310.

of street railways, 16, 250.

train, expenses, 10, 11.

Mileage tickets, coupons of, should be detached to cover only the actual distance

travelled, 162.

Miles run on railroads, statistics of, 10, 311.

average, travelled by passengers, 9, 307.

freight carried, 10, 307.

run on street railways, 16, 252.

Milford & Woonsocket R. R., leased to New York & New England, 21.

accident on, 122.

Nantasket Beach Railroad, duty of owners to operate, 67, 146, 147.

New Bedford Union Street Railway, complaint of George A. Cobb and others v., 160.

New Haven & Northampton R. R., leased to New York, New Haven & Hartford, 21. !

New railroad construction, 3.

Newton Street Railway Co., petition of, for leave to cross Boston & Albany R. R., 130.

New York & New England Railroad, ratio of passengers injured to miles operated in

Massachusetts, 24.

ratio of employees injured to total number, 25. 1

petition for better station on, at Norwood Central,

140.

duty of, to operate its Dedham Branch, 68, 154.'

letter from general superintendent of, relative to

heating cars, 192.

Oil and waste, cost of, per train mile, 11, 306.

Old Colony Railroad, citizens of Hanover v., 145.

ratio of passengers injured to miles operatedln Massachusetts,^,

ratio of employees injured to total number, 25.

letter from general manager relativerto heating cars, 195.

Operating expenses, what is included in, 11.

percentage of, to gross receipts, 8.

to transportation earnings, 308.

Operation of railroads, cost of, per mile, 8.

per train mile, 10, 306.

items composing, 11.

comparative average cost of, for ten years, 8.

Palmer, petition for better access to station at, 141.

Passenger cars, cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11, 306.

number of, 15.

heating and lighting of, 55.

expense of repairs per car, 307.

Passenger earnings, 5, 6, 308.

per train mil?, 12.

average on principal railroads, 12.

fares, statistics of, 13.

mileage, statistics of, 7, 9, 311.

Passenger and freight facilities, reports on, 145.

Passenger trains, miles run by, 10, 311.

Passengers, number carried on railroads, 9 {see Returns of respective roads).

one mile, 9.

per train mile, 307.

on street railways, 16, 252.

per round trip, 252.

average distance travelled by, 9, 307.

accidents to, 22-25.
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Permanent investments of railroads, 5, 310.

percentage of gross and net income to, 8.

per mile of road owned, 304.

of street railways, 15, 16, 238.

way (see Way)

.

Personal injuries, amount of damages paid for (see Returns of the several roads).

Power-brakes on freight trains, 52.

Providence & Worcester R.R., letter from superintendent of, relative to heating cars, 197.

Railroad Commissioners, names of, 204.

Railroad construction, 3.

Railroad corporations, number of, 4.

Railroad returns, tabulated statement compiled from, 262-311.

Railroads of Massachusetts, construction of, during the year, 3.

statistics of, 4-15, 262-308.

number of, 4.

length of, 3, 262-269.

miles operated, 310.

capital stock of, 4, 5, 270, 310.

per mile owned, 304.

debt of, 4, 5, 310.

per mile owned, 304.

cost of, 4.

per mile owned, 304.

expenses of, 5.

earnings of, 5, 6, 7, 12.

comparative, for ten years, 6.

for seven years, 312.

permanent investments of, 5, 310.

per mile owned, 304.

dividends of, 9.

cost of operating, 7, 8.

per train mile, 10, 11.

income of, 5, 8.

amount of business of, 9.

average fares on, 13.

average freights on, 14.

equipment of, 15, 311.

other property of, 310.

grade-crossings of, 30.

employees on, 15.

leases and consolidations of, 20.

road-bed of, 37.

accidents on, 22-26.

double track, etc., on (see Abstract returns of the several

roads)

.

total assets and liabilities of, 310.

Rails, cost of renewal of, per train mile, 11, 306.

steel, miles of, 14, 310.

iron, miles of, 310.

Railways (see Street railways).

Rates, passenger and freight, no important question concerning, brought before the

Board, 67.

Repairs of railroads, cost of, per train mile, 11, 306

of cars, average cost of, per car, 307.

on street railways, 244.

per mile operated, 254.

cost of, per locomotive, passenger and freight cars, 307.
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Reports, annual, general index to, from 1870 to 1887, 69, 206.

Returns, railroad, in tabular form, arranged alphabetically (see Contents of tables, p.

230).

comparative tables compiled from, 304.

street railway, tabular abstract of, 236-260.

Road (see Way).

Road-bed, cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11.

condition of, 37.

Rolling-stock, amount of, returned for seven years, 15.

statistics relating to (see Abstract of returns)

.

Russell, Hon. Thomas, chairman, death of, 69.

Salaries and general office expenses of street railways, 244.

Salaries, wages, etc., per train mile, 11 (see Abstract of returns).

Service, train, cost of, 11.

Sidings, statistics of, 262, 310.

Stations, character and location of, 35.

petitions for new, etc., 136-144.

Steel rails, miles of, 14, 310.

expenses for new (see Returns of railroads respectively)

.

Stock of railroads, amount of, 4, 5.

per mile of road owned, 304.

how owned, 270, 310.

dividends on, 9 (see Abstract of returns).

of street railways, amount of, 16, 236.

per mile owned, 254.

dividends on, 16, 248.

Street railways, statistics of, 15, 16, 236-260.

number of, 15.

capital stock of, per mile owned, 16, 254.

debt of, 16, 236.

debt per mile of road owned, 254.

land and buildings of, 238.

cash assets, 236.

length of, 16, 250.

number of stockholders, 236.

cost of, 16, 238.

per mile owned, 16, 254.

per mile operated, 254.

total property and assets. 238.

addiitons and reductions of property during year, 240.

income of, 16, 242.

per mile operated, etc., 256, 258.

expense of operating, 16, 256.

per mile operated, etc., 256, 258.

cost of round trip on, 16, 256.

interest accrued, 248.

net earnings per mile operated, etc., 258.

dividends of, 16, 248.

equipment of, 16, 250.

car mileage on, 16, 252.

number of passengers on, 16, 252.

greater than on steam roads, 16.

per round trip, 252.

number of trips on, 16, 252.

of employees on, 16, 252.

consolidation of, 19, 20.

abstract of accidents on, 252.
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Street railways, purchase of real estate by, 19.

Summary of returns of 1886 and 1887, 310, 311.

for seven years, 312, 313.

Sunday trains, permits for, 66.

Surplus or deficit of railroad companies (see Abstract of returns).

Tables, statistical, from railroad returns, 262-313.

from street railway returns, 236-260.

Taxes (see Abstract of returns)

.

Track of railroads, length of, 3, 4, 262-269.

cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11.

Traffic expenses, statistics of, 10, 11, 311.

per train mile, 10.

Train accidents, 28, 84.

Train mile, expenses per, 11.

earnings per 12.

earnings and expenses per, statistics of, 305, 306.

standard, average cost of, 10, 11.

Train mileage, 10, 311. (See Abstract of returns).

Trains, cost of running, 10.

Transportation earnings and expenses, statistics of, 311.

Trespassers, accidents to, 23.

Troy & Boston R. R. consolidated with the Fitchburg, 21.

Troy & Greenfield Railroad, award under the contract for operating, 21.

Union Station on north side of Boston, 36.

United States, statistics of railroad accidents in, 88.

Wages (see Salaries).

Waste, cost of, per train mile, 11, 306.

Way, permanent cost of maintaining, per train mile, 11, 306.

of street railways, cost of, 16, 238.

repairs on, cost per mile operated, 254.

West End Street Railway, consolidation of other street railways with, 17.

increase of capital stock of, 17, 18, 166-175.

West Springfield, petition of citizens of, for an early train to Springfield, 149.

Withington, D. L., v. Boston & Maine Railroad, 162.

Worcester & Nashua Railroad, Geo. S. Boutwell and others v., on account of increase.of

season-ticket rates, 151.
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The Railroad Commissioners respectfully submit their Nine-

teenth Annual Report.

Railroad Construction.

During the year ending Sept. 30, 1887, there were con-

structed the following additional miles of railroad in this

State :
—

Central Massachusetts (Jefferson's to Ware), .

Providence, Webster & Siiringfield,

Boston, Winthrop & Shore (Winthrop Branch),

Eastern (Essex Branch Extension),

Boston & Albany (Riverside Branch Extension),

26.170

1.260

.860

.520

.040

28.850

And there was a decrease by a re-measurement on several roads of, .100

Additional miles, 28.750

Mileage of Railroads.

The total length of railroads belonging to the corporations

making returns to this Board was 2,992.823 miles of main line

and branches, of which 1,036.717 were provided with double

track. Last year the total length was 2,867.613 miles, with

1,011.367 miles of double track; showing an increase of

125.210 of total length, and 25.350 miles of double track.

The total length of sidings was 1,360.009 miles, as against

1,249.862; showing an increase of 110.147 miles. The total

length of track, considering double track and sidings as so

much additional single track, is 5,389.549 miles, as against

5,128.842 of last year; the increase being 260.707 miles.

Of the whole amount there are in this State, of main line

2,018.258 miles, of double track 740.389, and of sidings

964.330 miles, being a total of 3,722.977, as against 3,616.103

miles of last year ; showing an increase of track in this State

of 106.874 miles.
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Cost of Roads.

The average cost of standard-gauge roads is returned at

$69,877.01 per mile; the cost of equipment per mile operated

averages $5,487.38,— making the average cost of a standard-

gauge road, with equipment, $75,3(34.39. This increase over

last year is accounted for by the cost of the Troy & Greenfield

Railroad and Hoosac Tunnel, which was purchased from the

State by the Fitchburg Railroad Company for ten million

dollars in securities, being now included in the cost of the

Fitchburg Railroad, while in previous years no returns were

made to the Board or was there included in any of their com-

putations any sum for the tunnel and railroad property of the

State. The cost of narrow-gauge roads averages $33,789.57

per mile, and $7,208.23 per mile additional for equipment.

Number of Corporations.

Returns were received from sixty corporations, — the same

as last year. The Dorchester & Milton and the Lancaster have

been dropped from our list. The Chatham and the Hoosac

Tunnel & Wilmington Companies, having been incorporated

the past year, have been added.

Capital Stock and Debt.

The aggregate capital stock was $150,469,414.02, an in-

crease of $19,781,445.00, resulting from an increase of the

capital stock of the following roads :
—

Fitchburg, $15,484,500 00

Eastern, 3,149,400 00

Providence & Worcester, 500,000 00

Boston & Lowell, 400,000 00

Old Colony 200,000 00

Chatham, 66,195 00

Central Massachusetts, 59,230 00

New York & New England (preferred) 50*000 00

Providence, Webster & Springfield, 25,000 00

Grafton Centre, 20,170 00

New York & Boston Inland, 12,240 00

Boston, Winthrop & Shore, 12,000 00

The capital stock of the Hanover Branch, amounting to

$123,950, and of the Dorchester & Milton, amounting to

$73,340, have been dropped from our accounts; both of
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these companies' roads having been incorporated into the

accounts of the Old Colony as branches.

The net debt of the companies— the gross debt less cash

assets— amounts to $81,646,094.60, an increase of $10,633,-

597.11. The cash assets of all the railroad companies of the

State have increased by the amount of $4,000,351.63. The
returns for the last seven years are as follows :

—

YEARS.
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The local passenger earnings were $17,009,841.6(5, an in-

crease of $1,236,118.54 over the figures of last year, which

were $15,773,723.12. The through passenger earnings were

$5,950,080.34, an increase of $548,478.11 over the amount

for last year, which was $5,401,602.23. The express, mail,

and other earnings included in total passenger earnings, as

given above, amounted to $2,325,814.69, being an increase of

$169,814.33, this item having been, in 1886, $2,156,000.36.

The local freight earnings were $11,621,372.13; in 1886 they

were $10,929,413.10, showing an increase of $691,959.03.

Through freight was $13,034,633.12, against $11,852,778.57,

an increase of $1,181,854.55.

The income from all other sources of the freight department

amounted to $126,916.40, as against $58,171.86, an increase

of $68,744.54. The following table gives the earnings in

strictly railroad business during the past ten years :
—

YEARS.
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Passenger and Freight Mileage.

Total Passenger

Mileage.

Total Freight

Mileage.

1877-78,
1878-79,

1879-80,
1880-81,

1881-82,

1882-83,
1883-84,

1884-85,

1885-86,

1886-87,

593
616
708
788
892
943

1,007

1,041

1,124

1,242

060,781

871,131
645,422
422,761

321,207

245,658

136,376

628,073
148,045

,031,078

715,480,187

806,064,933
959,429,750

1,080,802,796

1,130,070,652

1,220,824,418

1,229,368,472

1,266,160,455

1,391,626,438

1,517,932,012

The increase of passenger mileage— or passengers carried

one mile— for the year amounts to 117,883,033. The in-

crease of freight mileage, or tons of freight carried one mile,

amounts to 126,305,574. The total number of passengers

carried was 82,923,364, showing an increase of 7,080,783 over

the previous year. The whole number of tons of freight

carried was 24,605,140, as against 22,925,532; showing an

increase of 1,679,608 tons.

Earnings per Mile of Road.

The average sum earned on each mile of main track and

branch operated was $12,117.29 ; or, computing double track

as additional single track, the average per mile was $9,688.21.

The average transportation earnings per mile, on the seven

roads of standard-gauge terminating in Boston, was $11,580.58,

being a decrease of $24.10 per mile.

( 'ost of Operating.

The following table shows the cost of operating the roads;

during the past ten years, and the percentage of operating-

expenses, not including taxes, as compared with gross re-

ceipts :
—
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YEARS.
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Dividends.

The total amount of dividends declared was $7,550,901.61,

an increase of $693,395.31 over last year. Of the 60 corpora-

tions, 36 paid dividends varying from 2 to 10 per cent. The

following table shows the amount paid in dividends by all the

corporations for ten years, with the percentage to capital stock,

and also the amount of interest paid :
—

YEAES.
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The following table shows the cost, not including taxes, for

five years per total train mile to each of the leading corpora-

tions of the State :
—
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Boston & Albany,
Boston & Lowell,
Boston & Maine,

.

Boston & Providence,

.

Eastern,
Fitchburg, .

New York & New England
Old Colony,
Connecticut River,

New York, New Haven &
Hartford,

.

Providence & Worcester,

Earnings per Total Kkvente-Tiiun Mile.

$1,638
1.674

1.709

1.838

1.648

1.532

1.320

1.668

1.855

1.804

2.013

1881-85. 1S85-S6.

^1.542

1.451

1.587

1.749

1.580

1.394

1.360

1.685

2.080

1.772

1.832

$1,406

1.199

1.541

1.715

1.324

1.466

1.723

1.691

1.767

1.962

^1.596

1.139

1.580

1.763

1.337

1.638

1.727

1.828

1.886

2.110

$1,628

1.225

1.584

1.802

1.417

1.646

1.730

1.914

1.876

2.192
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Fares and Freights.

The four following tables show the average fares on all

roads, the average fares and freights for eight years on the

leadino- roads, and the change in average rate of freight on six

roads since 1865 :
—

Average Fare on all Roads in the State.

1879-80.
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Average Freights for Six Years.
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Rolling Stock.

The increase in the number of locomotives during the year

has been 105, and of passengers cars, 133 ; mail and baggage

oars have increased 46 ; freight and miscellaneous cars have

increased 2,881.

The following table shows the amount of rolling stock re-

turned for the last seven years :
—

1883-84. 1884-85

Locomotives,
Passenger ears, .

Mail and baggage
cars,

Freight cars,

1,161

1,568

432
21,502

1,222

1,658

463
26,382

1,286

1,790

482
28,008

1,391

1,948

525
29,701

1,416

1,993

509
29,957

1,445

2,058

518
31,319

1,550

2,191

564
34,200

Employees.

The average number of persons employed by the railroad

corporations was 34,200, being 2,881 more than in the year

before. The following table shows the number employed for

each of the past eight years :
—

1879-80,
1880-81,
1881-82,

1882-83,

21,615

25,490

27,403

29,844

1883-84,

1884-85,
1885-86,

1886-87,

30,590
30,069

31,188

34,200

The whole number employed by all the corporations making

returns to this Board is 39,422.

Street Railways.

Returns were received from 44 street railway companies.

During the year five have been incorporated and added to the

list,— the Suburban, West End, Plum Island, Worcester

Consolidated and the Union. The Worcester Consolidated

was incorporated under a special act, being a consolidation

of the Worcester and Citizens' Companies. The Union is a

consolidation of the Acuslmot and Now Bodford & Fairhaven
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Companies under a special act. The Salem & Danvers has

been purchased by the Naumkeag. The name of the Stone-

ham Company has been changed by a special act to East

Middlesex. The Charles River, Highland, Middlesex and

Salem Companies, having been consolidated or purchased by
other companies, have been dropped from our list.

The aggregate capital stock is $10,096,800.00, being an in-

crease of $971,155.00 ; their gross debt has also increased

$982,978.29, and now amounts to $6,447,707.90. The aggre-

gate of stock and gross debt is now $16,544,507.90.

One corporation made a dividend of 13 per cent., two of 10,

three of 8, one of 6|-, ten of 6, two of 4, five of 3, one of 2^-

;

while nineteen declared no dividends.

The average rate of dividend on the total amount of capital

stock was 5.26 per cent. ; and the net earnings amount to

5.56 per cent, on the aggregate of capital stock and gross

debt.

The whole length of track, including branches, sidings, and

double track, amounts to 507.085 miles, being an increase of

66.950 miles. The average cost was $17,628.37 per mile for

permanent way, $8,334.57 for equipment, and $8,685.86 for

land and buildings ; making a total cost of $34,648.80 for each

mile of road owned. The number of round trips was 3,222,-

607, an increase of 344,602 over the previous year; with a

mileage of 20,625,846, an increase of 964,171. Passengers

were carried to the number of 124,787,328, being an increase

of 12,699,944 over the number carried during the preceding

year. The number of passengers carried on the street railways

exceeded the number on the steam roads by 41,863,964.

The gross income was $6,459,524.80, an increase of $580,-

941.75. There was a decrease of net income of $107,614.17;

with an increase of dividends paid amounting to $36,850.00.

The average amount received for the conveyance of each pas-

senger was 5.18 cents, and the average cost of carrying each

person amounted to 4.44 ; the net profits to the companies

being 0.74 cent, against 0.87 cent as compared with last year.

The average cost of a round trip was $1.72, with a profit of 28

cents, being a decrease of 7 cents from last year.

The whole number of horses was 11,874, being an increase

of 1,085 ; the number of cars was 2,633, showing an increase





The property of the Cambridge Railroad was transferred

November 19.
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of 344, and the number of other vehicles was 148. The num-

ber of persons employed on street railways was 5,222, being

an increase of 607 over last year. The number of accidents

reported was 131, of which eight were fatal. The number

injured the previous year was 86 ; nine of whom were killed.

West End Street Railway.

The duties of the Commission, with reference to street rail-

ways, have been increased during the past year. By chapter

413 of the Acts of 1887, being an act to authorize the West
End Street Railway and certain other street railway companies

to unite and consolidate with each other, it was provided that

the terms and conditions of leases, purchases, sales and con-

solidations under the act should be such only as may be

approved by the Board of Railroad Commissioners, and under

this act the Board was called upon to approve, and after ex-

amination did approve, the terms of sale of the property of the

Cambridge, the Metropolitan, the South Boston and the Boston

Consolidated Street Railway companies to the West End
Street Railway Company. The property of those corpora-

tions, in accordance with such terms of sale, was on November
12 transferred to the West End Street Railway Company,
and all of said properties are now operated under one manage-

ment.

Section 3 of said chapter 413 authorizes the West End
Street Railway Company to increase its capital stock as pro-

vided by the laws of the Commonwealth and also to such an

amount as the Board of Railroad Commissioners may deter-

mine to be necessary or expedient to carry into effect the pro-

visions of the act. Section 5 provides that the company may
locate, construct and maintain tunnels between convenient

points in the city of Boston, after obtaining the consent of the

board of aldermen and of the Board of Railroad Commission-

ers. This section seems to impose upon the Board the duty to

pass, not only upon the location of the tunnel, but upon its

expediency and method of construction. Section 8 provides

that no location and no alteration, or revocation of a location

of a street railway, and no authority to run cars over or use

the tracks of another street railway, whether surface or elevated,

in the city of Boston, or Cambridge, or in the town of Brook-
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line, shall hereafter be valid until approved by this Board.

When the act was under consideration the chairman of the

Board appeared before the committee on Street Railways, and

called the attention of the committee to the additional labor

which the act imposed upon the Board, and urged that it might

be relieved therefrom. The duties of the Board with reference

to steam railroads alone are at best arduous and varied, and

open a wide field of investigation which it is exceedingly diffi-

cult to do justice to, and the Board regrets that the Legis-

lature deemed it necessary or expedient to throw upon it

additional labor of so important and troublesome a character

with reference to street railways. The power given by section

8 is practically a veto power in regard to locations and alter-

ations, or revocations of locations, and thus the Board may be

brought in conflict with the city authorities upon matters on

which they have, after a public hearing, previously acted, and

which have always been deemed to be within their special prov-

ince.

In the year 1882 an appeal from the County Commissioners

to this Board was given in decisions relating to separations of

grades. In the report for 1885 the Board called attention to

the matter, urging that such second trial was contrary to the

general policy of our law, and that the law was further objec-

tionable, because it allowed an appeal from the appropriate

tribunal to one less familiar with the considerations involved.

In accordance with the recommendation of the Board, the

provision allowing an appeal was by the Legislature of that

year repealed. As in that case, so in the matter of loca-

tions of street railways, the Board believes that there should

be no second trial, or at least that it is not the proper tribu-

nal before which a second trial should be had.

The decision of the Board in reference to the petition of the

West End Street Railway Company, asking for authority to

increase its common stock from $80,000 to $1,200,000, will

be found in the Appendix. This decision covers several im-

portant questions as to increase of capital, and also as to the

character of the restrictions which can be imposed by the board

of aldermen of a city or by the selectmen of a toAvn, under

Public Statutes, chap. 113, sect. 7.

It was held, that the authority to grant a location, under such
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restrictions as the interests of the public may require, does not

contemplate or authorize a sale of a location for a sum of

money or other valuable consideration, or a grant of a location

upon condition that land shall be contributed for the widening

of a street. An examination of the reports of this Board does

not lead to the discovery of any instance of a sale of a loca-

tion. In the case of the Middlesex Railroad Company a

portion of its location was granted on condition that rates

within certain limits should not exceed three cents. The com-

pany accepted the location but refused to submit to the condi-

tion on the ground that it was illegal, and the condition was

never enforced. In a decision, embodied in the report of the

year 1882, page 122, it is stated with reference to this condi-

tion that the general opinion of the legal profession is, that a

municipal board has no right to annex such a condition to the

grant of a location, and the Board expressed its concurrence in

that opinion.

In relation to the power of street railway companies to pur-

chase real estate the Board held that section 18, which author-

izes every street railway company to purchase and hold such

real and personal estate as may be necessary or convenient for

the operation of its road, does not authorize a street railway com-

pany to purchase land to be contributed to the widening of a

street, no part of such land being used for the railway

tracks.

The question may soon arise whether a street railway com-

pany can legally purchase land outside of streets, for the

purpose of constructing its tracks thereon. In connection

with the Harvard Bridge, so called, over Charles River, another

new question is imminent,— namely, whether it is within the

corporate powers of a street railway company to join with a

city or town in paying the expense of the construction of a

bridge, over which a location has been granted to it.

The expediency of legislation covering these two matters

deserves consideration.

Consolidations .

As in the case of steam railroads so among street railway

companies, an unusual number of consolidations has been

made during the past year. The Worcester and the Citizens'
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Street Railway Companies have been consolidated under the

name of the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Company.

The Acushnet and the New Bedford & Fairhaven Street

Railway Companies have been consolidated under the name of

the Union Street Railway Company. The Salem & Danvers

Street Railway Company has been purchased by the Naumkeag
Street Railway Company. The Metropolitan Railroad Com-

pany, the Boston Consolidated Street Railway Company
(which was formed by a consolidation of the Highland Street

Railway Company and the Middlesex Railroad Company) , the

South Boston Railroad Company and the Cambridge Railroad

Company (which was formed by a consolidation of the Charles

River Street Railway Company and the Cambridge Railroad

Company) have been consolidated into the West End Street

Railway Company. Thus there is now one railroad in the city

of Boston, operating the lines formerly operated by six different

corporations.

The advantages and disadvantages of consolidation of com-

peting lines have often been discussed in these reports. An
interesting claim is made, with reference to the advantages to

follow from a consolidation of the street railway companies in

the city of Boston, and deserves mention. It is, that under

the old system each one of the six railways was obliged to take

an active part in the politics of the city, in order to protect

its rights from encroachments in the interest of other railways.

It is now claimed that, as there will be no other railway to

encroach, the city elections will be more free from this danger-

ous corporate influence.

Steam Railroads.

Leases and Consolidations.

During the past year the following leases and consolidations

have been effected :
—

The New Haven & Northampton Railroad Company, the

Connecticut Valley Railroad Company, the Stamford & New
Canaan Railroad Company, and the Naugatuck Railroad Com-

pany, have been leased to the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad Company for the term of ninety-nine years.
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The Boston & Lowell Railroad has been leased to the Boston

& Maine Railroad for ninety-nine years, and the Manchester &
Lawrence Railroad has been leased to the Boston & Maine

Railroad for fifty years.

The Milford & Woonsocket Railroad and the Milford,

Franklin & Providence Railroad have been leased to the New
York & New England Railroad Company, and an agreement

for a lease of the Boston & Providence Railroad to the Old

Colony Railroad Company for the term of ninety-nine years

has been entered into, subject to the approval of the Legisla-

ture and thereafter of the stockholders of the respective roads.

The Hanover Branch Railroad has been purchased by the

Old Colony. The Dorchester & Milton Railroad, which many
years ago became the property of the Old Colony, has ceased to

be recognized as a separate organization and has been incorpor-

ated into the Old Colony, and the Troy & Greenfield and

Hoosac Tunnel, the Boston, Hoosac Tunnel & Western, and

the Troy & Boston Railroads have been consolidated with the

Fitchburg Railroad Company.

The Troy & Greenfield Railroad.

The annual hearing by the Board, under the contract with

the Fitchburg Railroad Company for operating the State road,

showed the following result for the year ending Sept. 30,

1886:—
Gross revenue, $569,910 78

Gross earnings, 531,487 93

Expenses, 260,698 96

Balance due the State, 270,788 97

Amount already paid the State by the Fitchburg R.E,. Co., . 262,897 03

Amount due the State by the Fitchburg R.R. Co., . . . 7,891 94

The operating expenses are 49.051 per cent, of the gross

earnings, against 49.477 the previous year. This percentage

applies by contracts to the other railroad companies engaged

in operating the State road.

The Fitchburg Railroad Company claimed as expenses

$273,909.54, which would have entitled it to 51.536 per cent,

of the gross earnings.
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Accidents.

The record of accidents for the year ending Sept. 30, 1887,

is even more lamentable than that of the preceding year,

though that far exceeded the average in the number of casual-

ties. Ten collisions and eight derailments caused the death of

28 persons and injured nearly 200. These accidents were in-

vestigated by the Board and special reports on the most serious

will be found in the Appendix.

The whole number of persons injured (as reported to the

Board at the time the accidents occurred) was 802, an increase

of 211 over last year, due in a great measure to the Bussey

Bridge disaster. Of these, 198 were passengers, 357 were

employees, 54 were travellers at highway crossings and per-

sons lawfully at stations, and 193 were trespassers, who were

unlawfully on the track or stealing rides on freight trains.

The number of passengers killed or injured was larger than

last year by 84, and there were 83 more casualties to em-

ployees ; an increase of more than 73 per cent in passengers,

and 30 per cent in employees. There were ten more persons

killed or injured at grade crossings and stations, and 34 more

trespassers suffered the penalty of their offence.

Of passengers 23 were killed and 121 were injured by causes

beyond their own control ; while 14 were killed and 40 were

injured through their own misconduct or want of caution, a

slight decrease in the total casualties of this class from the

preceding year. There is a discrepancy in the number of

passengers injured in the Bussey Bridge disaster as returned

at the time of the accident and the number reported in the

annual return of the Boston & Providence Railroad. The

number first reported was 100, but by the annual return the

number known and claiming to have been injured was more

than 200. A large part of this excess is probably made up of

indefinite, uncertain, and perhaps imaginary injuries. The

table of accidents in the Appendix is compiled from the re-

ports made at the time the accidents occurred.

Of the casualties to employees 79 were fatal and 278 were

not fatal. Eleven were killed and 111 were injured when
coupling or uncoupling freight cars. Eight of these accidents
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occurred where one of the couplers was an authorized automa-

tic coupler, 1 where both couplers were authorized automatic

couplers of the same kind, and 5 occurred in coupling passen-

ger cars equipped with the Miller hook to freight cars having

the link and pin draw-bar. Four employees were killed and 6

were injured by contact with overhead bridges or other struc-

tures less than eighteen feet above the track ; 6 were killed

and 26 injured by train accidents ; 24 were killed and 50 were

injured by falling from trains ; and 34 were killed and 85 were

injured by accidents from a great variety of causes. Most

of them were due to crossing or standing on tracks or in-

cautiously stepping in front of a moving engine or car in

railroad yards, or jumping from moving trains.

At grade crossings of highways protected by gates or flag-

men there were 17 casualties, and at crossings without gates or

flag there were 30 ; of these 19 were fatal and 28 not fatal.

This is a decrease of 3 fatal accidents and an increase of 15 not

fatal. Three persons were killed and four were injured when

imprudently crossing the tracks at stations.

Trespassers as usual furnish the largest number of fatal

casualties, 126 having been killed while 67 were injured not

fatally. Last year 91 were killed and 68 were injured. Of

the trespassers killed 11 are reported as apparently suicides.

Twenty-six were reported as intoxicated at the time of the

accident, and it is not improbable that others who were killed

while lying on the track were in a like condition. It appears

also from the reports that eight of the passengers killed or

injured through their own imprudence were under the influ-

ence of liquor.

If all the companies adopt the same rule in reporting acci-

dents, there is a great difference in the number of actual

casualties on the several roads in proportion to their traffic.

In the case of passengers killed and injured through their own
fault there are no sufficient data on which to base a comparison,

as we do not know the number of passengers carried in Massa-

chusetts. The following table shows the ratio of passengers

injured to the miles operated in Massachusetts, but as some

roads carry more passengers than others on the miles operated

within the State, the comparison is not accurate.
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RAILROADS.
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bruised thumbs and broken fingers which occur so frequently

on the Boston & Albany and the Fitchburg roads.

The following table shows the proportion of employees

killed and injured to the whole number on the several roads

terminating in Boston :
—
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include only those in Massachusetts, the number of passengers

carried include all carried outside of, as well as within, the

State ; and the number of employees includes all employed on

the whole length of the roads operated by the several com-

panies. In the case of passengers, if we had the number

carried in Massachusetts we should find the exact ratio ; and

in the case of employees, if we had the number employed in

Massachusetts and the freight train mileage within this State,

comparisons between the several roads would be more fair.

From the monthly record of train accidents in the United

States, published in the Railroad Gazette, a general statement

in tabular form is given in the Appendix. This record is not

official and is probably not complete, but is sufficiently accu-

rate for general information and for ordinary purposes of com-

parison. The table of causes of accident in each month is

discontinued as of little practical value.

Bussey Bridge Disaster.

The Appendix contains the special report made to the Legis-

lature of last year in relation to the Bussey Bridge disaster,

so called, on the 14th of March last. Among the concluding

paragraphs of that report is the following :
—

The disaster and the facts which have been disclosed impose a

grave responsibility on the Board of Directors. It is their duty by

the most searching inquiry to ascertain forthwith whether any other

work has been done in a like negligent and incompetent manner,

whether in other matters reasonable and well-approved precautions

against accident have been ignored or neglected, and whether false

economy has been practised and safety sacrificed. They should not

rest until they have taken the most energetic measures, without regard

to expense and without regard to persons, to correct the past and to

ensure better and safer management in the future.

On the 25th of November the Board sent a communication

to the president and directors of the Boston & Providence

Railroad, asking them to report what action had been taken by

them in consequence of the findings and recommendations con-

tained in the report of the Board, in relation to the disaster.

The following answer has been received :
—
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Boston, December 13, 1887.

Hon. George G. Crocker, Chairman of the Board of B. B. Commissioners.

Sir :— In your communication of the 25th of last month the

directors were requested to report on or before the 15th of December

what action had been taken in consequence of the findings and recom-

mendations of your Board in the matter of the Bussey Bridge disas-

ter.

Previous to the publication of the Commissioners' report, which

bears no specific date, Mr. Samuel L. Minot, a well-known civil engi-

neer of this city, was asked by the directors to take charge of all

bridges on the line of the road. In the month of May he was for-

mally appointed an officer of the corporation.

In accordance with Mr. Minot's recommendation work was contin-

ued for the completion of two important bridges, the plans for one of

which met with his full approval. Plans for the other were some-

what changed at his suggestion.

Under Mr. Minot's supervision seven highway and eighteen track

bridges have been strengthened or renewed, or are in the course of

renewal. The details relating to track bridges were filed in the office

of the Commissioners on the 31st of October last.

The sums expended on bridges during the last twelve years and

in doing away with open bridges by solid filling, the latter large out-

lay charged to track account, indicate that there has been no parsi-

mony shown by the corporation in caring for this most important

feature of a railway.

Owing to inevitable drawbacks the work proposed for this year has

not gone on as speedily as was hoped for.

The breaking down of the Roslindale Bridge led to a demand upon

the iron bridge builders of the country which they have not been

able to meet.

Materials promised to this road in October will not be delivered

before the twentieth of the current month of December. It is pro-

posed, however, to continue work during favorable days or weeks of

the winter.

Although referring to details not within your jurisdiction, it seems

proper to add that the bridges falling to the special care of this cor-

poration in Rhode Island have been thoroughly inspected and cared

for. In the city of Pawtucket a stone bridge or arch over the Mos-
hassuck River, similar to that about completed at Roslindale, is well

under way. The cost is to be borne jointly by the Providence &
Worcester Railroad and this Company.

Respectfully submitted for the directors,

Henry A. Whitney, President.
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The foregoing letter is not as full as it was hoped it would

be. In commendation of the company it should be stated that

through its instrumentality the location of South Street, in the

vicinity of the Bussey Bridge, has been changed so that it now
crosses under the tracks at a right angle, and that the stone

arch which has been erected to take the place of the fallen

bridge is a substantial and satisfactory structure.

Train Accidents.

It is important that this Board should be notified at once, by

telegraph or telephone, of any serious train accident. The

examination of a wreck before it has been disturbed renders

the investigations into the causes of the accident much less

difficult. It is true that the wreck may be burned, and that

in many cases, even when notice is given immediately, it will

be necessary, before any member of the Board can arrive on

the scene, to clear away the wreck for the passage of trains,

to replace sleepers, frogs and rails, and perhaps break up

shattered cars so as to get them out of the way, and that im-

portant features may thus be lost sight of. It should be

made the duty of some official, after attending to the wounded,

to make a rough diagram of the wreck, showing the locations

of the different parts of it with reference to each other and

surrounding objects, such as trees, rocks, telegraph poles,

houses, etc. ; and also a brief, general description of the con-

dition of its different portions.

Great assistance in investigating the causes and details of

the Bussey Bridge disaster was rendered by the numerous

photographs which were taken. Amateur photography is now

so common, and the process so simple, that it seems not un-

reasonable to request that railroads, in connection with their

wrecking apparatus, should have a photographing outfit, and

that they should, when possible, cause photographs to be taken

of the wreck from several points of view, so that the exact

position of it with reference to surrounding objects, and the

condition and position of the cars, bridge or other debris, may

be clearly shown. No legislation upon this subject is neces-

sary, as the railroads will undoubtedly comply with the ex-

pressed wish of the Board.
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Investigations and Inquests in Cases of Death.

By section 18 of chapter 112 of the Public Statutes the

Board is required to investigate the '
' causes of any accident on

a railroad resulting in loss of life." By section 13 of chapter

26 of the Public Statutes it is provided that "an inquest shall

be held in all cases of death by accident upon a railroad," in

the same manner as in the case of deaths caused by violence.

Such an inquest is held by a justice of the district, police or

municipal court for the district or city in which the body lies,

or by a trial justice.

It is further provided in said chapter that the district attor-

ney, or some person designated by him, may attend the inquest

and examine all witnesses, and that he or the justice may issue

subpoenas for witnesses. Section 15 provides that "the pre-

siding justice or trial justice shall, after hearing the testimony,

draw up and sign a report in which he shall find and certify

when, where and by what means the person deceased came to

his death,— his name, if known, and all material circumstances

attending his death ; and if it appears that his death resulted

wholly or in part from the unlawful act of any other person or

persons, he shall further state the name or names of such per-

son or persons, if known to him, and he shall file such report

with the records of the Superior Court in the county wherein

the inquest is held."

The statutes therefore require two independent investigations

to be made in all cases of death by accident upon a railroad.

The object of the inquest, as clearly shown in the statute, is

to find out whether any crime has been committed. If such is

found to be the case provision is made for arrest and indict-

ment. The object of the investigations by the Board of Rail-

road Commissioners is different from that of the inquest. Its

purpose is to find out the cause of the accident with a view to

taking such steps and making such recommendations, or secur-

ing the passage of such legislation, as may be calculated to pre-

vent the recurrence of similar accidents. The character of the

investigation of course differs with its object, but inquests by
a judge and investigations by a board of railroad commission-

ers have always many features in common, and, moreover, the

inquest may show that the accident was of such a nature that
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it could not be further guarded against. The inquest and in-

vestigation, therefore, duplicate each other to a considerable

extent, and in order to save this work from being done twice

the suggestion is made that a law be passed requiring, in cases

of death by accident on a railroad, a verbatim report of the

evidence given at the inquest to be made and forwarded forth-

with to the Board of Railroad Commissioners. To this end it

should be made the duty of the justice or district attorney to

secure the attendance of a short-hand reporter, and it seems

reasonable that the expense attending the taking and writing

out of the testimony should fall upon the railroad companies

either collectively, as in the case of other expenses of the Board

of Railroad Commissioners, or upon the railroad company upon

whose line the accident happened. It is believed that the rail-

road companies would not object to incurring this expenditure,

inasmuch as it would enable them at the office of the Board of

Railroad Commissioners to find a correct statement of the tes-

timony as given at the inquest. This Board, having received

the report of the evidence, as taken at the inquest, could then

conduct such further investigations as seem to it desirable. It

is, of course, not intended that the Board shall, in all cases,

await the report of the testimony taken at the inquest before

making any investigations into an accident. It is the intention

of the Board to make an examination without delay in all cases

in which evidence is likely to be lost or distorted unless taken

at once. In many cases, however, especially in those happen-

ing in remote portions of the State, the report of the evidence

given at the inquest will be very valuable and instructive, and

in fact, being taken by a justice familiar with the neighborhood

and the people in the vicinity, may develop features which the

Board would otherwise fail to discover.

Grade Crossings.

The number of crossings of railroads by public ways at

grade, according to the returns, is 2,128, of which 765 are pro-

tected by gates or flagmen.

In the report made in January, 1885, the Board, under a

resolve calling upon it to examine and report upon the subject

of providing for the gradual abolition of grade crossings in

cities and the populous parts of towns, entered into a full dis-
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cussion of the dangers attendant upon grade crossings, and

the difficulties in the way of their abolition, and suggested cer-

tain amendments of the law, most of which were incorporated

in chapter 194 of the Acts of that year. That act improved

and simplified the law, and in connection with chapter 295 of

the Acts of last year provided for an equitable distribution of

the expense of separating grades. There were, however, two

suggestions made in that report which have failed to be incor-

porated in legislation. One suggestion was, that some pro-

vision should be made by which private crossings could be

abolished. The statutes provide the machinery for a separation

of grades where a highway or townway and a railroad cross

each other on the same level, but there is no provision for a

separation of grades in the case of, or for closing up, a private

crossing. The Board suggested that it was worthy of consid-

eration '
' whether railroad corporations ought not to be allowed

to call upon the county commissioners for a right to abolish a

private crossing, upon paying damages, to be assessed by them,

with an appeal to a jury either as to damages alone, or as to

the discontinuance and of damages." These private crossings

are in man}1, cases an unnecessary source of danger to the trav-

elling public. There are no statistics showing how many
persons have been injured or what accidents have happened at

private crossings. The number is probably small, but the

opportunities are numerous, and the elements which lead to

serious accidents are involved. Moreover, it is not an unusual

thing for the use of a private crossing to become so general

and so great that it is desired to make it a public street.

Thus, that which is one year overlooked as insignificant be-

comes, in the course of years, a serious evil.

There is a large number of these crossings in the Common-
wealth, and the Board renews the recommendation made in 1885

that some provision may be made so that railroads, upon pay-

ing the owner for the damage done to him, may be allowed to

close up a private way under such restrictions and safe-

guards as the circumstances may seem to require. Some
of the railroads possessed of a progressive spirit, and disposed

to provide for the future, would undoubtedly be willing

to incur the expense in order to avoid the danger, while

others would need to be urged on to take a step which would
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involve them in expense, and would relieve them only from

such dangers as are consequent upon other people's carelessness.

If a railroad, in order to promote the safety of the travelling

public, is willing to pay for the damage to private prop-

erty caused by closing up a private way, assessed by a

jury, which would be likely to give the owner of the land very

full compensation, it ought to be allowed to do so.

In the report of January, 1885, the Board suggested that

the county commissioners might in each case be required by

law to determine whether the private crossing ought to be

abolished, but the reasons for placing greater limitations on

the right to stop up a private way than are placed upon the

right of a railroad to take the land itself are believed to be

more imaginary than real.

The other suggestion made in the report of 1885, and re-

newed in the report of last year, was that, in case of the laying

out of a town or highway over an existing railroad, some pro-

vision should be made for a division of the cost of separating

grades between the cities, towns and counties interested and

the railroad company. The case is very clearly and forcibly

stated on pages 43 and 44 of said report of January, 1885,

and the Board respectfully calls the attention of the Legisla-

ture to the statements and arguments there made.

If there is an existing crossing of a railroad by a public way

at grade, provision is made for a division of the cost of sepa-

rating the grades, so that the railroad company is obliged to

pay its share.

If, however, it is proposed to lay out a public way across a

railroad, even where a private crossing previously existed,

there is no provision for dividing the expense of avoiding a

grade crossing.

If a grade crossing is established the railroad company

may be put to the expense of protecting the crossing by

gates and a gatekeeper, or by a flagman, and will incur lia-

bilities for damages in case of accidents. The cost of pro-

tecting a grade crossing is at least five or six hundred dollars

a year, or the equivalent of five per cent, on ten thousand or

twelve thousand dollars. A railroad company could there-

fore pay this sum towards the expense of separating the

grades, and would be better off than it would be with a
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grade crossing. The cost would be no more per year, and

the company would be relieved from the annoyance, the

danger and the possible damages to which a grade crossing

would subject it.

The Board recommends that in cases where it is proposed to

lay out a highway or a townway across a railroad, provision

should be made for a division of the extra expense of separat-

ing grades between the cities, towns or counties benefited,

and the railroad company, as it could be divided if a public

crossing at grade had been established, and it was desired to

abolish it.

During the past year a case which strongly demonstrated

the importance of carrying out this suggestion of the Board

came up, and a full report upon it may be found in the Appen-

dix. The case was based upon the petition of the Street Com-
missioners of the city of Boston, setting forth that they had laid

out Beachmont Avenue as a public street across the tracks of

the Boston, Winthrop & Shore Railroad, in East Boston, and

asking the consent of the Board to a crossing at grade. The
disadvantages and dangers of permitting a grade crossing at

such a point are stated at length in the report, and seem to the

Board to be conclusive. On the other hand it was urged that

at this point a private crossing already exists, which neither

the railroad nor any Board has the right under the existing

laws to discontinue, that the city cannot pay the whole expense

of separating the grades, not having sufficient funds available

for that purpose, and that the assent of the Board to a crossing

at grade would not increase existing dangers, while its refusal

would not in any way diminish them, and practically would

simply prevent a much travelled way from being put into good

and safe condition, and so kept at the expense of the city. If

a division of the cost of separating the grades could have been

enforced, it is probable that this private grade crossing would

have been abolished. It was certainly reasonable that the

railroad company should bear a portion of the expense,

because a largely used private crossing existed when the rail-

road was constructed.

This Beachmont Avenue decision, which called attention to

the fact that the travel over that avenue is largely pleasure

travel going to the beaches in the summer, and that people on
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pleasure bent are peculiarly liable to run heedlessly into dan-

ger, was dated November 22 ; and only two days afterwards,

on November 24 (being Thanksgiving Da}r
) , a party of four

men in a carryall, on a pleasure drive in the city of Newton,

drove on to the tracks of the Boston & Albany Railroad,

breaking through the closed gates, were struck by an express

train and three out of the four were killed.

The report of the presiding justice, Hon. John C. Park,

upon the inquest held in this case, after stating the finding

" that no blame attaches to any one," continued as follows :
—

And here the duty of the Court, strictly speaking, ends.

But, ivhereas, it appeared that at this grade crossing of a much

travelled public highway in that city there is but a single person in the

Comptany's employment whose duty is to raise and lower bar-gates on

both sides across said highway, which bar-gates when lowered on each

side meet in the centre, and cover a ividth of eighty-five feet, and xipon

which, after dark, there is suspended on each side of the road but a

single globe glass lantern encased in wire; and, whereas, it also ap-

peared that there is no person with or without a flag or signal on the

side opposite to which the gate-keeper stands, the Court takes occasion

to suggest that the provision for the protection of the public at this

crossing is hardly adequate, although it may be all that the Railroad

Commissioners require.

If instead of a single lantern in the centre of a bar covering a

space of eighty-five feet the traveller was confronted by a row of four

lanterns affixed to the bars, about fifteen feet apart, the warning would

be more conspicuous and effective. Or if an additional man was

stationed on the side opposite to the gate-keeper, the protection of the

public would be more assured.

These suggestions are commended to the consideration of the corpora-

tion and the Railroad Commissioners.

The foregoing suggestions are well-founded. This Board

goes farther. It believes that a more radical remedy is needed

at this crossing, and it calls the attention of the Legislature to its

decision in the case of the petition of the Newton Street Rail-

way Company, embodied in the Appendix, in which the recom-

mendation is made that an act be passed requiring a separation

of grades not only at this crossing but at two other crossings

in the city of Newton.

About three-eighths of all the injuries and deaths at grade
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crossings happen at those crossings which are protected by

gates or by a flagman. The total number killed and injured in

this State last year, at grade crossings, was forty-seven, of

which seventeen were at crossings protected by gates or by a

flagman. Grade crossings on single track roads are dangerous,

on— double track roads they .should seldom be permitted,

—

on four track roads never.

The multiplication of tracks, and the increasing number of

fast freight and passenger express trains have driven this ques-

tion of the abolition of grade crossings out of the domain of

expediency into the domain of necessity.

Stations.

The Boston & Albany deserves the credit of having out-

stripped all the other roads in furnishing convenient, commo-

dious and attractive stations. Not only has it built many new

stations which are admirable examples of what a station should

be, but its general average of excellence is very high. It is to

be further commended for its systematic efforts and success in

keeping its station grounds in good order, and pleasantly orna-

mented with shrubbery and flowers. This part of the work

has not been left to the accidental taste of a station agent, but

is a regularly organized department of the service of the road.

The work costs so little, contributes so much to the pleasure of

the travelling public, and wins so much favorable comment,

that it is commended to the other companies as a judicious

expenditure, fairly within the province of the duties of a rail-

road company in such a community as this. Several of the

roads in the matter of stations seem to err on the side of un-

wise economy. The stations on the Providence & Worcester

Railroad especially are not such as its passenger traffic de-

mands and its financial condition warrants.

On single track roads, doing a small amount of business, it

is a convenient and usual plan to place the station at a point

where the highway crosses the track. So long as only a single

track is used the arrangement works well enough and is not

specially dangerous. When a second track is put in, the dan-

ger that people crossing the tracks diagonally to the highway

will be struck by a passing train becomes serious. This dan-

ger is greatly increased when the road becomes a four track
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road, and calls imperatively for a remedy at some of the

stations near Boston on the Boston & Albany and Boston &
Providence Railroads. It is not unusual for an express train

to dash by the stations on these roads when the passengers,

having just left a local train, are hurrying across the tracks in

all directions, seeking only the shortest way to their homes, or

their business. Accidents must happen, if the present condi-

tion of affairs is allowed to continue. Platform gates on the

cars are valuable in preventing the passengers from leaving the

cars on the wrong side, but something should also be done to

prevent a passenger from running into danger after he has left

the car. The location of the station at a crossing, originally a

matter of convenience, has now become both a grave clanger

and a serious interruption to street traffic.

The danger can be diminished by erecting a fence between

the tracks, but the interruption to traffic would then remain un-

abated. Another way to lessen the danger would be by forbid-

ding the passage of a train by another train which is standing at,

or just drawing away from a station ; but this remedy would seri-

ously increase the interruption to traffic on the railroad, as well

as on the street. The complete remedy can be accomplished

either by moving the station farther away from the street and

fencing in the tracks, or better still, because it abolishes a grade

crossing, by separating the grades.

Legislation upon this subject will be needed unless the rail-

roads deal with it promptly, vigorously and thoroughly.

Union Passenger Station in Boston.

By a series of acts culminating in chapter 302 and chapter

410 of the Acts of last year, provision has been made for the

erection of a union railroad passenger station to accommodate

the various lines of railroad entering the city of Boston on the

north. By said chapter 410 it was provided that the Boston &
Maine Railroad, when it shall have leased the franchises and

property of the Boston & Lowell Corporation pursuant to

chapter 67 of the Acts of the year 1883, shall, as soon as prac-

ticable thereafter, cause plans and drawings to be made for a

union passenger station on Causeway Street for the use of the

said Boston & Maine Railroad, and the Boston & Lowell Rail-

road, the Eastern Railroad Company, and Fitchburg Railroad
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Company, and for such approaches thereto, and such changes

and relocations and arrangements of the passenger tracks lead-

ing thereto as shall avoid, as far as practicable, the crossings

of the passenger tracks of the companies hereinbefore named

with each other and with any other railroad or railroads at

grade. The act further provides that these plans so prepared

shall be submitted to the Fitchburg Kailroad Company, which

shall have six months to examine the same, at the end of which

time the original plans, and, in case they are not agreed to by

the Fitchburg Railroad Company, the plans prepared by said

company shall be submitted to the Board of Railroad Commis-

sioners, and the orders and directions of said Board, after

hearing, shall be binding on all said corporations. The other

sections of said act regulate the method of completing the work.

This act became a law on the loth of June last, and no plans

have as yet been submitted by the Boston & Maine Railroad to

the Fitchburg Railroad Company. In answer to an inquiry

made by this Board, Mr. George C. Lord, the president of the

Boston & Maine Railroad, under date of Nov. 17, 1887, wrote

as follows :
—

In answer to your inquiry in regard to what action has been taken

by us under chapter 410 of the Acts of 1887, in relation to a union

passenger station, I would say that we have employed Thomas Doane,

civil engineer, and Messrs. Winslow & Warren, architects, who have

been for some time preparing plans, several of which have been pre-

sented to us, no one of which as yet seems to meet the requirements
;

but it is hoped that ere long they will succeed in furnishing plans

which we shall be able to adopt.

Road-Bed, Etc.

Those passengers who think that there is something out of

order which should be reported, when a car gets a jerk or snap

in groing round a curve or over a switch are correct. Tracks

can and should be laid and trains should be run so that a car

will ride round a curve as smoothly as on a straight line, and

if it fails to do so, there is either something the matter with the

track or with the car, or the engineer of the train is at fault.

There may be no danger,— in most cases there is no danger,

— but the jerk shows that something is not as it should be.

It is a duty which the passengers owe to themselves and to the
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travelling public to see that such cases are reported to the

management, and it is the duty of the management to find out

exactly what the matter is and have it corrected at once. This

statement is made because it has come to the knowledge of the

commissioners that in some cases the superintendents or general

managers frown upon the making of such reports by passengers

and indicate that their suggestions are not desired. The Board

believes that the best way for a superintendent to free himself

from such complaints is by perfecting his road-bed rather than

by endeavoring to restrain passengers from complaining. Such

information furnished by passengers may be made of great ser-

vice to a company, if properly received and promptly acted upon.

On some of the roads there are still many unnecessary and

dangerous facing points.

In this matter the Boston & Albany and Old Colony Rail-

road companies have set an example of thorough work which

should be emulated by the other roads.

Bridges.

The Bussey Bridge disaster called special attention to the

matter of bridges, and, in accordance with recommendations of

the Board embodied in its report, chapter 334 of the Acts of last

year was passed.

This statute required that the first report by the respective

companies should be transmitted to the Board not later than the

first of November last ; but at that time only a few of the

reports had been received, although the railroads had exercised

great diligence in their endeavors to comply with the statute.

The reports have not all been received even now, but a suffi-

cient number are before the Board to show that the action

taken by the Legislature of last year was of great urgency. It

is clear that the managements of most of the roads were not

sufficiently familiar with the condition of their bridges, and that

a large number of the bridges needed extensive repairs, or

strengthening, and a considerable number to be entirely re-

built. The advisability of the passage of the act, and of the

action which has been taken under it, is not only amply justi-

fied by what has been developed, but is generally, if not uni-

versally, admitted by the railroad officials. Under the act the

Board appointed Prof. George F. Swain as its expert in rela-

tion to bridges, and his report is herewith submitted.
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PROFESSOR SWAIN'S REPORT.

December 15, 1887.

To the Massachusetts Board of Railroad Commissioners. Hon. George G.

Crocker, Chairman.

Gentlemen :— In compliance with your request I beg to submit

the following report with regard to what has been done in accord-

ance with the act of Legislature providing for the examination of

railroad bridges.

Early in July last the following circular was issued by the Board,

requesting railroad companies to furnish, on or before the first day

of November, strain-sheets and detail drawings of all track bridges

of over ten feet span.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

20 Beacon Street, Boston, , 188 .

—
- Bailroad Company.

Sir,— Your attention is called to the following sections of chapter 334 of

the Acts of the present year, being " An Act relating to the Examination of

Railroad Bridges :
"—

Sect. 1. Every railroad corporation shall, when requested by the railroad

commissioners and at least once in two years, have an examination of its

bridges and the approaches thereto made by a competent and experienced

engineer, who shall report to the corporation the results of his examinations,

his conclusions and recommendations, and the corporation shall forthwith

transmit a copy of the report to the board of railroad commissioners. The
first report shall be made and transmitted to the board not later than the first

day of November in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and subse-

quent reports shall be made and transmitted at intervals of not more than

two years. When a railroad corporation builds a new bridge it shall forth-

with have a report in like manner made and transmitted to the board. The
reports shall furnish such information in such detail and with such drawings

or prints as may be in writing requested by the board of railroad commis-

sioners.

Sect. 3. No thing herein contained shall be construed to exempt a corpora-

tion from making other and more frequent examinations of its bridges and

the approaches thereto.

In accordance therewith, the Board of Railroad Commissioners request

you to transmit to them, on or before the first day of November next, the

following information, plans, etc., relating to the bridge structures on the

line of your railroad and its branches, said information, etc., to be given

for every bridge structure of over ten feet opening in the clear, between

abutments, but not to include highway or street bridges over the road.

I. A statement, in tabular form, giving in order the following data:

(1) number of bridge
; (2) town in which, and (3) line upon which it is

situated; (4) precise location upon the line, if on record; (o) direction
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and distance from, and name of nearest station
; (6) ordinary name

; (7)

nature of crossing (stream, street, etc.)
; (8) number of openings, and clear

span of each; (9) length over all; (10) material; (11) general style of

bridge; (12) whether deck or through; (13) approximate maximum height

of rail above stream, street, etc.; (14) date of erection; (15) names of

designer and of builder; (16) by whom erected; (17) whether or not

built to definite specifications. On this sheet shall also be stated the

weights of the heaviest engines, tenders, and loaded cars at present in use

on the road, specifying load on each axle, and distances apart.

This table is preferably not to be a blue print, so that additions can be

made to it from time to time, and is to be on one or more sheets of uniform

size. Sample sheets for the above returns can be seen at the office of the

Board.

II. A " strain-sheet" for each structure, giving,

—

(a) For framed structures, the calculated maximum stress in each piece

;

(b) For plate-girders and beams (including floor beams and stringers of

truss bridges), the maximum moment and shear at points not over ten feet

apart, including the centre and ends.

The loads to be assumed in making out the strain-sheet are to be either

those under IV (a) , or the heaviest loads in actual use' on the road,—
whichever cause the greatest stresses,— and are to be clearly shown or

stated on the strain-sheet. The actual loads in use may, if desired, be con-

sidered in the calculation as replaced by a suitable uniform load headed by

a suitable concentrated load.

If practicable the information called for under IV (b), (c) and (d)

shall all be given on the strain-sheet.

III. Blue prints or drawings showing complete dimensions of each

structure, with sections and dimensions of every part, and details of all

connections or splices. Scales for drawings to be : (a) for general eleva-

tions, cross-sections and plan, not less than a quarter inch to the foot
;
(b)

for all details of connections and splices, and sections of parts, not less

than a half inch to the foot, and preferably not less than three-quarters

inch to the foot. The complete floor system is to be clearly shown on these

drawings.

These sheets, together with the strain-sheet and the table under I, shall

be made of uniform size, 28" X 40", including a margin on the left-hand

side of two inches.

IV. For each bridge : (a) If built to definite specifications, a copy of

such specifications, together with a statement as to the tests, superin-

tendence, etc., by which they were enforced.

(b) If built without definite specifications, a statement of the source and

quality of the material employed, whether any tests were made upon it,

together with the results of such tests.

(c) A statement of the frequency with which it has been inspected, and

by whom ; and, so far as known, the results of any tests applied to it since

its erection.

(d) If not given under (a), a statement of the loads for which it was

calculated, and of the stresses allowed per square inch under different cir-

cumstances.
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V. A report by a competent and experienced engineer, as required bi-

section 1 of the Act referred to above, which report shall include the

results of his examinations, his conclusions and recommendations, not .only

in regard to the bridge structure itself, but also in regard to the approaches

to the bridge, and the piers and abutments.

Plans not conforming to the above requirements, if already prepared,

may be presented to the Board for approval.

Geo. G. Crocker,

Edward W. Kinsley,

Everett A. Stevens,

Commissioners

.

In compliance with your request the said companies have, since

that time, been busily engaged in the preparation and calculation

of the plans called for. Many of the companies, even some of

the largest, had no plans or strain-sheets whatever of the majority

of their bridges, and their officials had no certain knowledge of the

condition of said structures, except such as would be gained by a

superficial examination, while other companies had already on file

plans containing nearly all the information called for. Under these

circumstances the preparation of the required plans involved, in

some cases, a considerable amount of labor, and some of the com-

panies found it impossible to complete them within the time allowed.

Your Board, therefore, early in November issued the following cir-

cular requesting that the report of inspection called for in the act,

together with certain other information, be sent in at once, but

allowing until the first of January for the completion of the plans.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

20 Beacon Street, Boston, , 188 .

Bailroad Company.

In June last this Board issued a circular requesting railroad companies

to prepare and submit, on or before the first day of November, certain

plans and other information regarding their bridges. The preparation of

these plans, etc., has necessarily involved considerable labor, and several of

the companies have stated that they cannot complete them by the date as-

signed. The Board therefore requests that all of the information called for

under sections I and V of the circular referred to, together with as many of

the plans, strain-sheets, etc., as possible, be sent in at once, the remainder

to be submitted on or before the first of January next. The plans sent in

now should, if possible, be those for consecutive bridges on the line.

The Boai'd requests that all plans be made correct to their date, and they

further request, in accordance with the act of the Legislature entitled " An
Act Relating to the Examination of Railroad Bridges," that notice of all

repairs or renewals of existing bridges, which involve any changes in

dimensions or modifications in the plans, be transmitted to them within
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thirty days after completion, accompanied, where necessary, by new plans.

Plans for new bridges should be transmitted to the Board before the erec-

tion of the structure. All bridge plans hereafter submitted are to be pre-

pared in accordance with the aforesaid circular regarding bridges.

In section I of said circular, railroad companies were requested to state

the " weights of the heaviest engines, tenders and loaded cars at present in

use on the road, specifying load on each axle and distances apart." The
Board now requests that outline diagrams be sent, showing weights and

wheel-spacing for the heaviest engines of each class in use on the road.

And they further request that such a diagram be sent to them for every new
engine of each class in which either the total weight, or the weight on
drivers, is increased, or the distance apart of drivers diminished; said

diagram to 'be submitted at least ten days before such engine is put in use.

For the Board,

Wm. A. Crafts, Clerk.

Thus far there has not been a prompt compliance with your re-

quests, and at the date of writing, the reports called for in your

second circular have been received only from the following com-

panies, viz. : The Boston & Providence, Old Colony, Fitchburg,

New York, New Haven & Hartford, and the New London Northern

railroads. Some of the engineers have stated that they desired to

defer these reports until the completion of the plans and strain-

sheets, in order that they might report more intelligently regarding

the condition of the structures, and although the act required that

the reports be submitted by the first day of November there seems

some justice in allowing further time in most cases. Complete

bridge plans have as yet been received from but one of the roads,

although many have sent in partial sets.

The complete and critical examination of all these plans must of

course require much time, as it is necessary to make a thorough

study of each detail. Thus far I have superficially examined the

plans as fast as they have been received, with the view of discover"

ing any easily detected defects which may exist, and have then pro-

ceeded to a careful examination of the most doubtful structures.

As each bridge is examined its characteristic features are entered

upon a blank prepared for the purpose, together with notes regard-

ing its condition, as shown by the plans and by the inspection.

Any points of weakness or defects of design which are likely to lead

to future trouble are also noted, and finally a report will be made to

you regarding the bridges on each line. If any serious defects are

discovered your immediate attention will be called to them and the

proper officials duly notified, and if necessary, a personal inspection

of^the structure will be made. Reference will hereafter be made

to some defective structures which have already been discovered,
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and which are either being rebuilt or strengthened. A brief record

of the condition of each bridge is also kept in a field note-book,

together with facts regarding any alterations or repairs which are

made. When the examination of the plans is completed, the Board

will be able to turn at once to the proper record book and the proper

blank, and find the history of each bridge, with a statement of its

present condition and of any defects which may have been detected.

When the information now being obtained is thus systematized and

recorded it will be comparatively easy to keep informed regarding

all the bridges in the State, and it will be necessary to examine only

the plans of any new bridges which may be built from time to time.

By degrees, also, I hope to inspect personally all the structures of

importance.

Although, as stated, the preparation of plans in such detail has

involved considerable labor, it was the intention of the Board in

preparing their circular to call for nothing which the roads ought

not to have on file for their own use, and I think it is very generally

recognized that in requiring this information and these drawings the

Board has not only not imposed any hardship, but has very properly

directed attention to a duty which ought long ago to have been

executed.

The failure of the Bussey Bridge on the Boston & Providence

Railroad in March last called the attention of railroad companies,

in a lamentably forcible way, to the importance of assuring them-

selves of the condition of their bridges, and has had a most ben-

eficial effect in leading, on almost every road in the State, to the

strengthening or removal of doubtful structures. But even such

lessons are quickly forgotten, and it has in many cases required the

subsequent action of the Board to carry home the moral of that dis-

aster. The preparation of the strain-sheets, as required by the

Board, has in some cases brought to light defects and cases of weak-

ness which were entirely unsuspected, and this not on unimportant

lines, but on some of the best managed roads in the State,— roads

on which it is the uniform endeavor to have everything in first-class

condition, and where a bridge which was known to be unsafe or even

doubtful would not be allowed to remain for a single day.

But the strain-sheet alone is far from sufficient as a means of judging

of the safety of a bridge, and in order to be assured of its condition

it is absolutely necessary to have plans of every detail, however

small and apparently unimportant. In requiring such detail plans in

addition to the strain-sheets, the Board has adopted a most effectual

method of ensuring the safety of the bridges of the Commonwealth,

and the detection of defects which might otherwise be unsuspected.

Leaving out of the question small stringer bridges, it is compara-
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tively rare to find a bridge built within ten or fifteen years (and

most of the present iron bridges in this State date within that

period) -which is dangerously weak in its main members. The
strain-sheets rarely give any indication of great weakness, and not-

withstanding the fact that on account of the rapid increase in the

weight of rolling stock many bridges are now subjected daily to loads

much in excess of those for which they were designed, thus increas-

ing the strains above what is now considered good practice, yet it is

uncommon to find an excess so large as to render the bridge posi-

tively unsafe. But it is in the details and in the connections of the

various parts that the principal defects are found, and the study of

detail plaus frequently reveals serious and even startling examples of

bad design. Already, in the examination of the plans submitted to

your Board, cases of this kind have occurred, and one bridge, built

but teu years ago and by one of the largest bridge companies in the

country, has been discovered to be so faulty in its details that its

immediate strengthening has been undertaken, and it will soon be

replaced by a more substantial structure,— and this, even though

the strain-sheet showed the main members to be amply stroug.

The development of the bridge building business, and especially of

the iron bridge building business in this country, has been exception-

ally rapid, and the competition extremely great ; and although, with

native ingenuity, our engineers have adopted details which, in their

general plan and arrangement are excellent, yet it is certainly true

that in the hurry of business the proper proportioning of those details

has not unfrequently been neglected, and the principal attention in

the design has been given to the working out of the strain-sheets

and the proportioning of the main members, without sufficient regard

to the means by which those members were to be connected. Fifteen

or twenty years ago bridges were built almost exclusively of wood,

and there were not more than two or three firms in the United States

who devoted themselves to iron bridge building and did a large busi-

ness, while to-da}7 there are fifteen or twenty concerns of large

capacity doing this class of work. In 1867 the total length of iron

bridges in this State was but 651 feet, while the total length of

wooden bridges was over 100,000 feet. In 1872 the total length of

bridges appears to have been considerably diminished, probably by

the filling in and the removal of many short spans, but the total

length of iron bridges had increased to 1,581 feet, while that of

wooden bridges still exceeded 75,000 feet, the proportion of iron to

wood being about two per cent. In that year there was not a single

iron bridge on the Fitchburg, Boston & Lowell, Old Colony, and other

important roads, and but 125 feet on the Boston & Albany, 222 feet

on the Boston & Maine, and 244 on the Eastern ; and all the, bridges
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built in that year by the Boston & Albany, Boston & Lowell, Boston

& Maine, Fitchburg, Old Colony, and other long lines, were of wood.

In 1877 the total length of iron bridges was about 11,700 feet,

having increased to 4,803 feet on the Boston & Albany, 467 feet on

the Eastern, 904 feet on the New Haven & Northampton, 1,135 feet

on the Old Colony, and 2,126 feet on the (then) Troy & Greenfield.

There was still but 163 feet on the Boston & Maine, 80 feet on the

Connecticut Biver, 226 on the Fitchburg and the Vermont & Massachu-

setts combined, and 202 on the New York & New England ; and all

of the new bridges built in that year on such lines as the Old Colony

and the New York & New England were of wood. The total length

of wooden bridges was about 107,000 feet. In 1879, the last year in

which returns were made to the Board in this form, the total length

of iron bridges was 13,823 feet, having increased to 5,689 on the

Boston & Albany, 1,512 on the New Haven & Northampton, and

somewhat on other roads, while there was still but 685 feet on the

Fitchburg and the Vermont & Massachusetts together. The total

length of wooden bridges was about 89,000 feet. Since 1879 the

proportion of iron bridges has increased very rapidly, but no figures

are at hand to admit of a comparison with previous years. On the

Boston & Albany there is now but one wooden bridge on the main

line, and on the Fitchburg but very few, so that practically nearly

all the bridges on the latter road have been rebuilt in iron since

1877, and on the Boston & Albany since 1873.

When it is remembered that these statistics are for a State in which

the total mileage of railroads has increased by 39.6 per cent, since

1867, namely from 1,445.48 miles in 1867 to 2,018.25 miles in 1887,

and that the other older States would show similar figures ; and when

the enormous increase in the mileage of railroads in the middle and

western States is considered, some idea will be gained of the great

increase and present importance of the bridge building industry.

That during such a rapid growth not a few structures should have

been imperfectly put together, and under the rapidly increasing

weight of rolling stock should prove insufficient, is not remarkable.

New railroad bridges in this State, excepting short stringer bridges,

are now almost always built of iron. It is comparatively rare for a

new truss-bridge to be built of wood, and the old wooden bridges are

gradually being removed and their places supplied by iron structures.

Nevertheless, iron bridges as well as wooden bridges have also

frequently been found too weak, and have been taken down and

replaced by others. It would be very interesting if we could have

some statistics regarding the number of iron bridges which have thus

been renewed ; but although it would give us some idea of the com-

bined results of poor design and increased weight of rolling stock, it
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would afford no information regarding the life of a properly designed

iron bridge. The questions are frequently asked,— what is the life

of an iron bridge ?— and how does it compare with that of a wooden

or of a stone bridge ? It is safe to say that no properly designed iron

bridge has yet broken down, or been replaced, on account of its actually

wearing out. Iron has as yet been used for bridges for too short a time

to enable us to say what its life would be, under proper circumstances.

The two causes which have led to the renewal or the failure of iron

bridges in the past, are, first, defective design, by which certain

parts were overstrained to an extent certain to cause rupture or

weakness in time ; and second, the rapid increase in the weight of

engines and cars during the period since the extensive use of iron for

bridges, rendering many structures too weak for the loads of to-day,

although at the time of their construction they were well designed

and amply strong for the loads then in use.

It is difficult for one who has not critically followed the develop-

ment of the locomotive to realize how rapidly it has grown to its

present huge proportions. Within the memory of men now living a

single factory— the Baldwin Locomotive Works in Philadelphia—
has gradually but rapidly passed from the " Old Ironsides," completed

in 1832 and weighing something over five tons, to the enormous

Decapod locomotives, built within a year, weighing seventy-four tons.

Up to the year 1840 the locomotives built at these works had but one

pair of driving wheels and weighed not more than thirteen tons, but

about that time the necessity for heavier engines for freight traffic

began to be felt. New types were developed with two, three and

four pairs of drivers, and up to 1860 these engines were built

weighing up to about 61,000 pounds or more than 30 tons. The
weights continued to increase rapidly, and by 1866 the consolidation

type, with four pairs of drivers coupled, had been developed, and

engines of this class weighing 90,000 pounds had been built. In

1873 consolidation engines weighing 95,000 pounds (82,000 pounds

on drivers) were built for the Mexican Central Railroad, and in 1878

a consolidation engine with water tank on the boiler, weighing

150,000 pounds (100,000 on drivers) and with driving wheels 42

inches in diameter, was built for working a temporary switchback on

the New Mexico & Southern Pacific Railroad, the maximum grade

being 6 per cent., or over 300 feet to the mile. The loaded tender

for this locomotive weighed 44,000 pounds. In 1885 consolidation

engines weighing up to 120,000 pounds had been built, and a new
type, the Decapod, was developed, having five pairs of drivers

coupled. Up to the present time the heaviest consolidation engines

built at these works weighed 126,000 pounds, and the heaviest

Decapod, 148,000 pounds (133,000 pounds on drivers). These last
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engines have drivers 45 inches in diameter, and a driving-wheel base

of 17 feet, concentrating therefore nearly 8,000 pounds per foot on

the driving-wheel base ; the tender weighs 80,000 pounds on four

axles. It is evident, therefore, that the increase in the past ten years

has been more rapid than ever before, and further figures from the

works referred to show that since 1881 the most common types of

engines built by them have increased in weight by from 10 to 25 per cent.

The weight of tenders has also increased in nearly like proportion.

In 1860 the tank capacity of the largest tenders was from 1,800 to

2,000 gallons, and their weights from 36,000 to 40,000 pounds, while

to-day the capacity is from 8,000 to 3,500 gallons, and occasionally

reaches 4,000 gallons, the corresponding weights being about 60,000

and 80,000 pounds.

The weights of loaded cars have likewise increased in a startling

proportion. Fifteen or twenty years ago the heaviest box freight cars

weighed, when loaded, about 42,000 pounds on 31 feet, or about 1,350

pounds per foot ; long coal cars weighed about 40,000 pounds on 22

feet, or about 1,800 pounds per foot; and short coal cars weighed

19,000 pounds on 23 feet, or 1,460 pounds per foot. To-day, hopper

coal cars are in use in some parts of the country which weigh over

3,600 pounds per foot, and on some of the roads of this State coal cars

are run weighing probably over 3,000 pounds per foot ; while the heavi-

est box freight cars to-day weigh not less than 2,400 pounds per foot.

Whether this increase in the weight of rolling stock is to still

continue, or whether it has reached its limit, it is impossible to say.

Any further increase must necessitate a corresponding increase in

the weights of rails, and must lead to still further renewals of bridges
;

and it would seem as though it would be scarcely economical to go

much farther than the point already reached, except in very excep-

tional cases. But although it is a common opinion among engineers

that the future will see but a comparatively small increase, and that

the economical limit is about attained, it is impossible to predict with

certainty. Assuredly it is wise to build new bridges with an ample

margin of strength to'allow of a possible increase in the near future.

The engines in use on the roads in the State are not called upon

to surmount such heavy grades or to do such arduous duty as in

other parts of the country, and the heaviest engines are therefore

not found here. Nevertheless, the weights of engines and trains

on the roads of this Commonwealth have increased in as great a

proportion as elsewhere. The following table gives the weights of the

heaviest locomotives and tenders in use on the principal roads of the

State since 1873, and it shows that on the trunk lines the weight of

engines has increased by from fifty to a hundred per cent, within

that period :
—
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Enough has been said to make it clear why it has been necessary

in so many cases to replace iron bridges by others designed for

heavier loads. Although, as has been remarked, even bridges built

ten or fifteen years ago seldom show such weakness, in their main

members, as to render them positively dangerous, it has already been

demonstrated that the preparation of the detail plans will be pro-

ductive of much good, and will lead to the discovery of points of

weakness hitherto unsuspected.

The only bridges thus far brought to my attention which are

seriously overstrained, in their main members, are naturally the

wooden Howe trusses, often built more than twenty-five years ago,

and which, although amply strong at the time they were built, have

been entirely outgrown. When we consider the facts which have

been alluded to, regarding the increased weight of rolling stock, it

will be evident that when built these bridges must have had a' con-

siderable excess of strength, otherwise they would scarcely have

lived till the present clay. Most of them, however, have been

strengthened from time to time by adding vertical rods, and a few

have had the chords strengthened, while quite a number .have been

relieved by trestle supports placed under them. The strengthening

of the verticals is a common practice and is easily accomplished,

but it is not possible to satisfactorily strengthen the chords without

almost rebuilding the structure ; and it is evident that if such a

bridge was properly designed and of equal strength at the start, the

chords and connections must now in many cases be particularly weak.

Such is not infrequently the case, although fortunately many of

these bridges were originally built not of equal strength, but with a

very great excess of strength in the wooden members, considering

the loads then usual. Besides the increase in the direct strain in

the chords, however, the bending strain due to the direct action of

the rolling load has so increased that in many cases the total strains

are much higher than the proper limit. At the joints and splices,

too, the strains are in some cases so large that although there may
be no visible indication of weakness their condition is by no means
satisfactory. These old bridges must rapidly be replaced by more

substantial structures, about whose ability to carry the heavy loads

of the present day there shall be no question.

The critical examination of the plans received is now progressing

rapidly, and it is expected to complete them during the coming

spring and summer. I have already reported to you regarding the

wooden bridges on the Providence & Worcester Road, and regarding

some of the iron bridges on the Massachusetts Central Road. On
the former, two Howe trusses, which have been found to be over-

strained, are to be replaced, as soon as possible, with iron bridges,
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and other renewals will probably be made before long. On the

Massachusetts Central the defective truss bridges, built when the

road was first constructed, are to be strengthened, and will be grad-

ually, and it is to be hoped rapidly, replaced with more substantial

structures. On the Boston & Providence road an iron pin-con-

nected truss built in 1877 was found to have pins which were en-

tirely too small, some of them being strained to 30,000 pounds or over.

This bridge has been temporarily strengthened, and will be replaced

by plate girders. On other roads repairs of greater or less extent

have been made, not a few of them on account of defects brought

to light by the detail plans and strain-sheets. On some lines the

condition of the bridge structures already leaves little to be desired,

while on others much still remains to be done. It is to be hoped

that within a short time the standard of these roads may be so

raised as to justify the statement that every railroad bridge in the

State is not only not dangerous, but that it is safe beyond a doubt.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

George F. Swain,

Engineer of the Board.
December 17, 1887.

The Floor System for Bridges.

In December, 1881, the Board issued a circular with dia-

grams setting forth the most approved forms of floor construc-

tion, and of guard rails and guard timbers for bridges. Six

years have elapsed, and although a large amount of work has

been done to make bridges conform to the recommendations of

that circular, the Board is by no means satisfied with their

present condition, as a whole. It is not disputed that the ties

should be strong enough and sufficiently close together to carry

derailed wheels in safety, and that by spacing blocks, or by

notched timbers they should be prevented from being pushed

out of place, and bunched together. Nevertheless, there are

many bridges in the State in which the tie system is such that

it would not carry a derailed car in safety. The Bussey

Bridge was one of these, and would probably have gone to

pieces whenever a derailed car passed on to it. In the matter

of guard rails and guard timbers the bridges are still more

defective. Some of the railroad officials dispute the advisabil-

ity of guard rails, and those who do endorse them differ as to

their form. So important has this matter seemed to the Board

that it has lately issued to the railroads another circular, en-
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dorsing and amplifying the circular of 1881. The bridge

disasters, and especially that at the Bussey Bridge, emphasize

the importance of this action. Those railroad managers who,

from reasons of economy or from lack of realization of the

("angers involved, have delayed complying with the recommen-

dations of the Board, are apt to argue, that if there is necessity

for guard rails and guard timbers on bridges, the same neces-

sity exists wherever the road runs on an embankment, and that

there is no reason for requiring them in one place and not in

the other. The difference of conditions is obvious and great.

Going down through, or over the side of a bridge, is vastly

more dangerous and destructive to human life, than going

down the side of an ordinary embankment. The sloping side

of an embankment retards and breaks the fall, whereas when

a bridge gives way the cars fall practically unimpeded until

they strike the roadway or the stony bottom of the river

below. The cars are more likely to be piled on top of each

other, and the danger of death from drowning is added. But

this is not the worst. A bridge has abutments, and in short

bridges the dashing of the cars against the opposite abutment

is the most terrible and death-dealing horror of all. The

accident at the Bussey Bridge shows that the giving way of a

short bridge may be more disastrous than that of a long bridge

of the same height. Not only, therefore, on long and impor-

tant bridges, but on short bridges over small streams and road-

ways, is it important to have the floor system constructed in

the most careful manner, and with the best approved appliances

for insuring safety.

In the State of New York by section 2 of chapter 616 of the

Acts of last year, it was provided as follows : " After Novem-

ber 1, 1887, guard posts shall be placed in the prolongation of

the line of bridge trusses, so that in case of derailment the

posts and not the bridge shall receive the blow of the derailed

locomotive or car."

The object of these posts seems to be to stop a derailed

locomotive or car and prevent it from going on to the bridge

at all. If the post should succeed in stopping the car there

would certainly be a very bad smash-up. If the derailed car

should strike the post on its side, and should pass by it, the

presence of the post, instead of doing good, might even twist
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the car round so that it would be more likely to strike the

trusses. The Board believe that it is safer to attempt to guide

a derailed car over a bridge than to attempt to stop it suddenly

just before it reaches the bridge. The railroad commissioners

of New York recommended that guard rails, as well as guard

posts should be required, but the Legislature omitted to

require guard rails.

Freight Train Brakes and Car Couplers.

Train Brakes.

During the past year great improvements in the train brake

have been made, and it can now be used on long trains of

freight cars with remarkable effectiveness and entire success.

Considerations of economy, as well as of safety, require its

adoption. It enables freight to be carried more rapidly and

by more frequent trains. It eliminates some dangers and

diminishes many. It promotes the safety of passenger trains.

It will largely do away with the dangerous necessity of travel-

ling over the tops of freight cars, and thus save the loss of

many limbs and lives. When it is no longer necessary for a

brakeman to run from one car to another in order to apply the

brakes, it will not be necessary to have the bridges over rail-

roads so high above the tracks as at present, and thus it will

be easier to prevent the creation of grade crossings, and to

secure the abolition of those that exist.

The train brake question, like the automatic coupler ques-

tion, is complicated by the great number of freight cars

belonging to corporations out of the State which pass over our

roads. But the train brake is now so far perfected that, in

spite of the difficulties in the way of securing uniformity

throughout the country, the Board believes that the time has

come when the companies in this State should agree upon a

standard form of train brake and apply it to their own freight

cars. The Fitchburg and Old Colony Railroads have begun

to apply the Westinghouse system.

Car Couplers.

By the statistics furnished with this report it appears that

one hundred ana eleven employees have been injured and
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eleven killed during the past year in coupling or uncoupling

cars. This is about one-half of all the injuries that have hap-

pened to the trainmen. When it is remembered that the

record throughout the United States is similar to that in

Massachusetts, an army of maimed appears to urge that deci-

. sive action shall be taken to do away with this unnecessary

risk. As the freight business of the country increases, the

number of the maimed will increase each year unless improved

appliances are adopted.

By chapter 222 of the Acts of 1884, it was provided as

follows :
—

Section 1. Every railroad company operating a railroad, or any

portion of a railroad, wholly or partly within the State, shall place

upon every freight car hereafter constructed or purchased by such

corporation, and upon every freight car owned by such corporation,

of which the coupler or draw bar is repaired by it, with intent to use

such car, such form, or forms, of automatic or other safety coupler

at each end thereof as the board of railroad commissioners may pre-

scribe after examination and test of the same, and the railroad com-

missioners may annul any recommendation made by them.

Under the foregoing act this Board has approved of several

safety couplers. The first approval was dated Dec. 5, 1884,

and comprised the following : the Janney Car Coupler, the

Hilliard, the Cowell, the United States and the Ames. Since

that time the Hein, the Boston Automatic and the Safford

have been approved. Over five thousand approved couplers

have been applied by the railroad companies in this State, and

thus far nine accidents have occurred in their use, eight of

which happened in coupling an approved coupler to a coupler

of the old style.

A new condition of affairs now exists. At the last annual

meeting of the Master Car Builders' Association the executive

committee, to whom the question of automatic couplers had

previously been referred, made an elaborate report containing

the following recommendation :
—

That this Association adopt as a standard form of coupling the

Janney type of coupler ; that the Association procure one of the

present makes of Janney type of coupler, selection being made by a

committee appointed for that purpose, and then all other forms of
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couplers that will couple to and with this coupler under all conditions

of service are to be considered as within the Janney type and con-

forming to the standard of this Association.

This recommendation, after discussion, was then submitted

to the members of the Association for decision by letter ballot,

as required when a standard of construction is recommended

for adoption. Of the 668 votes cast, 474 were in favor of the

recommendation, and more than two-thirds having voted in

the affirmative, the recommendation was declared adopted. The

general character of the coupler having been determined upon,

a sub-committee of the Association is now at work upon what

shall be considered the standard proportions and lines of the

essential parts. The field will then be open to inventors to

devise couplers, which will couple automatically with all others

of the standard form. The action of the Association has only

a recommendatory character and is not binding upon the mem-
bers or upon the companies represented

The coupler finally selected by the Master Car Builders is

that which was placed first in the list of those approved by this

Board in 1884.

No single State can enforce uniformity in the matter of

freight-train brakes and automatic couplers, and it is also obvi-

ous that there would be great difficulty and probably much

delay in securing congressional action. There is, however,

reason to hope that the leading lines of railroad will now take

up these two questions without waiting for State or congres-

sional compulsion, and that uniformity throughout the country

may practically be attained.

Heretofore the efforts of the Board have been limited to se-

curing the application of some kind of automatic coupler, offer-

ing a choice among several. Now, by virtue of the action

of the Master Car Builders, a different and far better con-

summation seems possible. It is too early yet to determine

what should be done. It may be that progress toward uni-

formity may be hastened or encouraged by the holding of a

convention of railroad commissioners or of railroad officials.

It may be that legislation will be desirable. Failure means

that hundreds of men will be injured or killed every year.

Success means that they shall be saved. The Board will do-
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vote to this cause its best energies, and if occasion demands,

make further report hereon to the Legislature at its present

session.

Heating and Lighting Passenger Cars.

The following resolve was approved on the 6th of June

last :
—

The Board of Railroad Commissioners is hereby instructed to in-

vestigate the subject of providing better and safer methods of heat-

ing and lighting passenger cars used upon the several railroads in the

Commonwealth, and to report to the next General Court the result of

their investigation, with such recommendations and suggestions as

they may desire to make.

Heating.

On the same date as that of the foregoing resolve, chapter

362 of the Acts of last year, being an act relating to the heat-

ing of passenger cars on railroads, became a law. Said act is

as follows :
—

Section 1. No passenger, mail or baggage car on any railroad in

this Commonwealth shall be heated by any method of heating or by

any furnace or heater, unless such method or the use of such furnace

or heater shall first have been approved in writing by the Board of

Railroad Commissioners : provided, however, that in no event shall a

common stove be allowed in any such car ; and provided, also, that

any railroad corporation may, with the permission of said Board,

make such experiments in heating their passenger cars as said Board

may deem proper.

Sect. 2. Any railroad corporation violating any of the provisions

of the preceding section shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five hun-

dred dollars.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

In consequence of said resolve and act the Board on the 25th

of June issued the following circular :
—

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

20 Beacon Street, Boston, June 25, 1887.

To the Railroad Company.

Please send this Board at your earliest convenience a statement :is

to your outfit on all the lines operated by your company for heating

your passenger, mail and baggage cars. If provided with different
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kinds of heaters or stoves, state the number of each kind. Please

also state any special methods of protection against fire, outside of

the heaters, used by you during the past winter. Please also state

what changes 3
7ou have contemplated for the coming winter, and

what experiments in heating you propose to make.

The above information is desired in order to enable the Board to

take action under chapter 362 of the Acts of the present year. Hear-

ings upon the matters covered by the act will be given at some future

date. The Board at the present time desire to collect information as

to the outfit of the various railroads in the Commonwealth, and will

be glad to have the information as full as possible.

Per order,

Wm. A. Crafts, Clerk.

In response to said circular answers were received from the

various roads, and a digest of them is herewith submitted :
—

Baker Heater.— Boston & Providence, 5, and 50 on Shore Line; Boston,

Revere Beach & Lynn, 3; Boston & Maine, 118; Boston & Albany, 93;

New York & New England, 4 ; Boston & Lowell, 14 ; Fitchburg, 11 ; Hous-

atonic, 30 and 2 hung underneath.

Chilson Stove.— Boston & Providence, on all cars but 5 ; Boston, Revere

Beach & Lynn, 17 ; Milford & Woonsocket, 1 ; Connecticut River, 4 ; Prov-

idence & Worcester, 37 ; Boston & Maine, 118 ; Fitchburg, 49 ; Worcester

& Shrewsbury, all.

Creamer Heater.— New London Northern, 2 ; Fitchburg, 6.

Eaton Gar Stoves (Wood).— Cheshire, all passenger cars but 2; Con-

necticut River, 15 ; Boston & Maine, 37.

Emerson Car Heating System.— Connecticut River, 17 local, and to be

adopted throughout.

Gold Heater.— Providence, Warren & Bristol, 1 train.

Howard Stove.— Boston & Maine, 63 wood.

Johnson Hot Water Heater.— Providence & Worcester, 14 ; Old Colony,

158 ; Boston & Maine, 57 ; Boston & Albany, 39 ; Boston & Lowell, 8.

Johnson Steam Heater.— Fitchburg, 6.

Martin Steam Heating.— Providence & Worcester, intention, 3 trains

;

Boston & Albany, 21 and large additions intended.

Railway King.— Cheshire, postal and baggage cars ;
Fitchburg, 35.

Salmon Heater.— Boston & Maine, 2.

Special Heater.— Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn, 1.

Standard Steam Heaters.— Fitchburg, 6.

Spear Stove.— Fitchburg, 106 ; Ilousatonic, 9.

Spear Hot Air Heater.— Cheshire, 2 passenger; Milford & Woonsocket,

3 ; Connecticut River, 10 ; Providence & Worcester, 6 ; Boston & Maine, —
wood ; New York & New England, 87 ; Boston & Lowell, 41 ; Fitchburg, 60.

Stove.— Connecticut River, 1 ; New London Northern, all but 2, wood

;

Old Colony, 74 coal, 71 wood; Boston & Albany, 1 wood, 106 coal; New
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York & New England, 95 ; Boston & Lowell, 100 wood and 2 coal ; Boston

& Maine, 78.

Standard Steam Heater.— Providence & Worcester, 2.

Seivall Steam Heating.— Old Colony, intention, 1 train ; New York &
New England, 3 and intend to test further ; Fitchburg, 4.

Steam and Hot Water Heating from Locomotive.— New York & New
England, 3 and intend to test further.

Searle Heater.— Boston & Albany, 22; Fitchburg, 1.

Thayer Heater.— Old Colony, 2.

Westinghouse Heater.— Providence & Worcester, 1 ; Boston & Lowell, 1.

Wilder (F. M.) Steam Heatingfrom Locomotive.— Old Colony, intention,

1 train.

Having received the statements from the various roads the

Board took into careful consideration its duty under the statute.

It fully appreciated the great responsibility which had been

cast upon it by the action of the Legislature in prohibiting

the use of any method of heating or any furnace or heater

without first obtaining the approval in writing of the Board.

It realized that the Legislature had placed upon it the onerous

and delicate duty of so controlling the heating of cars that

danger from fire should, if possible, be obviated. As set forth

in the report of last year, the Board was satisfied " that the

system of heating by steam from the locomotive is feasible,

safe and unattended by any serious difficulty, so far as impor-

tant through trains are concerned, and also in regard to cars

which are constantly performing a short service, and trains run

continuously on a belt line." Reflection, however, convinced

the Board that it was not open for it at that time to limit its

approval solely to the systems of heating by steam from the

locomotive. It was the middle of summer before the answers

were received. If the companies had known just what system

they wished to adopt and just how to apply it, and had begun

at once, it would have been impossible for all of them to get

their work done in season for the winter. The work, so far as

done, would have been done hurriedly, and without suffi-

cient care, and much of it would necessarily prove unsatisfac-

tory. The number of different systems of heating by steam

from the locomotive was so large that it would take consider-

able time to make a wise selection. Only two of the rail-

roads knew anything about the systems from actual experience

of their own. The other roads would be obliged to investigate

the subject from the beginning, and that too at a time when
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they could not see any system in operation, and could examine

only the specifications, drawings and models. Such examina-

tions are apt to prove delusive.

It was plain, therefore, that unless the Board intended

that a large proportion of the cars should go unheated dur-

ing the winter and that many others should be but imperfectly

heated, it would not be proper to issue an order limiting

approval simply to systems of heating by steam from the loco-

motive.

The next question which arose was as to what action

should be taken in reference to heaters and stoves within

the cars, and an examination of the statute was made to

discover what the powers of the Board were in the premises.

It appeared from the statute that furnaces and heaters approved

by the Board could be used, but that in no event would a com-

mon stove be allowed. The word '
' heater " seems to include

both furnaces and stoves. Either a furnace (hot air, hot

water or steam) or a stove may be called a heater. The

statute, therefore, authorizes the use, if approved in writing

by the Board, of furnaces and of such heaters as are not com-

mon stoves.

It is evident that the Legislature did not intend, as has been

claimed, to entirely forbid the use of separate heaters or stoves

in the cars. Had it so intended, it would have prohibited the use

of any furnace or heater placed within the car, or suspended from

it. Moreover, because it is necessary to give effect to every

word in a statute, it follows that the absolute prohibition ex-

tends not to all stoves, but only to that class of stoves called

common stoves.

This explanation is necessary because the impression seems

to prevail that the law of last year is violated in every case

where a car is heated by a stove. Prior to 1882 there was

great laxity in the use of car stoves in this State, but by a

statute passed that year it was required that such safeguards

for protection against fire should be used as were approved in

writing by this Board. In accordance with that act many
stoves which might then have been called common stoves,

being without safety appliances, were discarded and additional

safeguards were required upon others. In view of these facts

the most liberal constructionists now claim that, if a stove is
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furnished with the safety appliances approved by the Board

under the act of 1882, it cannot be a common stove.

The Board believed that there was an opportunity for a great

advance in the immediate future in the matter of heating cars.

It also realized that the law might be rendered obnoxious and

the desired consummation deferred by extreme measures or

too great haste. Nothing would be so bad as to compel the

railroads to adopt immediately some one of the numerous sys-

tems of train heating and then find that it did not work satis-

factorily. Not only would the companies then call for a repeal

of the law, but public opinion might sustain them. Inasmuch

as only two railroads in Massachusetts had made the experi-

ment of heating by steam from the locomotive, and as there

was a large number of different systems, some of which,

appearing to have great merit, had never been practically tried,

it was deemed advisable to take such action as would result in

a thorough trial during the present winter by different compa-

nies of different systems. One thing more was evident, that

if the Board withdrew its approval from a large number of

stoves, and the companies were thereby obliged to discard

them and fit their cars up at considerable expense with sepa-

rate heaters of a higher and better class, those companies

would be less willing in the immediate future to discard these

new appliances and substitute steam heat from the locomotive

therefor. The foreg-oing considerations led to the issue of the

following circular :
—

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

20 Beacon Street, Boston, Aug. 24, 1887.

To the Railroad Company.

Chapter 362 of the Acts of the present year is as follows :
—

Section 1. No passenger, mail or baggage ear on any railroad in this

Commonwealth shall be heated by any method of heating or by any fur-

nace or heater unless such method or the use of such furnace or heater shall

first have been approved in writing by the Board of Railroad Commission-

ers : provided, however, that in no event shall a common stove be allowed

in any such car; and provided also, that any railroad corporation may
with the permission of said Board, make such experiments in heating their

passenger cars as said Board may deem proper.

Sect. 2. Any railroad corporation violating any of the provisions of

the preceding section shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five hundred
dollars.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
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This act became a law on the 6th clay of June last, and on the 25th

day of June this Board issued a circular to the railroads asking for a

statement as to their respective outfits for heating cars. These

statements were furnished as promptly as could have been expected,

and yet more than a month elapsed before full returns from the roads

were received.

In the summer time it is impossible to make satisfactory practical

tests of heating apparatus, and yet it is necessaiy for the Board,

without delay, to approve in writing of some methods of heating,

of some furnaces or heaters, so that the corporations may not be

obliged to choose between heating the cars illegally and suffering

them to go unheated.

An examination made last winter of the practical working of the

Emerson, Martin and Sewall systems satisfied the Board that the use

of steam from the locomotive promises better results in the four

great elements of safety, comfort, simplicity and economy than any

other device now known, and the Board hereby approves of the

method of heating cars by steam from the locomotive at low pressure,

and recommends that each railroad should at once prepare to make

practical tests of the system during the coming winter.

While, however, the results already obtained by the various in-

ventors using this system are remarkably satisfactory, and while the

Board believes that this system will eventually largely supersede the

use of separate heaters, it nevertheless realizes that further improve-

ments are probable, and that difficulties, especially with reference to

local trains, are still unsolved. It is worthy of note in this con-

nection that the president of the Connecticut River Railroad, in

response to the above-mentioned circular of this Board, dated June

25th, states that :
—

Seventeen of our cars are heated by the Emerson car heating system,

and are used only on our local trains. . . . This system we have found

to be very simple in its construction and management, and less expensive

than heating cars by stoves.

The importance of securing uniformity of steam-pipe couplings

and of providing in many cases for the heating of a car when not

attached to a locomotive are obvious.

The separate heater cannot at present be wholly dispensed with,

nor would it be possible for the railroads to make so radical a change

before cold weather sets in. The cars must be heated. The chill of

the unheated car would probably kill more people than the flames

from broken heaters. Death would ensue not so suddenly, but none

the less surely. ,

Chapter 54 of the Acts of the year 1882 reads as follows :
—
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Every drawing-room or sleeping car, passenger, baggage, mail and

express car, owned or regularly used on any railroad in this Common-
wealth, in which heating apparatus may be placed, shall be provided with

such safeguards for protection against fire as may be approved in writing

by the Board of Railroad Commissioners. Any corporation violating the

provisions of this section shall forfeit for each offence three hundred dol-

lars. The provisions of this section shall take effect the first day of

November, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-two.

Since the passage of the foregoing act the use of heating apparatus

not provided with safeguards approved by the Board in writing has

been illegal. From time to time during the past five years applica-

tions for such approval have been made, and in some cases they have

been granted and in others refused. The Board does not withdraw

the approvals heretofore granted under the Act of 1882 aforesaid,

and hereby, for the present, renews such approvals, provided, how-

ever, that in no event shall a common stove be allowed in any pas-

senger, mail or baggage car, the use of such stoves being expressly

prohibited by the aforesaid act of the present year.

In selecting heating apparatus to take the place of the " common
stove," the Board recommends the adoption of the system of heating

by steam from the locomotive, or at least of such approved heating

apparatus as can be used in connection with or readily converted into

such system. For the Board,

George G. Crocker, Chairman.

Subsequently the following circular was issued :
—

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Board of Railroad Commissioners.

To the Railroad Company.

By chapter 71 of the Resolves of the present year the Board of

Railroad Commissioners was instructed to investigate the subject of

providing better and safer methods of heating and lighting passenger

cars, and to report to the next General Court the result of their

investigation, with such recommendations and suggestions as they

may desire to make.

The Board, in accordance with circular issued on the 25th of June,

has received a statement as to the outfits at the beginning of the

summer of the respective railroads for heating cars ; and it now
desires a statement, to be returned not later than the 5th of Decem-

ber, giving information upon the following points :
—

First. Present outfit, showing what changes have been made
since the previous return.

Second. A statement as to the practical working of any sys-

tem or systems of heating by steam from the locomotive in use
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on your road, covering among other things the question of the

relative economy and efficiency of these systems as compared with

the old system of individual heaters or stoves.

Third. The form of steam pipe coupler used, and a state-

ment as to its working, including suggestions as to the best method

of securing uniformity of steam coupler, or such arrangement as

will render it possible for cars of different roads to be brought into

the same train and heated by steam from the locomotive.

Fourth. What further improvements in outfit for heating you

intend to make during the coming winter. What during the coming

summer.

Fifth. A description of such system or systems as you may
have for lighting cars, stating the kinds of lamps and oil used, the

method of lighting by electricity, if in use on your road, with an

estimate of the relative cost of oil and electricity, if both are in use.

Sixth. A statement of such accidents, if any, as have hap-

pened on your road, within the past five years, from the methods of

lighting in use. For the Board,

George G. Crocker, Chairman.
November 28, 1887.

The interesting and instructive responses to this circular will

be found in the Appendix. From them it appears that the fol-

lowing systems of train heating are in use in Massachusetts :
—

Emerson System.— Connecticut River Railroad, 24 cars, and it is the

intention of the corporation to apply it this winter to all of its cars on

through passenger trains.

Gold System.— Boston & Providence Railroad, 20 cars.

Henney System,. — New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, 1

train.

Martin System.— Boston & Albany Railroad, 101 cars, and it is the inten-

tion of the company to equip the rest of its passenger and baggage cars

with the same system as fast as possible, so that the whole equipment will

probably be completed during this winter ; Providence & Worcester Rail-

road Company, 17 cars.

Safety Heating and Lighting Company of New York, otherwise called the

Wilder System.— New York & New England Railroad, 13 cars and 11 more

in process ; Old Colony Railroad Company, 4 cars ; New York, New Haven

& Hartford Railroad, 1 train.

Sewall System.— Boston & Providence Railroad, 18 cars; Fitchburg

Railroad Company, 11 cars; Old Colony Railroad Company, 8 cars; New
York & New England Railroad Company, 3 cars ; Providence & Worces-

ter Railroad Company, 3 cars ; Boston & Maine Railroad, to be tested on

through trains to Bangor ; Massachusetts Central Railroad, to be applied

to 1 train.
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The Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn Railroad has devised a

special system of its own and has applied it to all of its cars,

thus being the first railroad in the Commonwealth, and probably

in the world, to abolish separate heaters in all cars and heat

entirely by steam from the locomotive.

The Boston & Providence has also devised a special system

of its own and has applied it to seventeen cars.

It will be seen from the foregoing that eight different systems

are now on trial in Massachusetts. The progress made is

greater than that in any other State, and indicates wise liber-

ality and decided enterprise on the part of the management
of many of our roads.

The Boston & Albany has won the distinction of having

distanced all the other standard gauge roads in the race to the

goal of safety in heating. The management of the company
has just cause to be proud of its record in this respect, and it

deserves marked commendation therefor.

In answer to an inquiry addressed to the Railway Depart-

ment of the Board of Trade, London, the following communi-
cation was received :

—
Board of Trade (Railway Department).

London, S. W., Oct. 26, 1887.

The Secretary of the Board of Railroad Commissions, 20 Beacon Street.

Boston, Mass.

Sir :— I am directed by the Board of Trade to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 12th inst., asking for information with

reference to the methods adopted in England and on the continent

of Europe for warming passenger cars.

In reply, I am to inform you that ordinary passenger carriages on

railways in this country are not heated, but passengers are, under

certain circumstances and for certain lengths of journey, supplied

with metal vessels containing hot water and acting as foot-warmers,

on application to the guard of the train. Where Pullman cars are

used they are heated by stoves as in America. These arrangements

are made by the companies, and are not subject to any State control.

I am to add that the Board of Trade do not possess this informa-

tion with reference to continental railways.

1 am, sir, your obedient servant,

COURTENAY BOYLE.

Chapter 616 of the Acts of last year, in the State of New
York is, as follows :

—
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[Chap. 616.]

AN ACT TO REGULATE THE HEATING OF STEAM PASSENGER CARS
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE PLACING OF GUARDS AND GUARD POSTS
ON RAILROAD BRIDGES AND TRESTLES AND THE APPROACHES
THERETO.

Section 1. It shall not be lawful for any steam railroad doing

business in this state, after the first day of May, eighteen hundred

and eighty-eight, to heat its passenger cars, on other than mixed

trains, by any stove or furnace kept inside the car or suspended

therefrom, except it may be lawful, in case of accident or other

emergency, to temporarily use such stove or furnace with necessary

fuel : provided, that in cars which have been equipped with appara-

tus to heat by steam, hot water or hot air from the locomotive, or

from a special car, the present stove may be retained, to be used

only when the car is standing still ; and provided, also, that this act

shall not apply to railroads less than fifty miles in length nor to the

use of stoves, of a pattern and kind to be approved by the railroad

commissioners for cooking purposes in dining-room cars.

Sect. 2. After November first, eighteen hundred and eighty-

seven, guard posts shall be placed in the prolongation of the line of

bridge trusses so that in case of derailment the posts and not the

bridge trusses shall receive the blow of the derailed locomotive or

car.

. Sect. 3. Any person or corporation violating any of the pro-

visions of this act shall be liable to a penalty of one thousand dollars,

and to the further penalty of one hundred dollars for each and every

day during which such a violation shall continue.

Sect. 4. Upon the application of any railroad covered by the

provisions of this act, the board of railroad commissioners may ap-

prove of any proposed safeguard or device to be used under the

provisions of this act, and thereafter the railroad using such safe-

guard or device so approved shall not be liable to any of the pen-

alties prescribed by this act for a violation thereof in regard to any

such safeguard or devise.

Sect. 5. The violation of any of the provisions of this act will

be deemed a misdemeanor.

Sect. 6. This act shall take effect immediately.

Under the foregoing law but little progress has as yet been

made. It is understood that the New York Central Railroad

intends to adopt the Martin system.

There is considerable variety in the methods of train heating.

In some the live steam of the locomotive is used, in others

exhaust steam, in one live and exhaust steam are used
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alternately, and some have a separate car, built largely of

iron, with apparatus for furnishing steam heat, and electricity

for lioht. In some the live steam is driven through the train

under pressure, in others exhaust steam is pumped through.

In some the air in the cars is heated by direct radiation from

the pipes through which the steam passes, in others fresh air is

so heated and supplied, and in others still, the car is heated by
a circulation of hot water which in its turn is heated by the

steam from the locomotive. There are no satisfactory data at

present available for a comparison between the amount of

steam required per car by the different systems, nor indeed,

have statistics covering a sufficient range of tests been as yet

furnished with reference to any single system.

In the details of the systems there is still greater variety than

in their principles. Especially in the matter of couplers there

are a great many devices. The use of a uniform steam coupler

is essential to the success of train heating, and it will perhaps

be found in this matter even more difficult to attain uniformity

than in the matter of couplers for freight cars. It is question-

able whether uniformity can be promoted by legislation. In

any event it is too early now to make any recommendation in

relation thereto.

Having stated what this Board has done, and having shown
the condition of the heating question in Massachusetts at the

present time, the Board deems that it would be injudicious for

it to draw any conclusions or make any recommendations of

legislation on the subject until the experiments being tried this

winter in this and other States have shown more clearly the

capabilities and the limitations of the system. The Board will

probably desire in the month of March to make further report

upon this subject.

Lighting.

Public Statutes, chap. 112, sect. 172, is as follows: " No
passenger car on a railroad shall be lighted by naphtha nor

by any illuminating oil or fluid made in part of naphtha, or

which will ignite at a temperature at less than 300 degrees

Fahrenheit. For a violation of any provision of this section

the corporation shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five hundred

dollars."
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In answer to the inquiry embraced in the circular aforesaid

addressed to the various railroad companies, it was reported in

every case that they knew of no accident during the past five

years resulting from the method of lighting in use.

The Boston & Albany Railroad experimented last year with

electricity furnished by a Julien storage battery suspended

under the cars and the system is now in use on that road

on two trains running between Boston and New York. The

light is much superior to oil, being sufficient to read by with

comfort in all parts of the car, and the heat generated is less.

The president of the corporation writes as follows :
—

Without taking into consideration the cost of maintaining storage

batteries, electricity costs about ten times as much per burner as oil.

How much additional is to be charged to the batteries we are not able

at present to tell, for their life is not yet determined, but we have infor-

mation sufficient to warrant us in saying that in the present state of

the art this method of lighting cannot come into general use.

Success in the matter of lighting by electricity seems to be

close at hand, but has not as yet been attained to such a degree

as to warrant compulsory legislation.

Sunday Trains.

By section 15 of chapter 98 of the Public Statutes this

Board could authorize the running of through trains on Sunday,

but the running of all local trains and of steamboat lines on

Sunday was, by the provisions of that chapter, illegal. Sec-

tion 3 of chapter 391 of the Acts of 1887 amended the pro-

vision of the Public Statutes, and vested in the Board the

power to authorize the running of such steamboat lines and of

such trains, whether local or through, on Sunday, as the Board

having regard to the due observance of the day deems to be

required by public necessity and convenience.

The statute of last year was therefore a direct enlargement

of the powers of the commission, and showed that the Legisla-

ture deemed it proper in certain cases that local trains and

steamboat lines should be run on Sunday with the sanction of

law. Under the act, several petitions have been received, and

carefully limited permits have been granted.
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Freight and Passenger Rates.

No important question as to rates has been brought before the

Board during the year. The nearest approach thereto was a

complaint made by holders of mileage tickets of the Boston &
Maine Railroad, that some of the distances given on the mile-

age table of the Eastern Division of that road materially ex-

ceeded the actual distances. The complaint proved to be well

founded, and the Board recommended that the mileage table be

corrected to conform to the facts. (See Appendix.)

Interstate Commerce Act.

At the beginning of the year a law of the United States,

entitled "An Act to regulate commerce," and commonly

called the Interstate Commerce Act, was passed and a com-

mission appointed thereunder. This act embodies some regu-

lations as to rates, which have no counterparts in our statutes,

while those which have counterparts differ from our State laws

in their terms. Moreover, the decisions already rendered show

that the interpretation given to the United States statute differs

from the interpretation given by this Board in past years to

the corresponding provisions of our State statutes.

It is especially worthy of note that the interpretation of the

long and short haul clause, in the case of %he Louisville &
Nashville Railroad Company, shows that the United States law

upon that subject is more elastic than our State law. The dif-

ferences in phraseology are numerous, and the differences in the

scope and the application of the respective statutes intricate.

Experience may prove that it will be wise to make our State

laws, so far as they attempt to regulate rates, conform to the

provisions of the United States law.

The Nantasket Beach Railroad.

The Nantasket Beach Railroad has not been operated since

the fall of 1886. Upon petition, and after a hearing in July

last, the Board held that it was the duty of the present owners

of the property to operate the road (see Appendix), but that

duty has not since been fulfilled. The subject of a lease of this

road to the Old Colony Railroad Company is pending, and

legislation may be needed in order to secure the operation of

the road during the coming season.
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The Dedham Branch of the New York & New England
Railroad.

The Board has also held that it is the duty of the New York

& New England Railroad to put in order and operate its Ded-

ham Branch, so called, from Islington to Dedham, the opera-

tion of which several years ago was discontinued. (See

Appendix.)

Hoosac Tunnel & Wilmington Railroad.

By letter dated Jan. 5, 1887, the president and directors ofthe

Hoosac Tunnel & Wilmington Railroad Company were notified

that the Board had examined that road as far as ice and snow

permitted, and that it could not certify that the laws relating

to the construction of railroads had been complied with or

that the road appeared to be in a safe condition for operation.

By letter dated June 20, 1887, addressed to the president

and directors, they were notified that the Board would, if

desired, make another examination of the road on the follow-

ing Monday, to see whether a certificate opening it for public

use could properly be issued, and the attention of the officers of

the road was called to the fact that if they were operating the road

without such certificate they were so doing in violation of law.

By letter dated July 2, addressed to John C. Newton,

treasurer of the Hoosac Tunnel & Wilmington Railroad, he

was notified that at a meeting of the Board held that day his

application for a certificate under Public Statutes, chap. 112,

sect. 141, opening the road for public use, was considered and

it was voted not to issue such a certificate.

By letter dated Aug. 6, 1887, addressed to John C. Newton,

Esq., treasurer Hoosac Tunnel & Wilmington Railroad Com-

pany, he was again advised that he had no right to carry pas-

sengers on his road in Massachusetts until a certificate of

approval should be obtained.

When the returns from this company were received it was

found that they showed receipts from passengers and freight

for the year amounting to $9,209.05. The Board thereupon,

in accordance with Public Statutes, chap. 112, sect. 15, on

November 15 last, presented to the attorney-general the

facts relating to this violation of law.
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No penalty for such a violation is imposed by the statutes.

The remedy is by injunction. The company continued operat-

ing the road in wilful violation of law, even after being notified

that the case had been placed in the hands of the attorney-

general, until Saturday, Dec. 24, 1887, when learning that the

attorney-general was prepared to apply at once for an injunc-

tion, the company reported that it had closed its road to the

public. On the same day, upon the request of the company,

the Board gave another hearing as to the issue of a certificate

and it was found that the laws relating to the construction of

railroads had not all been complied with, and hence that a

certificate could not be issued.

An Index to the Reports.

The Chairman of the Board during the past summer prepared

for his own use a brief consolidated index to the reports of the

commission. It was not intended for publication, but on the

request of various persons who have frequent occasion to con-

sult the reports, and in the hope that it may make the valuable

material contained in the reports more readily accessible to the

Legislature, to railroad officials, and to the public, the index

is submitted as one of the documents in the Appendix.

In closing this report the Board records the death of its late

Chairman, Hon. Thomas Russell, on February 8 last. His

scholarly attainments, accurate knowledge of law and judicial

temperament, his untiring zeal in and devotion to the duties of

his office, and his never-failing urbanity, won for him not only

the respect and admiration of his associate Commissioners, but

the well-deserved praise and confidence both of the public and

of the officials and employees of the railroad and railway cor-

porations.

GEORGE G. CROCKER.
E. W. KINSLEY.
E. A. STEVENS.

Jan. 4, 1888
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Percentage of Total Receipts for each Road.
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Train Accidents reported to the Board of Railroad Commissioners

during the Tear ending September 30, 1887.

COLLISIONS.

Bear.

Passenger train with freight train on siding, caused
by misplaced switch,

Passenger train with freight train backing to siding
by failure of flagman to go far enough, ... 1

Passenger train with cars standing on main track,
flag not sent back far enough, 3

Freight train with another freight train, by failure of
flagman to go back far enough, .... 2

Freight train with its detached engine, which it fol-

lowed too close to allow switch to be thrown, . 1

Crossing.

Engine from side track with passenger train on main
track, 1

Engine from one track with freight train on another
i

track in yard,
|

1

Derailments. *

Passenger trains, caused by broken journal,
Passenger trains, caused by broken rail,

Passenger trains, caused by defect in switch,
Freight train, caused by land slide,

Freight train, cause unknown,
Mixed train, caused by misplaced switch, .

Passenger train, by falling of bridge,

10

1

1

24

27

16

15

3

2

100

120

* Derailments causing no personal injury, slight damage to property and no serious

delay of passenger trains, are not reported.
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[C]

SPECIAL KEPOBTS ON ACCIDENTS.

DISASTER ON THE DEDHAM BRANCH OF THE
BOSTON & PROVIDENCE RAILROAD, AT THE
BRIDGE COMMONLY KNOWN AS THE BUSSEY
BRIDGE, MONDAY, MARCH 14, 1887.

On the morning of tbo fourteenth day of March last

past, an appalling disaster happened to the seven o'clock

train from Dedham on the Dedham branch of the Boston

& Providence Railroad at the bridge commonly known as

the Busscy Bridge over South Street, between the Roslin-

dalc and Forest Hills stations, in that part of Boston

called West Roxbury.

Within a few hours after the catastrophe, two members

of the Board visited the scene, carefully examined tho

wreck, and in accordance with their request, Mr. A. A.

Folsom, the superintendent of the road, undertook to

have preserved all portions of the wreck which would bo

likely to throw light on the cause of the accident, and

especially two broken hangers to which his attention was

called. On the same afternoon the Board employed Mr.

Thomas Doanc, civil engineer, as an expert in its behalf,

to make a careful examination of the details of the

wreck, and to see that all important portions of it were

preserved in accordance with the agreement of the super-

intendent. The railroad company also employed Mr.

Edward S. Philbrick to act in a similar capacity in its

behalf.
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TnE Hearings.

The first public hearing was given on Tuesday, the fif-

teenth day of March, being the day after the accident, and

thirteen sessions in all were held, the last being on Mon-

day, the 4th of April.

The Board felt that greater confidence would be placed

in the testimony of the employees of the train if they were

examined without delay, and accordingly proceeded at onco

with their examination. Next they examined the officials

of the road who were responsible for the road-bed, for the

bridge and for the rolling-stock ; then those people who
were represented to have discovered defects in the bridgo

in the past ; then two eye-witnesses of the disaster and

several passengers on the train, and finally the experts.

This order of the investigation gave the experts the bene-

fit of all the evidence which was before the Commission,

so that they could express their opinion with a full knowl-

edge of the details of the disaster.

The employees of the train who were examined wero

conductor "William H. Alden, engineer Walter E. White,

fireman Alfred E. Billings, and brakemen John Tripp and

Elisha Annis. There were two other conductors, one of

whom, Myron Tilden, was killed, probably at tho rear

platform of the third car, as his body was found on tho

embankment on the Boston side of the bridge behind tho

car; and the other, Webster N. Drake, was so badly

injured as to be unable to attend. There was a third brake-

man, Winfield W. Smith, who also suffered severe injuries.

This is a complete list of the employees in charge of the

train.

The Board also examined the president of tho company,

Mr. Henry A. Whitney, and two of the directors, Messrs.

Balch and Robeson ; the superintendent of tho road, Mr.

A. A. Folsom ; the master mechanic, Mr. George Rich-

ards ; tho superintendent of construction, Mr. Georgo F.

Folsom (not a relation of Mr. A. A. Folsom, the super-
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intendent of the road) ; the chief car inspector, Mr.
Edward Lang ; the foreman of carpenters, Mr. James A.
Folsom, a brother of Mr. George F. Folsom ; the clerk

in the superintendent's office, Mr. George A. Davis ; and

the builder of the bridge, Mr. Edmund H. Hewins.

Messrs. Harlan W. Brock, Henry C. Allen, Theodore

B. Moses and Israel G. Whitney were examined in relation

to reported defects in the bridge ; Thomas P. Lally of the

Boston Fire Department, as to fires ; and Martin Lynch
and Joseph McDonald, as eye-witnesses of the accident.

The following passengers also testified :
—

Messrs. W. K. Dennett, Frank Davidson and Arthur

W. Crosby, who were in the first car ; Messrs. Joseph

K. P. Reed, Rudolph Weimar, Julius Meyer and Wright

W. Williams, who were in the second car ; Messrs. Charles

T. Bowthorp, Charles E. Farrington and Winslow J.

Spaulding, who were in the third car; Messrs. Charles

C. Darling, Jr., and Frank Cutter, who were in the

fourth car ; Messrs. Cyrus W. Hayes, Francis W. Gib-

bons and George F. Waldron, who were in the fifth car

;

Mr. Edward V. Cormerais, Miss Alice L. Page and Miss

Mary A. Page, who were in the sixth car ; and Mr. Louis

Arnold, who was in the eighth car.

Among the experts who were examined were Henry
Manley, Assistant Engineer of the city of Boston ; Prof.

George F. Swain, of the Institute of Technology ; Prof.

George L. Vose, and Messrs. Edward S. Philbrick and

Thomas Doane, civil engineers.

The Make-up of the Train and the Number of
Passengers.

It appeared that the train left Dedham at seven o'clock

in the morning, drawn by the engine " Torrey," built

in 1880 at the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, and

weighing 32^ gross tons. There were nine cars on the

train, arranged in the following order : passenger cars

Nos. 52, 18, 28, 87, 54, 80, 81 and 82, and at the rear
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end of the train a combination smoking and baggage car

No. 1. There were from 275 to 300 people on the train

when it left Roslindale. The fourth car, No. 87, was

fortunately not so well filled as some of the others.

The Killed and Wounded.

The dead number twenty-three. Most of them were

killed outright. Some survived a few hours, one several

days. Over one hundred were injured, aud of these

more than half received injuries of a serious nature.

Many of the victims, being residents of Roslindale, were

cared for by their friends and relatives. Some were

brought to the city, where arrangements were made by

the railroad for their reception at the hospitals ; but as

soon as ambulances and ether means of Conveyance could

be obtained most of the sufferers were taken to their

homes.
The History of the Bridge.

The Bussey Bridge wws formerly a Howe truss wooden

bridge. At that time portions of it were tinned to pre-

vent it from catching fire, and it then acquired the name
of the "Tin Bridge." In 1870, the westerly wooden

truss was replaced by an iron rectangular truss made by

the National Bridge Company, of which Mr. C. H.
Parker was engineer. The bridge was then a nondescript

bridge, having one iron and one wooden truss. In 1876,

the railroad company removed the wooden truss, changed

the Parker truss from the west side to the east side of the

bridge, and had a new iron truss put on the* west side.

This work was done by Edmund H. Hewins, civil engi-

neer. Only two proposals were made at that time to

the company for rebuilding or repairing this bridge

;

one from Mr. Parker, representing the National Bridge

Company, and the other from Mr. Hewins, representing

the Metropolitan Bridge Company. A copy of the pro-

posal made by Mr. Hewins was submitted at the hearing,

and was signed " Metropolitan Bridge Company by
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Edmund II. Howins, agent." It appeared that there

never had been any such company as tho Metropolitan

Bridge Company, Mr. Hewins testifying that it was his

intention at that time to organize a bridge company, and

that ho commenced under that name by himself, until such

time as the organization could be made, and it was in fact

never consummated.

It further appeared that Mr. A. A. Folsom, the super-

intendent of the road, and the superintendent of construc-

tion, Mr. George F. Folsom, knew that tho bridge was

being built partly at the Trenton Iron and Steel Com-
pany's Works and partly at the Phoenix Bridge Company's

Works, but that they never inquired about tho standing

or even the existence of the Metropolitan Bridge Com-
pany, and kndw cn?5> ac'ct looked only -td- Mr. Hewins for

responsibility in the matter. Tbey had known him pre-

viously as cnghieer fo^'flie Mosulc-y Iron -Works at Rcad-

villc, and his bearing impressed them as that of an ablo

and upright man. Mr. A. A.' Folsom, the superintendent

of tho road, also testified that ho mado inquiry of ono

man, now dead, in regard to Mr. Hewins, and received a

favorable report, and thinks he may have inquired of ono

or two others.

The main tension members of the bridgo were made at tho

Phoenix Iron Works, and were of excellent workmanship

and apparently of good material. The rest of the bridgo

was made at the Trenton Iron and Steel Company's Works,

also a reputable company ; but it appeared that tho work

there was' done, not under the superintendence of tho

officers of that company, but under the superintendence

of an agent of Mr. Hewins, the iron company furnishing

only the iron, tho workmen and tho tools, so that tho

company did not and docs not consider itself responsible

for the quality of the iron or the workmanship. Moreover,

Mr. George F. Folsom, the superintendent of construction,

testified that since 18G1 he had had charge of the construc-

tion and repairs of buildings and of bridges, that for ten
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years previous to that date he had worked as a machinist

in the shops of the company, that up to the time of his

appointment as superintendent he had had no practical

experience in bridge building, that his first experience in

iron bridge building was in connection with these trusses

in the Bussey Bridge, that he was at the bridge but littlo

while the construction was going on, that he had other

business to attend to, and that ho trusted wholly to Mr.

Hewins to build the bridge properly and put it up in

proper shape.

The work of putting up the bridge was done under the

superintendence of Mr. Hewins by employees of the

Boston & Providence Railroad.

It further appears that the railroad company employed

no expert to pass cither upon the original design of the

bridge or upon the bridge after it was constructed, and in

fact consulted nobody in regard to it.

If the management of the railroad had taken the trouble

to make inquiry, it would have learned that the company

which Mr. Hewins professed to represent did not in fact

exist, and that not only the design but the quality of

much of the materials and workmanship of the bridge

depended solely upon his ability, honesty and faithfulness.

As a matter of fact, the material and workmanship of

the compression members appear to have been sufficiently

good. The design in many of its details proved to bo bad.

Such a way of doing business would be lax in a purely

commercial transaction. In contracting for and construct-

iug a bridge, in dealing with a matter involving the safety

of life, it was culpable.

Description of Some op the Peculiarities of the

Bridge.

The old rectangular or Parker truss, as has been stated,

was removed in 1876 from the west to the cast side, and

the new Hewins truss, which had oblique end-posts, was

erected on the west side. The cross iron floor-beams
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rested on top of the Parker truss, but were hung under-

neath the top chord of the Hewins truss. The skew of

the bridge was so great that the floor-beam which ran

from the centre of the Hewins truss rested on the north

end of the Parker truss.

In the top chord of the Hewins truss were three cast-

iron joint-blocks, one at the centre, and one at either end,

against which the end posts and the two wrought iron sec-

tions of the top chord abutted and were held in position by

the force of compression. From the joint-block at either

end of the top chord, a cross iron floor-beam was suspended

by means of two hangers, the loop at one end of each of

which passed round a pin in the joint-block, and at the

other end round a pin passing through the two I-beams

constituting the cross floor-beam aforesaid. These hangers

were so encased in the joint-block and were so placed with

reference to the I-beams that only a small portion of the

lower side of the lower loop could be seen. Their dimen-

sions are given in the drawings submitted herewith, which

also show their eccentricity, so called,— that is, the hangers

were so made that a line drawn from the centre of one loop

to the centre of the other loop did not coincide with the

middle line of the shank, as it should do in order to secure

the greatest strength. The cross floor-beams supported by

these hangers had also some additional support from a

five-inch iron I-post running down to the bottom chord.

The Parker truss was designed to carry its load at

seventeen points, but the floor-beams rested upon it at

four points only.

The trusses were twenty feet apart from centre to

centre, it having been the original idea to put at some

time two tracks across the bridge, but in reality only

one track had ever been constructed, and that track was

placed close to the west or Hewins truss, so that this

truss bore about four-fifths of the weight of a passing train,

and the Parker or rectangular truss bore the remaining

fifth only.
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The Track from Roslindale to the Bridge, and

the Rate of Speed at which the Train was

Moving.

The train was from five to seven minutes late when it

left the Eoslindale station. The distance from this sta-

tion to the bridge is about three-fifths of a mile.

A curve of two degrees terminates fifty-five feet from

the bridge. The track from that point across the bridge

and for forty-five feet beyond is straight.

It is a down grade all the way from Roslindale to the

Forest Hills station, the grade being fifty feet to the mile.

Professor Swain estimated that with the given grade and

curvature, allowing for ordinary friction, a train impelled

simply by gravity from a position at rest at Roslindale would

have acquired a speed of abouttwenty miles an hour when it

reached the bridge. Walter E. White, the engineer, testi-

fied that he had about ninety pounds of steam and worked

steam with the throttle open two or three notches all the

time after leaving Roslindale, but that he had not, in his

opinion, acquired a speed of about more than fifteen miles an

hour, because the air brakes came off slowly and retarded

the train. The condition of the wreck indicated that the

train must have been going considerably faster than the

engineer supposed. The experts generally placed the rate

at thirty miles an hour or more.

The engineer had served in that capacity on the Ded-
ham branch for more than thirty years. He knew that

the rules limited the speed on the old bridge to twelve

miles an hour, and thought that the same rule applied to

the new bridge. He did not know whether he had received

any printed or written instructions since the bridge Avas

rebuilt in 1876. If he had received any, he did not know
where they were. The superintendent of the road subse-

quently testified that the limitation as to speed had been,

removed after the bridge was rebuilt in 1876 and he sub-

mitted a printed copy of the present " Rules and Regula-
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tions," the second and last edition of which was issued in

1881. It often happens that an employee of long stand-

ing blindly follows routine and loses sight of the reason or

authority which established the practice. This may be a

source of danger and should be guarded against. The

engineer showed that he was a man who would tell what

he believed to be the truth, no matter how disastrous the

consequences might be to himself.

The Engineer's Account of the Disaster.

The engineer testified that when he struck the bridge

everything seemed to be all right; that he did not notice

any settling or swinging, but when he came to the Boston

end of the bridge he saw the forward end of the engine

come up with a jar, and when the drivers came along

there was a shock ; that he looked round and saw the

forward car was off the track, and that he had broken

away from it, that the coupling was broken, and that the

car was off the track and going to the east side. His first

impulse was to stop. He reversed the engine and then

looked back again, and saw the first and second cars off

the track, and a cloud of smoke coming up ; theu he knew

the cars had gone through the bridge. The engine had

almost stopped. Then, to use his own words, "I hap-

pened to think that we two, me and the fireman, could

not do much ourselves, and I knew there was help on the

train at Forest Hills, who were going down to Dedham to

work on the bridge. I thought of all these things quicker

than I can tell it here. So, quick as I could, I put on

steam, and went down to Forest Hills. I blew the whistle

all the way, with my body hanging out of the window

and I saw people coming out of doors, and I kept pointing

up the track, and they ran out of their houses, and before

I got down to Forest Hills I saw a good many going up

that way; and before I got to the station I saw Mr.

Worley, and hollered to him that the train had gone

through the bridge, and to throw the switch to have
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Prince's train run up ; and I ran down to Prince's train

that was coming on the outward track, and hollered to

him what was the matter, and he started and went up

there as quick as he could. Then I went back, and

hollered to the station agent and told him to telephone for

doctors and ambulances. Then after Prince had gone up

with his train, I followed up with my engine."

It was due to this wise action of the engineer that

notice of the catastrophe was immediately received at the

office of the superintendent of the road. The police and

fire departments were summoned, and physicians and sur-

geons were secured and promptly taken to the wreck.

The Cause of the Disaster.

The testimony of the passengers, of the employees on

the train and of two outside witnesses shows conclusively

that the trouble originated on the north half of the bridge,

and the evidence as a whole clearly indicates that the origi-

nal cause of the disaster was the breaking of the hangers at

the joint-block at the north end of the Hewins truss. In

this view the counsel of the corporation and the experts,

including the expert employed by the corporation, concur.

These hangers were found in the street, and were exam-

ined by several people, including one of the Commission-

ers, on the morning of the accident. They were broken,

the upper loops with part of the shank remaining in the

joint-block and the lower loops with the remainder of

the shank lying near by.

One hanger was broken through the shank, and about

Beven-eighths of this break was old. In the other hanger

the lower loop was broken on the side and at its juDction

with the shank. At the shank there were indications of

an old break through about one-eighth of the sectional

area. The hangers should have been die forged. They

were loop welded, and the weldings were imperfect.

The eccentricity, so called, of these hangers was un-

necessary. This eccentricity caused the strains to be
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transverse and unequally distributed. In consequence

thereof the hangers were for their work in the bridge not

nearly as strong as the same amount of material would

have been had they been properly designed. Portions of

them without making any allowance for the jar of the train

were subjected by each passing engine to strains approach-

ing, if not in excess of, the elastic limit. The margin of

strength, if any, was so small as to be inconsistent with

safety. Iron will surely break if repeatedly subjected to

a load which strains it materially beyond its elastic limit.

The hangers were unfit for their work. The wonder is that

they held on so long as they did. They had been break-

ing; for some time. On the morning of the accident there

was little more than the equivalent of one hanger left.

The theory that the disaster was due to a derailment of

the train received no sufficient confirmation. On the con-

trary the fact was abundantly established by the evidence

that neither the ties on the embankment south of the

bridge nor those on the south half of the bridge itself

showed any signs of derailment. If a derailment oc-

curred it must have occurred within a few feet of the

joint-block at the north end of the Hewins truss.

A theory was also started at the investigation that the

disaster might have been caused by the dropping of a

brake beam between the ties, but the theory was not

supported by the necessary evidence. If a brake beam

dropped at all it must have dropped within a few feet of

the hangers.

When the hangers gave way, the track system, from the

centre of the bridge to the iron post near the abutment, a

distance of fifty-two feet, lost its main support, but it still

had considerable strength, not sufficient to carry a train,

but sufficient to retard somewhat its fall. In the first

place there was the five-inch iron I-post supporting the

cross floor-beam, immediately underneath the hangers.

Then the track system had in itself some supporting

power. There were three sections of sixty-foot rails on
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the bridge, extending some distance on to the embank-

ment on either side. The sixty-foot rails, which began

on the north embankment, extended on to the bridge to a

point five or six feet south of the angle-block which held

the broken hangers.

The track stringers, which rested on the cross floor-

beams, were of iron, and on top of them was a six-

by-nine hard-pine beam upon which the ties were laid.

This beam was bolted to the iron stringers, and the joints

in it did not coincide with the joints of the stringers.

Moreover the iron track stringers were trussed in such a

manner that when they had fallen a short distance the

trusses would operate as a continuous chain.

A speed of fifteen miles an hour is equivalent to about

twenty-two feet a second ; of twenty miles an hour, to

about twenty-nine feet a second ; of thirty miles an hour,

to about forty-four feet a second. A cannon ball falls

sixteen feet the first second. The length of a car is about

fifty feet.

The Wreck.

The strain which broke the hangers was probably given

when the engine driving-wheels passed over them, and

there was a slight depression of the bridge when the engine

left it. This depression had increased when the first car

left the bridge, so that as it went up off the bridge it

jumped the track to the east, and its rear truck was torn

from it. The second car dropped still farther, receiving a

much more severe concussion at the end of the bridge
;

but the train of seven cars behind it crushed into its rear

and threw it up over the edge of the abutment, displacing

both its trucks and leaving them under its rear end.

When the second car struck the abutment the third car

was driven against it with such force— that car being just

upon the point of leaving the solid part of the bridge

at the middle of the truss— that its Miller platform

was crushed on top of and into the platform of the
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second car, and became inextricably entangled with it.

This may have saved the third car from going into the

street, as it must have formed a very strong and close con-

nection between the two cars, and must have greatly helped

to carry the front end of the third car over the chasm.

As it was, this car lost both trucks, its floor system was

almost demolished, its sides were shattered and loosened

at every joint, and it was found on the embankment a few

feet behind the second car, having lost its front platform,

which had finally been torn out and remained entangled

with the rear platform of the second car. The fourth car

was not able to leap the chasm. It had not however fallen

so far that its roof did not come above the line of the

abutment. The car was stopped by the abutment but the

roof went on and landed on the embankment. The front

end of the body of the car, striking the abutment at an angle

of twenty-one degrees, was crushed in for about half its

length, and the remainder of the car veered off to the

left or west side of the track, and fell into the street, land-

ing on its right or east side. The fifth car followed the

course of the remnants of the fourth car, struck its rear

end, and was telescoped by it for half its length. It seems

probable that the Hewins truss stood up until the cast-iron

joint-block, in which the broken hangers were, was struck

by the fourth or fifth car. This blow knocked out late-

rally the block and the two adjoining members and the

truss fell to pieces. The sixth car fell diagonally across

the street. It was badly broken and twisted, and its

top was nearly torn off. The seventh car landed in the

street upright, and was the least injured of those which

went through the bridge. The eighth car landed in the

street, behind the seventh car, was tipped to the east side,

and was badly shattered. The ninth car, being the com-

bination smoking and baggage car, turned over and landed

in the road upside down.

Most of the people who were killed were in the fourth^

fifth, sixth and ninth cars.
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Suggestions and Warnings to the Koad.

The evidence shows that there has been considerable

anxiety on the part of passengers in regard to the safety

of this bridge, and in various ways and at various times

this anxiety has been brought to the attention of the

management of the road. Though in some cases this

anxiety was caused by the discovery of loose nuts on the

Parker truss, it was generally a vague fear, founded on no

known defect in the bridge, but apparently largely due to

the skew of the bridge and to the fact that the track on

both sides of the bridge ran on high embankments.

In December, 1881, the Board of Railroad Commis-

sioners wrote to the superintendent of the Boston &
Providence Railroad, in relation to this bridge, as

follows :
—

West Roxbury Bridge over the Highway, near Bussey Farms.

The superstructure of this bridge is an oddity amoug bridges.

If it has never been tested under a given load, the Commission-

ers suggest whether it would not be wise and prudent to test it

now, and perhaps at stated intervals hereafter, shorter or

longer, a year or more, according to the behavior of the bridge

under the load ; the test to consist of putting on a load somewhat

heavier than the bridge is ever called upon to bear in the course

of your business ; noting the load put on, the deflection taken

by the bridge under the load, and the amount of recovery after

the load is removed ; noting also its lateral stiffness and

strength. A series of such records would show conclusively

whether or not the bridge tested was maintaining its strength

and safety.

It appeared in evidence that shortly after the receipt

of this letter a test of the bridge was made ; but no record

of such test was returned to the Board, nor was the test

followed by a series of tests, which the letter of the Board

indicated was necessary in order to show conclusively

whether the bridge was maintaining its strength.

It appeared that examinations of the bridge had been

made every spring and fall by George F. Folsom, the
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superintendent of construction, and he described fully

his method of going through the bridge and examining its

details. He testified thnt he had detected no fault in the

construction of the bridge, except that it would be better

if made of fewer pieces ; that he never had any anxiety

about any portion of the bridge that was covered up ; that

he did not know how the floor-beams under the joint-

blocks at the ends of the truss were supported, but sup-

posed that they were supported on iron stirrup straps,

which he thought were one and a half-inch square ; that he

could not examine these stirrup straps, and never thought

they were an important feature of the bridge until he saw

them lying on the ground. Such was the examination

made by the superintendent of construction to ensure the

safety of passengers riding over that bridge.

The hangers held up the floor-beams. When the

floor-beams fell, the floor system would fall, and yet it

never occurred to the man who was supposed to have su-

perintended the construction of the bridge, and to whom
was entrusted the examination of the bridge eveiy spring

and fall, — it never occurred to him that the strength and

condition of these hangers was vital and should have been

an important feature in his examination. Moreover, be

did not know how the hangers were made, his supposition

in regard to their size and shape was incorrect, and he

did not have, nor did the road have, any drawings show-

ing their construction and dimensions.

It is a defect in any bridge if a vital part, no matter

what excess of strength it may have, is unnecessarily cov-

ered so that it cannot be inspected. In this bridge, not

only was a vital part unnecessarily covered, but no one in

the employment of the corporation knew anything about

its construction or its strength, and, as a matter of fact,

it was so constructed as to be sure to weaken under con-

tinued use and was insufficient to do its work with safety,

even had it been so placed as to be subject to full and con-

scant inspection.
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In December, 1881, the Board issued a circular to the

Boston & Providence Eailroad and other railroads, re-

specting the proper construction of bridge floors, which cir-

cular was drawn up by Mr. Clemens Herschel, civil engi-

neer, at that time a member of the Board. This circular is

printed in the Commissioners' Report in January, 1882.

It calls attention to the danger of knocking to pieces iron

trusses composed of several members, in case a train is

derailed upon a bridge, and urges the great importance of

devices that are calculated to prevent one or more de-

railed wheels from swerving to any great extent from the

rails, and of a tie system that will support derailed wheels

and carry them over the bridge in safety without catching

between the ties. The circular gives diagrams showing

different forms of track structure for bridges, designed to

meet these requirements, in all of which guard rails,

guard timbers, and the laying of the ties not more than

•eight inches apart, form a conspicuous feature.

The circular closes as follows : " The Board of Railroad

Commissioners commend to the railroads of this Common-
wealth the consideration of the examples shown and of

their several merits and defects, and the application upon

the bridges within the State of a safe and efficient form of

track construction, the essentials of which seem to be

strong and closely-laid ties of sufficient length, guard rails

or guard timbers, lined with angle iron , these guard tim-

bers outside the track, and notched and bolted down, or

else separate outside stringers, notched and bolted down

to the ties."

After the annual inspection in 1882, the Commissioners

further wrote to the superintendent of the Boston & Provi-

dence Railroad as follows : " The Commissioners refer to

their circular of Dec. 1, 1881, for their views on the best

method of track construction on bridges. The track con-

struction on most of the bridges of your line is wanting in

guard rails or proper guard timbers, and several of them

need the ties laid closer."
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There were no guard rails on the Bussey Bridge in

1881. There were none at the time of the disaster.

Neither was there at either time any timber notched and

bolted down, as suggested in the circular. There was

outside of the track a plank, three inches high by ten

inches wide, placed a few inches from the track, bolted to

every third or fourth tie, but not notched.

Mr. George F. Folsom, superintendent of construction,

stated that he had uever known a train to be saved by a

guard rail ; that in one case a guard plank similar to the

one on the Bussey Bridge had guided a derailed train

which was moving slowly across a bridge on the Boston &
Providence Railroad ; that he had a feeling in regard to

guard rails that probably there were cases in which they

had done as much damage as, if not more than, would

have been done if they had not been used, but he had

never known such a case to occur ; that it was a supposi-

tion, a feeling which he had in regard to it, and therefore

he objected to putting guard rails on. In his views in

regard to guard rails he has been in the past and was at

the hearing sustained by the superintendent of the road.

Guard rails and guard timbers have been in use so long

on the leading railroads of the country, and their value,

when properly placed, is so generally acknowledged, that

the position in regard to them taken by the superintendent

of the road and the superintendent of construction is inde-

fensible.

Further, Mr. George F. Folsom, being unable by reason

of sickness to answer certain questions of the Board in

regard to the construction of the floor system, communi-

cated information relating thereto to Mr. A. A. Folsom,.

the superintendent, in the following letter, which was

submitted to the Board :
—

Boston, March 29, 1887.

A. A. Folsom, Esq.

Dear Sir:— The ties on the Bussey Bridge all extended

eighteen inches outside of rail on east side, and were all eigh-

teen inches on centres.
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The short ties that butted against truss were seven feet five

inches long ; the ties at both ends of the bridge were ten feet

long.

The ties were six by ten and eight inches apart. Guard

plank outside each rail ten inches wide and three inches thick

covered bridge and abutments. Yours truly,

George F. Folsom.

It will be seen from this letter that the superintendent

of construction states that the spaces between ties on this

Bussey Bridge were eight inches. Mr. E. S. Philbrick,

the expert employed by the road, and Mr. Thomas Doane,

the expert employed by the Commissioners, who took

measurements of the ties and the spaces between them as

they were found at the wreck, testify that the spaces

between the ties on this bridge were from fifteen to eigh-

teen inches, instead of eight inches as stated in the letter

of the superintendent of construction.

In spite, then, of the circular of 1881, and of the letter

of 1882, each of which called the attention of the superin-

tendent of the Boston & Providence Railroad to the impor-

tance of having ties on bridges laid closely together, the

ties on this bridge remained unchanged, and at the time

of the accident were so far apart that had a train been

derailed upon that bridge, the destruction of the bridge

would have been inevitable ; the spaces between the ties

were so great that the wheels would have sunk down

between them, and the bridge would have been wrenched

and torn to pieces. Moreover, if a brake beam had fallen,

it would, in all probability, have caught between the ties

and wrecked the bridge. Neither the superintendent of

the road nor the superintendent of construction would

deny that the spaces between the ties on this bridge were

too great. As it happened, the accident was not caused

by the defects of the tie system, but the management is

none the less censurable for its long-continued neglect to

remove this undoubted element of danger.
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The Brakes.

It appeared that seven of tho nine cars on the train

were supplied with the Westinghouse Automatic brake,

but none of the brakes would work automatically because

the other two cars had the old Westinghouse Straight-

air brake. Had the train been supplied with auto-

matic brakes throughout, they would have applied

themselves when the first car parted from the engine at

the abutment at the north end of the bridge ; they would

have materially diminished the violence of the concussion

of tho cars against the abutment and against each other,

and there is reason to believe that the results would have

been less disastrous.

A railroad company is bound to use the utmost dili-

gence in supplying itself with well-approved contrivances

for the safety of its passengers, and this railroad is guilty

of neglect in not having, long ago, fitted all its cars with

the Westinghouse Automatic brake. Economy in some

portions of railroad management is commendable, but

economy which risks the safety of passengers is culpable.

The Brakemen.

In section 170, chapter 112 of the Public Statutes, it

is provided that every railroad corporation shall cause to

be stationed on every passenger-train " trusty and skilful

brakemen, equal in number at least to one for every two

cars in the train." This, being a train of nine cars, should

have been provided with five brakemen in order to comply

with the provisions of the statute. There were in fact only

three brakemen. The Board do not consider that the two

assistant conductors can be considered as brakemen with-

in the meaning of the statute. If they had duties to per-

form as conductors, in taking up tickets or otherwise,

they could not be on hand to apply the brakes with that

promptness which is necessary in case of an accident, and

which is possible for a brakeman who is at his post of
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duty on the platform. The eighty-second of the printed

"Rules and Regulations" of the company, among other

provisions, requires brakemen to be at their brakes when
the train is moving, except when called away by the direct

order of the conductor.

Fire.

The cars were provided with the Chilson Conical Stoves.

one of which was placed in the middle of each car. One
fire caught in the third car, being the last car on the em-

bankment, and was put out readily by the passengers.

At least two fires also started in the wreck in the street,

and these also were fortunately put out before they had

acquired any serious headway. Water was near at hand,

and the passengers and the people from the neighborhood

realizing the danger took immediate measures to prevent

the added horror of a conflagration. Their efforts were

supplemented by Chemical Engine No. 4 of the Boston

Fire Department, which arrived on the scene eight min-

utes after the accident. Though no one was suffocated or

burned, the fire demon was at work in the ruins, and was

only prevented from gaining the mastery by a fortunate

combination of circumstances.

Summary and Recommendations.

The conclusions which have been reached by the Board

are as follows :
—

The contract for rebuilding the bridge in 1876 was

made without proper examination as to the standing of

the contractor.

Those who acted for the corporation in making the con-

tract had not sufficient knowledge of iron bridge building

to enable them to pass intelligently upon the design and

specifications.

The design and specifications for the bridge were not

such as should have been accepted.

The bridge was constructed practically without superin-
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tendence on the part of the corporation, and the corpora-

tion neglected to preserve a copy of the specifications,

drawings and strain sheets.

The tests of the bridge were not made in the presence

of any one acting for the corporation who was qualified

to judge of their value.

From the time of the construction ofthe bridge to the day

when it fell, the railroad company had caused it to be ex-

amined by one man only, who, year after year, passed over

vital parts of the bridge without realizing that they were of

importance. This man had been in the employment of

the corporation for a long series of years, his trade was

that of a machinist, he had not been educated as a civil

engineer, and the management had abundant reason to know
that he was not qualified, and had had no opportunity to

qualify himself, to do the work assigned to him with refer-

ence to this bridge.

The series of tests of the bridge recommended by the

Board in 1881 was not made.

In the erection and inspection of bridges the manage-

ment of a railroad is bound to exercise the utmost care.

Had such care been exercised, there is every reason to

believe that the disaster would have been prevented. On
the thirty-second page of the last report of the Commission

is the following : " The Board renews the expression of its

belief that a preventible accident is a crime."

Notwithstanding the repeated warnings of the Board the

spaces between the ties on this bridge were far too great

for safety.

Notwithstanding the recommendation of the Board in

1881, no suitable guard rails or guard timbers were placed

upon the bridge.

The Westingkouse automatic air-brake, a safety appli-

ance, remarkable alike for its simplicity and effectiveness

and long ago approved and adopted by all the leading rail-

roads, was not in practical operation on this train, neither

was the train furnished with a sufficient number of brake-

men to comply with the requirements of the statute.
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'Xhe disaster and the facts which have been disclosed,

impose a grave responsibility on the board of directors.

It is their duty, by the most searching inquiry, to ascer-

tain forthwith whether any other work has been done in a

like negligent and incompetent manner, whether in other

matters reasonable and well-approved precautions against

accident have been ignored or neglected, and whether

false economy has been practised and safety sacrificed.

They should not rest until they have taken the most ener-

getic measures, without regard to expense and without

regard to persons, to correct the past and to ensure better

and safer management in the future. So far as relates to

bridges, the Directors have already caused a thorough ex-

pert examination to be begun. Fortunately there are but

few bridges on the line.

In mitigation of the sentence of condemnation called

for by the foregoing findings and in support of the hope

that the history of the Bussey Bridge is exceptional, it must

be remembered that from 1869, when the Board of Eailroad

Commissioners was created, up to the time of this disas-

ter, a period of eighteen years, there has been no train

accident on the Boston & Providence Railroad which re-

sulted in the loss of a life of, or even in serious injury to,

a passenger.

The accident furnishes another proof of the necessity

of abolishing the deadly car stove.

As bridges embody many possibilities of danger, it is

proper that special means should be taken to secure care-

ful, competent and faithful construction, and a thorough

and scientific examination of them by the railroads at

regular intervals, followed by a thorough State inspection.

The importance of such action is emphasized by the

fact that the weight of engines and of the rolling-stock of

railroads and of the loads carried has been increasing for

many years. The weight of engines and rolling-stock has

doubled within twenty years. Moreover, the speed of the

heavy passenger express and through freight trains has

.also largely increased.
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The examination made by the Board of Commissioners

can at best be but cursory. There are over a thousand

bridges in the State, and no member of the Board, no

matter what his scientific education may be, can, in addi-

tion to his other duties as commissioner, make anything

but a brief, partial and unsatisfactory examination of

them. A proper inspection in behalf of the State would

require practically the whole time of a bridge expert.

The Board recommend the passage of an act requiring

every railroad, at least once in two years, to have a

thorough examination of all bridges on its lines made by

a competent and experienced civil engineer, who shall re-

port in writing to the corporation and to the Board of

Railroad Commissioners the results of his examination,

his conclusions and recommendations. The reports should

embrace such information in relation to the histoiy and

construction of each bridge, including detail drawings and

strain sheets, as may be called for by the Board of Rail-

road Commissioners, and said Board should be author-

ized to employ a competent expert to examine such

reports and make such further examination of the bridge

structures as may be deemed necessary or expedient.

GEORGE G. CROCKER.
EDWARD W. KINSLEY.
EVERETT A. STEVENS.
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DERAILMENT OF A PASSENGER TRAIN ON THE BOS-

TON & ALBANY RAILROAD AT WEST SPRINGFIELD.

Passenger train No. 14 on the Boston & Albany Railroad, a

through express train from the West, was thrown from the track at

West Springfield station at about 6.15 a.m., January 4, by reason

of a broken journal on the tender. The train, consisting of the

engine, an express car, a baggage car, a smoking car, one passen-

ger Coach and two sleeping cars, left Westfield an hour late and

was running thirty-two or thirty-three miles an hour, when that part

of the train following the express car left the track at the switch

just west of the station. The baggage car struck some freight cars

standing on the siding, throwing them over, and was then itself

thrown across the tracks, overturning the locomotive of a west-

bound freight train which had just arrived on the north track. The
smoking car and passenger coach were badly wrecked, and these,

with the baggage car, immediately took fire and were entirely de-

stroyed. The sleeping cars remained on the siding and the engine and

express car continued on the main track— the latter with one truck

only— and ran about 700 feet, when they stopped. The body of

John Jenkins, a passenger, was found in the ruins of the smoking

car, and a corpse which was in the baggage car was badly burned.

Fifteen passengers were injured, most of them not severely, and the

engineer and fireman of the freight train, and the conductor, baggage-

master and one brakeman of the passenger train were also hurt, but

not seriously. The mails, which were in the baggage car, were

destroyed by fire.

The primary cause of the accident was the breaking of a journal

in one of the trucks of the tender. The displaced wheel then partly

turned the Lorenz switch so as to throw the cars from the track and

partially upon the siding, where collision with the standiug freight

cars wrecked all but the sleepers and threw the baggage car across

the tracks against the freight locomotive. The fire, without doubt,

caught from the stoves in one or each of the burned cars. Searl's

heater was in the smoking car, a Chilson stove in the baggage car

and the Baker heater in the others, all bolted to the floor in the

usual manner.

An examination of the broken journal showed that there had been

a partial fracture some time previous to the final break. This frac-

ture could not be seen by inspection, as the journal is entirely out

of sight, nor could it be discovered by sound.

This broken axle had run upward of 97,000 miles. A sound axle

of the same manufacture and supposed to be of the same quality,
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which had run 120,000 miles, was broken under hydraulic pressure

and showed a clean break and uniform texture of good iron through-

out. The manufacturer testified that the axles furnished the Boston

& Albany Railroad Company are always of excellent quality, made

from railroad scrap-iron, which is considered the best except

.Jjowmore iron. They are made by experienced men and are care-

fully examined; the manufacturer saying that he would rather have

a hundred axles condemned in the shop than have one defective axle

go out. It was also testified that there was no indication of a flaw

in this broken axle when it left the shop and that the iron was of

superior quality. The size of the axle was three and three-fourths

inches in diameter, the standard fixed by the Master Car Builders'

Association. Mr. Underbill, superintendent of motive power of the

Boston & Albany, stated that in view of this accident it might be

advisable to increase the size of the axle. There was no intimation

that the coldness of the weather was in any way a cause of the

fracture of the journal.

It is not clear whether the fire originated in the baggage or smok-

ing car, or started independently in each. The stove in the baggage

car was a Chilson cone, bolted to the floor, and the door was locked.

In the smoking car was a Searl's heater, also bolted to the floor,

and enclosed in a cage or closet lined with zinc. The violence with

which the baggage car was thrown against the freight cars and then

across the track so as to overturn a locomotive, was enough to loosen

the fastenings or break any cast-iron stove and scatter the burning

coal. The result is another warning that a better and safer method

of warming cars should be adopted. The possibility of warming

the cars by steam from the locomotive effectively and safely is now

attracting much attention, and the Commissioners have already ex-

pressed their satisfaction that the Boston & Albany has for a long

time been faithfully trying an experiment in this direction, with a

view of adopting this system of heating, if it proves as successful

as it now promises to be.

Naturally a general desire exists that the terrible consequences

too often arising from the use of fire in the cars should be avoided

as far as may be and a call for legislation may be expected. In

regard to local travel within the State this is a question for a careful

consideration of details. In regard to travel including points in

different States other questions arise. It would be at least doubtful

whether any State regulation would be constitutional which pre-

scribed any form of safety device for cars engaged in interstate

traffic. In the like matter of safety devices for steamboat trans-

portation from State to State, Congress has been supposed to have

sole jurisdiction. It is to be remembered that traffic between Boston
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and Providence is interstate commerce, just as truly as if the line

ran from Maine to California. The chances of different regulations

by different States, and of conflicting claims by rival inventors, are

to be considered. While such considerations may unfortunately

create difficulties and cause delay in legislation, they do not affect

the duty of all railroad managers to use the utmost diligence in

adopting promptly the best possible devices for protecting travellers

from the danger of fire. No law forbids the use of any such device.

The law of humanity demands energy and promptness in guarding

against this most terrible of dangers.

By the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS,
Clerk.

Jan. 24, 1887.

DERAILMENT ON THE GRAND JUNCTION RAILROAD,
AT MAIN STREET, CAMBRIDGEPORT.

A freight train on the Grand Junction branch of the Boston &
Albany Railroad, which left East Boston at 3.40 j\.m. on Saturday,

April 2, was partially derailed at the level crossing of Main Street,

Cambridgeport. The engine, caboose and one car left the track

near the middle of the crossing, and the tender tipped and fell over

upon James Cannon, a brakeman, who had jumped from the engine,

killing him instantly, and seriously injuring Frank Bates, another

brakeman. The apparent cause of the derailment was the accumu-

lation of snow and ice by the side of the rails, so as to lift the flanges

of the wheels of the forward truck above the rail. It appeared from

the evidence that the gate tender kept the crossing clear to the best

of his ability; but there was a heavy snow storm, and the frequent

passing of street cars and other vehicles filled the groove between

the rail and the planking with such a. solid packing of snow as to

make it impossible for the gate tender to keep it perfectly clear with-

out assistance.

The Board is of opinion that at all grade crossings where there is

a large amount of travel extra help should be furnished during

severe snow storms to make the passage of trains safe. Such a pre-

caution in this case would have prevented the loss of Life.

By the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS,
Clerk.

Ai'iciL 12, 1887.
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COLLISION ON THE BOSTON & ALBANY RAILROAD
AT NORTH GRAFTON.

On the 27th of September local freight train No. 22, on the Bos-

ton & Albany Railroad, from Worcester for Boston and interme-

diate stations, stopped at North Grafton to switch some cars to a sid-

ing. While the train was standing on the main track No. 70, a

freight train from Worcester collided with the rear cars, throwing a

number of them from the track, blocking the road for several hours,

and killing J. E. Zahn, a brakeman.

At the investigation it appeared that the morning was misty and

the rails were slippery, but it was evident that the cause of the acci-

dent was the failure of the rear brakeman of train No. 22 to go back

far enough to warn the following train, and in consequence of the

mist he was not seen by the engineer of No. 70 till the train was

close upon him, and the distance was not sufficient to bring it to a

stop before colliding with train No. 22.

The engineer of No. 70 testified that before he reached the flag-

man he saw the electric signal set at danger, whistled for brakes,

applied the driver brake and opened the sand box to sand the rails.

Upon seeing the flagman, he whistled again for brakes, and then he

first felt that the brakes were slowing the train. Whether he had in

fact previously signalled for brakes or not, it is clear that the flag-

man should have gone much farther back, and had he done so, his

signal of a train standing on the track would have secured an earlier

effective application of the brakes, and probably have prevented the

collision.

Such accidents as this emphasize the need, on roads having a large

traffic, with freight trains running at short intervals, of equipping

freight trains as well as passenger trains with continuous brakes,

operated from the engine. The Board hopes that the recent success-

ful trials of such brakes at Burlington, la., may lead to their use on

the more important through freight trains, and eventually on all.

By the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS,
Clerk.

Oct. 15, 1887.
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COLLISION OF AN EXPRESS PASSENGER TRAIN WITH
A FREIGHT TRAIN ON THE FITCHBURG RAILROAD,
NOV. 30, 1887.

In the matter of the rear collision between the Raymond excursion

vestibule train, extra, and a freight train near Fitchburg on the

morning of the 30th of November.

Hearing at 10.30 a.m., December 1,"1887.

Train 37, being the through night express passenger train, left

Fitchburg for Boston at 4.02 a.m. on time. The vestibule train was
extra 37. The freight train was No. 57. This train was running

under the following order received by Robert S. Johnson, its con-

ductor : "29th November, 1887. R. S. Johnson. Run to Fitch-

burg ahead of extra 37 of 30th November. E. A. Smith, train

dispatcher." The conductor of extra 37, Albert B. Cutting, received

the following order: "57 run ahead Westminster to Fitchburg;

answer red signals on 37 Fitchburg to Boston. E. A. Smith, train

dispatcher."

Both of these orders were duly received and receipted for. Freight

57 was stopped by a switching engine for from five to seven minutes,

just as the engine reached the crossing near the station at Fitchburg.

A brakeman was sent out to protect its rear. Upon starting again

the brakeman was called in, and the train proceeded to the new
freight yard, about If miles east of Fitchburg station, going at

moderate speed, probably never more than eight or ten miles an hour,

and not averaging so much as that.

The conductor of the freight train testified that it arrived at

Fitchburg at 5.25, and that after starting again, when a short dis-

tance east of the Fitchburg station, he looked at his watch, and

found the time to be 5.42. The engineer of extra 37, Charles F.

Richardson, testified that he left Fitchburg at 5.45. The conductor

of extra 37 inquired at Fitchburg for orders, and received none, but,

on inquiry of a car inspector, was told that a cattle train had passed

ten or fifteen minutes before. This information was also communi-

cated to the engineer.

There is a curve in the road about a thousand feet west of the

switches for the new freight yard. When the engine of extra 37 had

rounded this curve the engineer saw a man swinging a white lantern,

and also caught sight of the rear lights of the freight, then about 500

or 600 feet from him. He applied the brakes, reversed the engine

and opened the sand box. lie was, however, unable to stop his train,

and his engine ran into the rear of the freight train with great

violence, demolishing the end of the saloon car, and crushing through

a car filled with cotton, another with barrels of oil, and a fourth with
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cotton. The engine and the debris of these cars and their contents,

and the front end of the baggage car of the. extra, were forthwith

enveloped in flames. The engineer and fireman jumped just before

the engine struck the rear end of the freight train. When the engi-

neer got on his feet, which he did at once, the whole wreck was in a

blaze. The conductor of the freight was in the saloon car at the rear

end of the train. His attention was attracted by the light from the

head light of the engine of the extra. He had just time before the

collision to jerk himself out through the window, and then rolled

down the bank into the river. Mr. Joseph Joslyn, a drover, who was

also in the saloon car, and the fireman of extra 37, received injuries

from which they died on the following day. There were but few

passengers on the train, and they apparently escaped without injury.

When the conductor of the freight train came up the bank from the

river he looked at his watch and it was 5.55. He considers that the

accident happened at 5.52. He found that he was near the rear end

of the passenger train, showing that the trains after the collision

must have moved forward about the length of the passenger train.

The passenger train, consisting of six vestibule and one baggage car

and engine, was between 450 and 500 feet long. The man who

swung the white light was a brakeman from another train going home.

He testified that the freight train when it passed him was, in his

opinion, going six or seven miles an hour. The severity of the

collision makes it evident that the difference in the rate of speed must

have been as great as this.

The conductor, Robert S. Johnson, and engineer, Moran A. Dole,

of the freight tx*ain, understood that, in accordance with their orders,

they had the right of way, not simply to the Fitchburg station, but to

the side tracks in the new yard. In support of their position they

claimed that the new yard was the proper place for side-tracking

their train ; that arrangements had been made for side-tracking it

there and nowhere else ; that an order, issued by division superin-

tendent, J. F. Adams, to all trainmen, Tunnel division, and dated

November 12, 1887, was as follows :
" Commencing at 6 o'clock a.m.

Monday, November 14, all Tunnel division freight trains, unless

otherwise ordered, will run to and start from the new yard east of

Fitchburg, instead of from the west yard as formerly. Telegraph

train orders will be given at the new yard. Saloon cars will be left

there also. Trains, excepting the local, having cars for Fitchburg,

must have them ahead and set them off in local yard before going to

the new yard." That, in another order, issued on November 12, also

to take effect on November 14, it was provided as follows: "The
limits of the Fitchburg yard will extend from the River Street cross-

ing to the yard office at the west end of the new freight yard, east of
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Fitchburg." That this order included in the Fitehburg yard the

switches at the west end of the new yard ; that, therefore, on passing

on to the side tracks at these switches they had not left the Fitchburg

yard ; that their orders to run to Fitchburg ahead of extra 37 gave

them the right to go to the side tracks at these switches, and they

did just what, as they understood their orders, it was intended they

should do.

The train dispatcher, Mr. E. A. Smith, took a different view of the

case. He claimed that the order to run to Fitchburg ahead of extra

37 extended only to Fitchburg station, and from that point the rear

of the freight train should have been protected by a flagman, and he

called attention to special rule 301 : "The passenger station is the

point to and from which all trains are timed at Fitchburg." And
also to an order issued November 21, 1887, to take effect November
28, which contains the following :

" The new freight yard at Fitch-

burg will be known hereafter as East Fitchburg." The train orders

were not given by Mr. Smith himself, but by his assistant.

It appears, then, that a new yard had been lately established, and

that the name of East Fitchburg had been given to it, to take effect

only two days before the accident. The old Fitchburg yard, by the

order of November 12, extended to the yard office at the west end of

the new freight yard, so that the old Fitchburg and the new East

Fitchburg yards joined each other at this point. The new East

Fitchburg yard was built to take the place of the old Fitchburg yard

for through freight business, and an order to that effect had been

issued about two weeks before. Under these circumstances, and

inasmuch as the switches by which freight trains coming from the

west would leave the main track for the new yard were within the

limits of the old yard, it seems that there was a complication and an

element of uncertainty as to the intention of the officials of the road

in relation to the use of these respective yards, especially under an

order to a Tunnel division freight train to run to " Fitchburg," etc.

This complication and uncertainty does not, however, relieve the

conductor of the freight train from censure. He was not justified in

running beyond the station at Fitchburg without protecting the rear

of his train. Especially was he at fault in so doing, in view of the

fact that he was running on the main track to a point so near the

limit of the Fitchburg yard that he could not get the rear end of his

train off the main track without running the front end into East

Fitchburg, while his orders extended only to Fitchburg. His

duty to have taken such course as would involve no danger is

clearly laid down in special rule 78, and general rules 1 and 2.

Rule 78: "In any case where there is room for doubts as to tho

right of the road, or the safety of proceeding from any cause, adopt
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the safe course." Rule 1 : "The safety of passengers is the first

consideration ; to this with the safety, regularity and punctuality of

trains, and the comfort and convenience of passengers, all operations

of working or repairing the road must be completely and entirely

subordinate." Rule 2 :
" All employees are expected to exercise the

greatest care and watchfulness to prevent injury to persons or prop-

erty. They must in all cases of doubt, or when instructions are not

understood, take the course which involves no danger, and which will

not in any way compromise the safety of the road, seeking after-

wards the necessary explanation of the proper officer."

The conductor of the extra, Albert B. Cutting, is free from blame.

He inquired for orders at the office in the Fitchburg station and

received none. He also took the extra precaution of inquiring of

a car inspector, and was told by him that a freight train had passed

ten or fifteen minutes before, and this information was communicated

to the engineer.

The engineer of the extra is plainly guilty. In spite of rule 107,

which is as follows : " All trains, except regular passenger trains,

must approach and pass cautiously through all yards," and in spite

of the fact that he was notified that a freight train had passed the

Fitchburg station ten or fifteen minutes before, he was not proceed-

ing with caution. He claimed that his train had the rights of train

37, which was a regular passenger train, and that therefore he was

excepted from the requirements of approaching and passing cau-

tiously through yards. This claim is an ingenious one, but the Board

does not consider it sound. The rules, however, in relation to this

matter are ambiguous if not conflicting. The word " regular " was

undoubtedly used in the rule with the intention of excluding " extra
"

passenger trains. Reference is made in various places in the rules

to regular trains, and to the trains having the same rights as regular

trains. In special rule 115, relating to the Worcester yard, all three

of these classes are enumerated. Rule 19 of the same series is as

follows : "A red signal borne by a train shows that a train is follow-

ing which has the same rights as the train bearing the signal, ex-

cept within some of the yard limits. [See yard limit rules ] A
train following a red signal will in no case use any special right

given the train bearing the signal." This rule indicates that a train

following a red signal lias the same rights as the train bearing the

signal within the limits of certain yards, but not within the limits

of others, and in that connection refers the employee to the yard

limit rules. The yard limit rules, however, do not show that an

extra has the same rights as the train whose red signal it follows

in some yards and not in others. Either it has the same rights as the

train bearing the signal, in all yards, in accordance with the interprc-
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tation given to the rule by the engineer, or it does not have the same

rights in any yard. The rules in this respect should be amended

and made clear and consistent. Their ambiguity, however, does not

relieve the engineer from blame, because in all cases of uncertainty,

in accordance with general rule 2, aforesaid, he should have

taken the course which involved no danger, and this was to proceed

with caution through the yard limits. The notification that the

freight train had passed ten or fifteen minutes before was, in itself,

sufficient to make it his clear duty to run through the Fitchburg yard,

and especially around the curve, with the utmost caution, so that he

could easily avoid the possibility of a collision.

Rule 30 is as follows :
" Any train following another train will

keep a good lookout for the preceding train, and run with great

caution on curves and on down grades when the position of the for-

ward train is unknown." As a matter of fact, the extra went around

the curve at a rate of speed which, under the circumstances, showed

gross carelessness. The engineer is not excusable on the ground that

the brakes worked poorly, because that fact had been brought to his

attention by difficulty in stopping at other stations along the road,

and rendered it incumbent upon him to go with still greater caution

than would otherwise have been requisite.

The investigation has shown that the rules of the company govern-

ing freight service are by no means as perfect as they should be.

Until a short time ago there were five different sets of rules to

govern the lines operated by the Fitchburg Railroad. These rules

have been lately consolidated, simplified and improved, but they are

not up to the proper standard of clearness, conciseness and consis-

tency. They open or leave unclosed too many cases in which, as in

the present case, the management has to rely upon the omnibus rule,

that in cases of doubt the employee is to take the course which involves

no danger.

The Board recommends that the rules governing freight trains and

the form of orders issued to them should be revised and amended,

and that the Fitchburg and East Fitchburg yards should be protected

by suitable signals, and it requests a report -to be made to it within

one month from date, stating what modifications of the rules or of

the form of orders, and what additional system of signals have been

adopted.

The wreck took fire at once, the car load of oil which was scattered in

all directions making it easily inflammable. This oil may have been

ignited by a spark from the locomotive, by a spark made by the

striking together of the two pieces of iron or steel ; it may have been

communicated from the engine, the front end of which was broken

in, or it may have come from the stove in the saloon car of the freight
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train, which car and stove were demolished. It is not probable that

the live coals in this stove found a resting place without setting fire

to some portion of the wreck. The stove in the baggage car of the

extra passenger train was not thrown from its position, and is not

guilty of having contributed to the conflagration. The front end of

this baggage car immediately took fire on the outside, and was un-

doubtedly covered Avith oil. This baggage car was consumed, and

the same fate would have attended the rest of the train had not the

engine of a following freight arrived in time to drag off the other

cars. Fortunately, there was time to get the baggage out of the

baggage car in safety. For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Dec. 17, 1387.

COLLISION BETWEEN PASSENGER TRAINS, NEAR SOUTH
MILFORD STATION, ON WEDNESDAY, DEC. 14.

Hearing December 19, 1887.

Train 166, consisting of a combination car and a passenger car,

which left Ashland at 4 f.m., collided at a point near South Mil-

ford with the west-bound passenger train No. 167, which left Boston

at 3.30, also consisting of a combination car and a passenger car.

The engines were badly smashed and the front ends of the combina-

tion cars broken, while the passenger cars on each train escaped

without injury. The baggage master, Samuel C. Neill, who was on

train 167, was crushed to death between the combination car and the

tender, probably just as he was upon the point of jumping to save

himself. The conductor on said train received injuries which pre-

vented his attendance at the hearing. The passengers escaped with

slight injuries, if any. The engineers and firemen of both trains

jumped before the collision and escaped unhurt.

It appeared at the hearing that the New York & New England

Railroad began on the 1st of October, 1887, to operate the Milford

branch, formerly the Milford & Woonsocket Railroad ; that Waldo

W. Jenckes had been superintendent of that road about three years,

prior to the time when the New York & New England took control

;

that Mr. P. Shinn, vice-president of the New York & New England

Railroad, engaged Mr. Jenckes to act for the New York & New Eng-

land Railroad, with reference to this branch, as its general agent, and

that Mr. Robert E. Eavenson, the superintendent of the eastern divi-

sion of the New York & New England Railroad, told Mr. Jenckes that

he made no change in his duties, except in relation to certain pay-
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roll matters ; that a new time table was sent to Mr. Jenckes, either on

the 9th or 10th of December, and received by him on the 10th, to go

into effect on the 11th ; that on the 10th Mr. Jenckes had a conference

with Mr. Eavenson,- and, in accordance with his suggestion, called a

meeting of the train employees for Sunday, the 11th, at 10 a.m.;

that at such a meeting both the engineers and conductors of the

colliding trains met in the office of Mr. Jenckes for the purpose of

making sure that they understood the new time table.

Mr. Jenckes suggested that they should ask questions if there was

anything about the tables which they did not understand. James W.
Smith, engineer of the west-bound train, spoke about the rights of

trains 166 and 167, and though it was somewhat in dispute as to what

was said, it is clear that at that time the respective rights of the two

trains were correctly understood, both by Mr. Jenckes and by the train

employees, namely, that their crossing point was Milford ; that train

166, in consequence of special rule Q, had the right to run from Ash-

land to Milford regardless of train 167 ; and that train 167, by virtue

of the general rule that all trains going west have the right of way

over trains coming east, except it is otherwise specially provided,

had the right to run from Franklin to Milford regardless of train 166
;

in other words, that each train was to wait at Milford for the other.

On Monday the 12th and Tuesday the 13th of December these two

trains ran according to the time table and rules, passing each other

at Milford. On Wednesday east-bound train 166 arrived at Milford

on time, then left the station and drew off on a siding to await the

arrival of train 167. It had remained there about ten minutes when

Mr. Jenckes, the general agent, came along, went down the tracks

some 700 feet, inquired of the switchman whether he had heard any-

thing of train 167, and finding that he had heard nothing, he returned

to the train, told the conductor and engineer that it was all right for

them to go to Bellingham Junction (the second station beyond) , made

some allusions to the fact that the other train was more than ten

minutes late, and got on to the engine. The train, in accordance

with his orders, was then started and ran out on to the main track,

and began running at about fifteen miles an hour. He then told the

engineer to run slowly around curves, and the engineer accordingly

reduced his speed, so that when he rounded the curve near South

Milford he was running seven or eight miles an hour, being then

about two and three-fourths miles from Milford. The engineer

thought that the west-bound train was about loO feet from him when

he first caught sight of it around the curve, and he immediately re-

versed his engine and applied the brakes. The engineer, fireman and

Mr. Jenckes jumped just before the collision and escaped unhurt. Tho

west-bound train left Franklin eleven minutes late, the train from
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Boston having been behind time. The engineer, James W. Smith,

knew that he had the right to run to Milford and felt no anxiety

about doing so, as he was confident that the respective rights of the

two trains had been understood correctly on the previous Sunday.

He did not stop at South Milford, and when he first saw the head-

light of the east-bound train he was going at an estimated rate of

thirty miles an hour, and thinks the other engine was 800 or 1,200

feet from him. He reversed the engine, applied the brakes and

jumped just before the collision.

There is no dispute as to the responsibility for the accident. Mr.

Jenckes was confused. He was under the impression that the numbers

of the trains were different from what they were, and he had in mind

a rule of the Milford & Woonsocket Railroad Company, which would

have given train 166 the right to proceed, since train 167 was more

than ten minutes late. He did not attempt to avoid the responsibil-

ity for his mistake, but showed that, although he had made a serious

and fatal blunder, he was nevertheless to be credited with unflinching

truthfulness under most trying circumstances. The mistake made
was such as to show that he is not qualified for the special duty of

dispatching trains, which requires the utmost coolness of judgment,

clearness of thought and accuracy of expression.

There is no telegraph service on this branch. The telephone ser-

vice, formerly in use, was taken out shortly after the New York &
New England took control in order to get the Western Union Tele-

graph Company to furnish telegraph service. That service has not

yet been supplied, and it is probable that had it been in use Mr.

Jenckes would have availed himself of it, and the accident would have

been averted. He testified that he thought of going to the telephone

to find out where the west-bound train was, and then remembered

that the telephone had been removed.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Dec. 21, 1887.

COLLISION ON THE FITCHBURG RAILROAD AT LIT-

TLETON, DEC. 17, 1887.

Hearing Tuesday, the 20th of December.

It appeared that the gravel train, of which F. E. Quimby was the

conductor, was passing down the siding between the east and west

bound tracks at the rate of eight or ten miles an hour on its way to
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Cambridge, and that freight No. 39 came down the main east-bound

track, and the two engines collided at the intersection of the two

tracks, the engine of the gravel train which had been brought nearly

to a standstill being struck in the side by the engine of the freight.

The two engines were badly injured, the freight engine being thrown

twenty feet down the bank. Several of the freight cars were

smashed, and were afterward consumed by fire. The head brake-

man of the freight, Michael Mack, was killed, and the engineer and

fireman were injured.

The evidence showed that as the gravel train was drawing through

the siding its conductor heard the whistle of the approaching freight,

near Littleton, and when that train came in sight he waved his flag

from the rear platform of his train, as a signal to it to stop ; that

the engineer of the freight train saw the signal, and called for

brakes, probably in season to prevent a collision, but on going over

to the fireman's side of the engine to see what the trouble was he

found the red flag had disappeared, found his track was clear, called

off brakes, and returned to his side of the engine ; that the con-

ductor of the gravel train then made another attempt to stop him by

swinging his flag at the side of his cars, standing on the steps, but

that the engineer of the freight did not notice the signal. The con-

ductor of the gravel train then called to his brakemen to set their

brakes, and the engineer of the gravel train at about the same time

discovered the danger, reversed his engine and applied sand, but

was not able to stop his train. The front part of the engine of the

gravel train had passed on to the main track when it was struck by

the engine of the freight. The gravel train was probably nearly at

a standstill at the time when the collision occurred.

The responsibility for the accident rests upon the conductor of the

gravel train who failed to protect his train in the manner required by

the rules. Rule 88 is as follows : " Signals for the stopping of a

train should always be displayed between the rails of the tracks on

which the train should approach." This rule is clear and distinct,

and should have been conformed with to the letter. The conductor

to save a little trouble for his brakeman violated his well-known

duty, and the result is that a fellow employee has been killed.

When he heard the engineer of the freight train call for brakes he

thought that he had accomplished his object without complying with

the rules. He ran the risk. He thought he was going to be success-

ful and lie failed.

The accident indicates laxity on the part of the employees of the

road in complying with the rules and regulations, and suggests the

possibility that they may have been negligent about reporting viola-

tions of the rules by other employees when no accidents have re-
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suited. A terrible responsibility rests upon the man who fails to

report a violation of the rules. Not only is it a neglect of his duty

to bis employer, but it is a still more serious neglect of his duty to

his brother employee. Rule 11 is as follows :
" It is tbe duty of all

employees to aid the superintendent in enforcing the regulations of

the road and to report any violation of them within their knowledge.

No excuse will be received for a failure to discharge their duties in

this respect."

Failure to report a violation encourages a repetition of the viola-

tion. It results in a gradual lowering of the standard. Employees

become careless, and danger creeps in on all sides and in unexpected

ways. If there is an employee who has failed to report a violation

of the rules, that man is in some degree responsible for the death of

Michael Mack. It is not probable that Conductor Quimby would

run the risk of neglecting to station a flagman on the main track if

the employees were in the habit of reporting every violation as

required.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Dec. 31, 1887.

FATAL ACCIDENT ON THE FITCHBURG STREET
RAILWAY.

On the 4th of July, 1887, at 8.45 in the morning, an accident hap-

pened on the Fitchburg Street Railway, on the descending grade on

Summer Street between Goodridge Street and the street to the ceme-

tery. One person, Mary E. O'Brien, received injuries from which

she died within half an hour, and eleven received injuries, none of

which were probably permanent.

At the hearing in Fitchburg on the 12th of July it appeared that,

on the morning of the fourth there was a great crowd of people going

out to see the ball game at the Park grounds, and the utmost carrying

capacity of the road was brought into requisition. Among the cars

used for the purpose was car No. 7, Avhich was a small covered car built

for one horse, but furnished on this occasion with two horses. The

standing room, as well as the seats on this car, was filled with pas-

sengers, and there were several passengers sitting on top of the car.

Behind this was No. 9, a large open car, also drawn by two horses,

the running board at the sides being filled with passengers as well as

the body of the car. The passengers on this car numbered about

eighty-four.
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Open car No. 9 started down the grade when covered car No. 7

had got about 200 feet ahead. From the top of the hill to the bottom

is about 750 feet. For about 600 feet the grade is about 5^ feet in

100, and for the remaining 150 feet considerably less.

The people on the open car had been making considerable noise,

shouting and blowing horns, and were happy and in a frame of mind
in which undue excitement, in case of an unusual occurrence was

natural.

When open car No. 9 was about half-way down the hill it was dis-

covered that it was rapidly gaining on car No. 7, and that there was
danger of collision. The driver of car No. 9 must have started his

horses down the hill considerably faster than the driver of car No. 7,

and he, as well as the passengers, was evidently alarmed when he found

how rapidly he was gaining on the car ahead. When about half-way

down the hill he applied the brake with all his power, and in so doing

probably received assistance from a passenger on the platform. The
evidence was conflicting as to whether he shouted to the conductor

and driver of the car ahead to go faster, but there is no question that

there was shouting to that effect, either by him or by the passengers.

When a little more than half-way down the hill there was a cry

raised by some of the passengers on open car No. 9 of "Jump"
and "Jump for your lives." The testimony is conflicting as to

whether the horses at that time were going on a trot or on a gallop.

A police officer, who was walking down the hill at the time, thought

the car was going at the rate of six miles an hour, but it probably

reached a speed considerably in excess of that. The conductor was
at the time on the running board at the side of the car, and endeav-

ored to prevent the passengers from jumping off. In spite of his

efforts a panic seized them, and about one-half of the passengers on

the car either jumped, fell or were pushed off before the car came to

a stand-still just beyond the end of the steeper part of the grade, and

about two hundred feet only from the point where the excitement

began.

The driver on covered car No. 7 heard the shouts from behind to

hurry up, and started his horses up, but not sufficiently quickly to

prevent the open car from overtaking him, which it did at or near the

foot of tin' steepest part of the grade, the driver of the open car

being obliged to turn his horses outside of the track, and the eveners

or whiffletree bars just touched the rear platform of covered car

No. 7, but there was no concussion or violent blow, and no resulting

jar to either car. The passengers on covered car No. 7 also became

alarmed when they heard the shouts in the rear, and several of them

jumped off, some receiving injuries. Neither car left the track, nor

was in any way injured. The passengers who remained on the cars
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were carried in perfect safety, and received no jar of any kind. Had
the leading car been going considerably slower, and the following car

considerably faster, and the cars had actually collided, it is difficult

to see how any serious accident could have resulted if the passengers

had retained their positions on the cars.

The rails, which were T rails, had just been laid, and they and the

road-bed were in excellent condition. Open car No. 9 was a new-

car, having been in use only a few months, and was also in first-class

condition. It was furnished with eveners, and not with a pole, but

the horses can do so little comparatively towards stopping a car by

holding back on the pole that the Board does not regard the use of a

pole, however desirable it may be for other purposes, as requisite to

supplement the brake. In this case the brake was in excellent

order, and did in fact stop the car as quickly as could have been

expected. It was provided with the patent ratchet handle, thereby

enabling the driver to exert his strength to the best advantage.

There was testimony that the brake at the rear end of the car was

also applied. The construction of the brake was such, that if the

rear brake was applied it may have increased but could not have

diminished the power of the brake operated by the driver.

At the suggestion of the Board the same car with the same driver

and horses was tested in their presence over this same piece of

road. The car was started at the top of the hill at a smart trot,

and when half-way down the hill, one of the horses being in a trot

and the other on a gallop, the signal was given to stop, which was

done very quickly. Subsequently the car was loaded with 120 bags

of corn weighing 100 pounds each, being six tons, or about the prob-

able weight of the 84 passengers, and it was found that the brake

was amply sufficient to control the car, and would stop it when going

even at a higher rate of speed than was acquired at the first experi-

ment within 150 feet from the place where the signal to stop was

given. It also appeared that on the 8th of July 104 passengers

were carried in the same car in safety down the same grade. The

Board is satisfied, therefore, that the rolling stock was not only not

faulty, but was in superior condition, neither was there any evidence

that the horses were unsuitable. The driver testified that they were

somewhat excited by the noise on the car and pulled on the reins.

But there was no evidence tending to showr that they were unmanage-

able or unfit. In fact, the examination of them made by the Board

satisfied the members that they were an unusually good and sensible

pair for horse railway use. Undoubtedly there was an error of

judgment on the part of the driver in starting down the hill under

the circumstances as fast as he did, but there is no reason to believe
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that any of the passengers would have been injured if they had

retained their places on the cars.

Special dangers always attend travelling on gala days, and such

days demand the exercise of extraordinary care on the part of per-

sons managing steam railroads and horse railways, and their

employees.

While crowds are always excitable and dangerous, transportation

companies would not be justified in carrying only such portion of the

public as can be accommodated without crowding. Corporations

cannot afford to keep, nor would the public be willing to pay for, the

maintenance of an equipment all the year round which should be

sufficient to accommodate the public on great holidays without

crowding.

The crowding of cars on extraordinary occasions cannot therefore

be considered as mismanagement, if the corporation furnishes the

amplest accommodation in its control, or within reason, obtainable.

Of course, on such occasions, it is necessary to employ extra help,

and such help cannot be as safe as the regular and experienced

employees. The selection of extra help should not by corporations

be left until the emergency is at hand, but for all responsible posi-

tions should be determined upon after an actual test of fitness and

an examination as to familiarity with the requisite duties.

In the present case the driver had been taken from the position

of feeder at the stable, and though he had had a large experience

with horses and in driving, he had only driven a horse car occasion-

ally,— but the management of the road appears to have had good

reason to believe him qualified to drive a car in safety, and his driv-

ing in the presence of the Board showed that he knew how to drive

and manage the brake satisfactorily.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER, Chairman.
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[D.]

GRADE CROSSINGS.

PETITION OF THE NEWTON STREET RAILWAY COMPANY
EOR AUTHORITY TO CROSS THE TRACKS OF THE BOS-

TON & ALBANY RAILROAD AT GRADE.

Hearings Nov. 28 and Dec. 5, and the premises were viewed on

Dec. 5, 1887.

It appeared that the Newton Street Railway Company was incorpo-

rated'under chapter 341 of the Acts of the year 1886, and that section

3 of said act authorizes the corporation, subject to the approval and

under the control of the Board of Aldermen, to construct and operate

a street railway in certain designated streets and highways in said

Newton, as location thereon may from time to time be granted by the

Board of Aldermen of said city, provided the tracks of said corporation

shall not cross the tracks of the Boston & Albany Railroad at grade

without the consent of the Board of Railroad Commissioners. In two

of the cases petitioned for, the street crosses the railroad track diag-

onally and in one, nearly at a right angle. In all three cases the

grades of the street and the railroad should be separated. There is

altogether too much travel over the four tracks of the Boston & Albany

Railroad through Newton as well as too much over the streets in

question to justify a continuance of the present crossings at grade.

The Boston & Albany Railroad, by its counsel, stated that it desired

that the grades should be separated, and that the railroad is ready to

bear its proportion of the expense. It is possible either for the rail-

road company or for the city of Newton to institute proceedings for

a separation of grades before the county commissioners, who have

authority, in case they decide that such separation is necessary, to

prescribe the manner and limits within which it shall be made. At

the time of the hearing no such application to the county commis-

sioners had been made, and this Board cannot compel proceedings to

be instituted. The requirement that the street railway shall cross
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over the track on a separate bridge of its own, or under the track

through a tunnel of its own, would operate practically as a prohibition

against its crossing the track at all. There is no other present cross-

ing not at grade by which two of these crossings could be avoided.

The third crossing could be avoided by a detour of about a mile and

a half, but such a detour would spoil the usefulness of the railway.

The question therefore is, shall the Board give its consent to the three

crossings at grade as requested, or shall it refuse its consent, thereby

preventing street railway communication between those portions of

Newton on the north and those on the south side of the Boston &
Albany track, until such time as the grades may be separated by

order of the county commissioners upon petition either of the city of

Newton or of the Boston & Albany Railroad.

A similar question came up with reference to a crossing of the

Fitchburg Railroad by the tracks of the Charles River Street Railway

Company in the year 1882, and the opinion of the Board thereon will

be found in the report of 1883, page 125. In that case, the circum-

stances of which were nearly parallel to those in the present case,

the Board granted the petition on the ground that there was only one

practicable route and that the Board was not justified under the cir-

cumstances in withholding its consent, notwithstanding it fully real-

ized the danger attendant upon such a crossing, and the desix*ability

of a separation of grades. In that case as in the present the presi-

dent of the Fitchburg Railroad Company expressed his willingness to

apply for a separation of grades so that Webster Avenue— the avenue

in question— should be carried over the railroad, but nothing in that

direction has yet been accomplished.

The Board is unwilling to follow the precedent which it established

in the case of the Charles River Street Railway. Only a month ago

three men were killed at one of these crossings in Newton. An in-

crease of the dangers attendant upon them should not be sanctioned.

Only a few days ago, at a grade crossing in Salem, a carload of forty

passengers had a hairbreadth escape from being struck by a freight

train. There is imperative necessity that these three grade crossings

should be abolished. Delay will surely lengthen the list of victims.

Every year the task will become more difficult and more expensive.

It is probable that the city of Newton and the railroad company

would each like to have the other institute proceedings. Neither

wishes to take the initiative, and in cases involving so large an expen-

diture nobody else can. If the matter is left in their hands there is

reason to fear that nothing will be done. While, therefore, the Board

cannot give its consent to crossings at grade as petitioned for by the

Newton Street Railway Company, it is glad to avail itself of the
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opportunity afforded by its annual report to call the attention of the

Legislature to these three crossings, and to recommend legislation

requiring an immediate separation of grades thereat.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER, Chairman.
Dec. 31, 1887.

IN THE MATTER OF LAYING OUT BEACHMONT AVENUE
IN THAT PART OF BOSTON CALLED EAST BOSTON,

ACROSS THE BOSTON, WINTHROP & SHORE RAILROAD
AT A LEVEL THEREWITH.

Hearing Nov. 5, 1887.

The Board of Street Commissioners on August 12 passed a resolu-

tion that the safety and convenience of the inhabitants of the city

require that a street to be called Beachmont Avenue should be laid

out at East Boston, from Saratoga Street to a point on the line be-

tween Boston and Revere, in part upon private ways heretofore

known as Butler and Atlantic Avenues and crossing the location of

the Boston, Winthrop & Shore Railroad at a level therewith, and

caused the resolve and order to be sent to this Board for its consent

to the grade crossing.

The Board, having first viewed the premises, gave a public hearing,

at which the city of Boston was represented by the street commis-

sioners, and the Boston. Land Company and the Citizens' Trade

Association by their attorneys, and numerous citizens of East Bos-

ton and Revere appeared in aid.

Beachmont Avenue, as laid out, follows the line of Butler Avenue,

a private way, across which the Boston, Winthrop & Shore Railroad

was laid out at grade. This avenue leads off from Saratoga Street,

within about 150 feet from the crossing at grade by the Boston,

Revere Beach & Lynn Railroad over that street. The Winthrop

Junction station is at the latter crossing, and from this station the

Boston, Winthrop & Shore Railroad diverges, crossing Butler Ave-

nue or the proposed Beachmont Avenue at a point about 550 feet

from Saratoga Street, so that if the assent of the Board should be

given to a grade crossing on Beachmont Avenue, as desired, there

would be two grade crossings only 700 feet apart.

In support of a crossing at grade it was urged that the natural

grade of the land near the crossing is the same as the grade of the

railroad ; that there are several grade crossings in East Boston, some
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of which embody worse elements of clanger than the proposed cross-

ing ; that the crossing by the tracks of the Boston, Revere Beach &
Lynn Railroad at Saratoga Street is much more dangerous than the

Beachmont Avenue crossing would be, because there are more trains

running on the main line than on the branch ; that, moreover, the

trains on the branch line which stop at the Wiuthrop Junction

station, whether leaving the station or approaching it, would not be

going at a rapid rate ; that the track on both sides of the avenue

can be readily seen, as there are no buildings there ; that if the

avenue were laid out as a public street it would be necessary for the

railroad to erect gates and have a gateman stationed there, so that it

would be much safer than it is at present, being now and having

been since the road was laid out a private way, and the crossing

being entirely unprotected ; that the town of Revere is growing very

rapidly in population and that the pleasure travel to the beaches in

the summer is enormous, this being the only direct route from East

Boston ; and finally, that it would cost some $18,000 to carry the

carriage road over the railroad, and the city of Boston has now no

funds that could be appropriated to that end, so that the result of a

refusal on a part of the railroad commissioners to assent to a grade

crossing would be that the street would be continued to be used, as

it has been in the past, as a private way, without any protection

whatever for the public.

The case of the petitioners for a grade crossing appears, therefore,

very strong, and yet the Board does not feel justified in granting its

approval.

The other grade crossings in East Boston are not there with the

approval of this Board, and the annual reports of the Board are full

of instances showing the confirmed conviction of the Board, not only

that grade crossings should not be permitted in places where there is

or is likely to be a large amount of travel, but where grade crossings

exist under such circumstances that they should be abolished, even

at what would at first sight appear to be an excessive expenditure.

Such crossings are being abolished every year in the large cities in

this country and in Europe at the cost of hundreds of thousands or

millions of dollars, where the original cost of avoiding them would

have been reckoned by the thousands or by the tens of thousands. In

many of the largest cities the work of abolishing grade crossings

has already been nearly accomplished, but Boston still has a large

number which are not only elements of great danger, but which are

also serious impediments to pleasure travel and business traffic.

When houses are built on Beachmont Avenue it will become impos-

sible to see approaching trains, and the expense of remedying the

evil will then be greatly increased. Moreover, it is probable that
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eveiy year more and more express passenger trains will be ran through

to Winthrop or the shore without stopping at Winthrop Junction.

It was stated at the hearing that the town of Revere has within

the past five years increased in population more rapidly than any

other town in the State, and it is well known that the summer travel

to the beaches has been very great, and is an element which is bound

to assume enormous proportions in the future. Moreover, this sum-

mer travel is of peculiarly dangerous character. There is no time

when people are so likely, unwittingly, to run into danger as when
they have thrown off all cares and given themselves up to unalloyed

enjojmient. A death trap placed in their way would be sure to cap-

ture its victims from time to time.

This is not the case of a country road over which the travel is not

likely to increase largely in the years to come, but it is a thorough-

fare between a great centre of population and a great summer resort.

The amount of the travel over it is likely to be far in excess of the

travel over such grade crossings as those in the town of Winthrop.

The fact that the city of Boston is poor, or just at this moment wants

all its available funds for other purposes, does not justify the Board

in sanctioning a public danger which will continue from year to year

until the constantly increasing necessity of its abatement shall, as it

surely will, so outrun the constantly increasing difficulty and cost

of the abatement that our successors will be obliged at enormous

expense to correct our error.

At the present time the difficulty and the expense of making an

overhead crossing are not excessive. Moreover, there are other

ways of building an avenue to Revere. An overhead crossing could

be constructed on Austin Avenue, the land bordering on which is

naturally higher than the land bordering on Beachmont Avenue, and

on the line of which a bridge over the railroad would be less expen-

sive than on Beachmont Avenue. So, also, it has been suggested

that Bennington Street, on the west side of the Boston, Revere

Beach & Lynn Railroad, might be extended so as to cross that rail-

road, at or about a point where Elm Street extended would strike the

railroad, thus not only avoiding the proposed Butler Avenue grade

crossing, but also avoiding the grade crossing on Saratoga Street, at

the Winthrop Junction station.

This last plan would be very desirable for the people of Revere,

and seems to the Board to be the best plan which has been pro-

posed. Undoubtedly it will require a considerable expenditure,

but it is worth a good deal to be able to avoid the necessity of two

railroad crossings at grade.

If a grade crossing on Beachmont Avenue were authorized by the

Board, it wTould cost the railroad company at least $600 a year for
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the care of the gates. This would be 6 per cent, on $10,000, or 5

per cent, on $12,000, so that the railroad could well afford to con-

tribute a considerable sum toward the expense of avoiding this grade

crossing. The Board has in the past (Report 1885, pp. 43, 44)

advocated the passage of a law providing in such cases as this for a

division of the cost of avoiding a grade crossing between the railroad

company and the cities and towns benefited. The circumstances of

this case confirm the Board in the opinion that such a law is desirable.

It is unfortunate and undoubtedly gravely dangerous that the peo-

ple should be allowed to pass over Butler Avenue, as a private way,

but that is a danger for which the Board is not responsible, and which

it is not within its power to abate. If, however, it should sanction a

grade crossing, such action would as years roll by become a greater and

greater blot upon its record.

The Board therefore feels obliged to decline to give consent to a

crossing of the tracks of the Boston, Winthrop & Shore Railroad by

Beachmont Avenue at grade, as set forth in the resolve of the

street commissioners of the city of Boston.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Nov. 22, 1887.
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[E.]

STATION ACCOMMODATIONS.

PETITION OF CITIZENS OF SPRINGFIELD FOR BETTER
STATION ACCOMMODATIONS ON THE BOSTON &
ALBANY RAILROAD IN THAT CITY.

A large number of citizens of Springfield and others represent

that the accommodations at the Boston & Albany passenger station

in that city are insufficient for the proper transaction of the business

there done, and dangerous to the lives of passengers and others., and

that it is the practice of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad and the Boston & Albany Railroad to stop cars and engines

on Main Street to the great obstruction of travel and danger to those

using the street, and they ask the Board for relief.

After due notice a public hearing was held at the court house in

Springfield, January 31, at which many of the petitioners and others

Avere present with counsel, and the railroad corporations were repre-

sented by counsel or officials. No remonstrants formally appeared,

but it was stated by counsel that if a plan for a relocation of the

station should be submitted remonstrances against it would be pre-

sented. No such plan, however, was submitted.

The testimony of a number of citizens was offered to show the in-

adequacy of the station for the business of the several roads, and the

danger to life and limb arising from the present method of moving
trains and engines in and through the station. Testimony was also

submitted as to the obstruction of Main Street by the stopping of

cars and engines on the crossing, and the great danger to life by the

frequent switching of engines and cars over it.

As to the inadequacy of the station for the business there appears

to be no difference of opinion, and from frequent observation the

commissioners concur with the general testimony upon this matter.

The station was built in 1851, since which time the population of

Springfield has more than tripled, the thriving city of Holyoke has
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grown up, and all the surrouncliDg territory which contributes to the

business of the station has very largely increased in population and

in various and extensive industries. Although the accommodations

have been from time to time improved, the improvements have by no

means kept pace with the increasing business of the several roads,

and to-day the station is far from being worthy, either of the pros-

perous railroad corporations using it, or of the enterprising city in

which it is located.

For the relief of the public from the inconveniences and dangers

complained of, several changes in the station and in the manner of

moving trains and engines in and through it are suggested, as

follows :
—

1. A substantial fence should extend longitudinally through the

station, on each platform, and from the station to Main Street, with

proper gateways for the entrance or exit of passengers to or from

the cars, and for the transfer of baggage from one side of the station

to the other ; and the gates should be kept closed at all times except

when a train is receiving or discharging passengers, so that no one

be permitted to cross the tracks. And an overhead or underground

passage-way should be provided for passengers or others having occa]

sion to pass from one side of the station to the other. While such

fences would diminish the already limited space allowed to the public,

the increased safety secured would compensate for the inconvenience

which might be suffered.

2. The sheds at the west end of the station, alongside the tracks

of the northern and southern roads, should be so constructed as to

afford better protection from the weather, when all the cars of a train

cannot be brought under the roof of the station. And the platforms

both in the station-house and under the sheds should be kept clear of

baggage trucks and vans except when in actual use.

3. Trains coming into the station from the west, including those

of the northern and southern roads, should be stopped before the

engine reaches Main Street, and the engine be switched back without

crossing the street. If the train is to proceed eastward, the engine

which is to haul it should also be switched into position to connect

with the train without crossing Main Street. Trains entering from

the east should not come to a full stop until the entire train has

crossed the street.

4. The Boston & Albany Railroad Company should store its passen-

ger cars west of Main Street, so that the numerous crossings of that

street required by switching those cars to and from the station may
be avoided. Even if it were found necessary to store them at West

Springfield it would not be much further away than some of the rail-

roads in Boston are obliged to house their cars.
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5. No switching of freight trains across Main Street should be

allowed unless absolutely unavoidable, and no freight train should

pass through the station while a passenger train is receiving or dis-

charging passengers.

6. Main Street crossing should be better guarded against accident.

While the above-named suggestions, if carried out, would reduce to

a considerable extent the number of trains and engines crossing the

street, the public should still have all the additional protection possi-

ble on a thoroughfare of such importance ; and substantial gates

should be placed there similar to those at the Causeway Street cross-

ing in Boston, so that no person could get over, under or around them,

and the reckless as well as the unwary would be protected.

The above suggestions, if adopted, would afford relief from the

inconveniences and dangers complained of, so far as seems possible

in the present station, and the Board recommends to the Boston &
Albany Railroad Company that they carrry them into effect at the

earliest practicable date, with such practical details as the managers

are best qualified to devise.

It was argued by counsel that the petition asked only for such re-

lief as could be given in the present station, and acting on that view

of the case the Board makes the foregoing recommendations. But

while the proposed changes in the station and in the method of mov-

ing cars and engines will afford partial relief, the Board under its

general advisory powers deems it proper to take a broader view of

the subject. Section 16 of chapter 112, Public Statutes, is as

follows :
—

The Board, whenever it deems that repairs are necessaiy upon any rail-

road, or that an addition to its rolling stock, or an addition to or change of

its stations or station-houses, or a change in its rates of fares for transport-

ing freight or jmssengers or in the mode of operating its road and conduct-

ing its business, is reasonable and expedient in order to promote the

security, convenience and accommodation of the public, shall in writing in-

form the corporation of the improvements and changes which it considers

to be proper ; and a rej>ort of the proceedings shall be included in the

annual report of the Board.

Action under this section is not necessarily based on a petition, but

the Board on its own motion may consider what change of stations or

station houses is reasonable and expedient in order to promote the

security, convenience and accommodation of the public. And the

Board in its suggestions or recommendations to this end has always

exercised a wide discretion.

During the whole period of the Board's existence the condition of

the station at Springfield, and the manner of operating that portion
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of the Boston & Albany road, have been the subject of more or less

complaint, and have come under the observation of the commission-

ers. In 1869, the year in which the Board was established, an act

was passed authorizing the Boston & Albany Railroad Company to

change the location of its passenger station in Springfield, and to

change the grade of its railroad there so as to pass over or under

Main Street. From that time to the present the changes contem-

plated under that act have frequently attracted the attention of the

commissioners, and they are not unfamiliar with the subject. They

believe that the station should be located east of Main Street, where

there is ample room for accommodations that shall meet the wants of

the railroads and the public for an indefinite future. The growth of

the city will be largely in this direction, and the station would become

more central and accessible than the present location. It is not nec-

essary to inquire why no action has ever been taken under the act of

1869. But in view of the continued complaint, more or less pro-

nounced, for eighteen years, as to the inconvenience and inadequacy

of the present station, and the annoyance and danger incident to its

location, the Board is of opinion that action under the law, or under

further legislation if necessary, or even under the general law, should

no longer be delayed.

The removal of a long established station from a locality of which

it is a most important part, must always meet with some opposition,

and of course will be an inconvenience or possible injury to some in-

dividuals. But the fearful anticipations of interested parties in such

cases are often exaggerated and are seldom realized. And if such

considerations are to prevail the march of improvement will be slow

indeed. The change now suggested, however, it is believed would

not cause serious inconveniences or loss to any considerable number,

while to the city as a whole it would be a certain and great benefit.

The location of the station east of Main Street would very largely

increase the value of real estate in that section, and the erection of

such a building as the good taste of the Boston & Albany Company
is likely to select would add to the attractions of the locality and

promote further improvements for the advantage of the city. It is

to be remembered that a movement of this kind is not for the present

alone, but for the future also ; and in making it now the probabilities

and possibilities of the future should be considered when Springfield,

with its 100,000 people, shall be, even more than now, the metropo-

lis of Western Massachusetts.

Should the change involve a separation of grades of the railroad

and Main Street, as authorized by the Act of 1869, or as may be

authorized and required by proceedings under the general law, it is

supposed that it may be accomplished without a very serious altera-
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tion of the grade of the street or the erefction of an unsightly struc-

ture over it, aud that it would be no lasting injury to the real estate

or business interests in that vicinity. Springfield is an enterprising

and progressive city, and its Main Street is not to be permanently

damaged because a railroad station is to be removed from it, or be-

cause it is no longer obstructed by trains on a level crossing.

If the change of location suggested should take precise form by
action on the part of the Boston & Albany Railroad Company, any
plans proposed must come before the proper tribunal, and remon-

strants against their adoption can undoubtedly be heard.

By the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS,
Clerk.

Feb. 17, 1887.

IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT OF MRS. GEORGE
S. WINSLOW AND OTHER LADIES OF NORWOOD THAT
THE ACCOMMODATIONS AT NORWOOD CENTRAL
STATION ON THE NEW YORK & NEW ENGLAND
RAILROAD ARE INADEQUATE AND INCONVENIENT,
ESPECIALLY FOR LADIES.

Hearing Friday, September 2, at Norwood.

The case for the complainants was very ably presented by one of

the ladies. Her argument, and an examination of the station, satis-

fied the Board that the complaint was well-founded. The station is

too small. It contains but one room, and lacks the conveniences

wmich a station of its importance ought to have. The Board recom-

mend that a much larger station be provided, with rooms and water

closet accommodations for men and women respectively, with a room
for baggage and parcels, and with a platform on the street side con-

venient for those coming in carriages. Since the hearing, plans

have been submitted to the Board both by the complainants and by

the company. The design offered by the ladies would involve un-

necessary expense. The plan submitted by the company is unsatis-

factory. Not only does the present passenger business demand
better accommodations, but there is a good reason to believe that the

business would have been larger had it not been for the forbidding

character of this station.

A station furnishing the requisite accommodations can be built for
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about $2,000. In the opinion of the Board the expenditure of that

sum is not only demanded in the interest of the public but will prove

to be a judicious outlay for the company.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Oct. 24, 1887.

PETITION OF CITIZENS OF PALMER FOR BETTER AC-

CESS TO THE STATION OF THE BOSTON & ALBANY
RAILROAD IN THAT TOWN.

In accordance with chapter 189 of the Acts of the year 1887 the

Board gave a hearing to all persons in interest, at the station of the

Boston & Albany Railroad, in Palmer, at 5 p.m., on Wednesday,

Nov. 2, 1887, notice thereof having been duly published in " The
Springfield Republican " and " Springfield Union," and posted in the

town of Palmer. The meeting was duly adjourned to the district

court-room. Some of the citizens of the town were represented by

George D. Robinson, and others by Stephen S. Taft. The Boston

& Albany Railroad Company was represented by its vice-president,

J. A. Rumrill.

The citizens represented by Mr. Robinson desired that a tunnel

should be built, starting at the northeast end of the station, running

under the railroad diagonally and terminating on Main Street at the

westerly side of Hatch's Block, so called, and they submitted draw-

ings thereof, showing a tunnel 116 feet in length, 8 feet wide and 8

feet high in the centre, with 20 steps on the station end and 23 steps

on the Main Street side, besides an inclined walk. The steps were

to be seven by twelve, and the tunnel to be lighted by four patent

sky-lights three feet square. They submitted an estimate placing the

cost of construction at $4,000.

Mr. Taft, representing other citizens, advocated a footway on the

west side of the station, beginning at the westerly end of the plat-

form and descending by steps to a point about four feet above the

level of Commercial Street, where it passes under the railroad tracks,

then turning at a right angle and running along the line of Commer-

cial Street, at a level, until the grade of the footway and the grade

of the street meet, and then on the regular sidewalk to Main Street.

One man advocated an overhead bridge.

In behalf of those favoring the tunnel route it was claimed that the
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act requires a new footway, either over or under the tracks of the

railroad, all the way from the station to Main Street.

In behalf of the railroad it was claimed that the provisions of the

act would be complied with by building a flight of steps from the

westerly end of the platform down to Commercial Street, where it

crosses under the tracks.

The Board is of the opinion that a reasonable interpretation of the

statute lies between these two extremes, and that the words, "A
footway or other additional approach to its station in the town of

Palmer, for the accommodation of persons travelling on foot between

said station and Main Street in said town," do not absolutely require

that such new footway should extend the whole distance from the

station to Main Street. If such had been the intention of the stat-

ute, the words, "A new footway from the station to Main Street," or

words to that effect, would have been used. On the other hand, the

Board is of the opinion that the act contemplates some additional

method of getting over or under the tracks, or some improvement of

existing methods. There are, therefore, three ways in which the

provisions of the act can be complied with : First, the tunnel from

the easterly end of the station to Main Street ; second, the plan ad-

vocated by Mr. Taft as aforesaid, making use of a portion of the

location of Commercial Street ; and, third, an overhead bridge.

The proposed tunnel has many disadvantages. It would be about

116 feet long, and would, in the opinion of the Board, be a place

through which women and children would dislike to travel even in

the daytime. The petitioners estimated that the cost of such a

tunnel would be $4,000. The Boston & Albany Railroad Com-
pany estimates the cost at $11,500, and the Board believes that the

latter estimate is more . nearly correct than the former. Moreover,

if such a tunnel should be built the company would be at constant

expense for lighting and keeping it clean and dry.

The Board has no way of knowing how great a burden the Legis-

lature intended to impose upon the Boston & Albany Railroad in this

matter, but as the company has just built at large expense an elegant

station and extended platforms, and as there is access to the station

on the east side by an overhead bridge opposite Church Street, and

on the west by Commercial Street which passes under the tracks
;

and as the Board is not aware of any misdemeanors on the part of

the road toward the town of Palmer which call for punishment, it

does not seem to the Board that the Legislature could have contem-

plated, or that there is anything in the circumstances which would

justify, an order requiring the railroad to furnish additional means of

access to its station, at an expenditure so large as would be neces-

sary in order to build the tunnel.
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Coming nest to the plan advocated by Mr. Taft, the Board believes

that it is the best plan which has yet been suggested, and will prove

on the whole the most convenient and desirable. By this route the

distance from the corner of Commercial and Main Streets to the cen-

tre of the depot is 445 feet, or 70 feet less than the distance from the

same corner to the same point by way of the tunnel, so that the

Commercial Street route will be shorter for all persons coming from

points west of Commercial Street.

From the post-office, as now located at the corner of Walnut and

Main Streets, the distance by way of Commercial Street is about 200

feet more than by way of the tunnel, and for people coming down Cen-

tral Street the distance by way of Commercial Street is about 380

feet more than by way of the tunnel.

For a portion, therefore, of the village in the town of Palmer the

tunnel would be the shorter route to the station, but for the other

three villages in the town, inasmuch as they lie west of Commercial

Street, the Commercial Street route would be the shorter. The vil-

lage around the station was said at the hearing to embrace about one-

third of the population of the town, and it would be only a portion of

that third which would find the tunnel route the shorter, while the re-

maining portion of this third, and the other two-thirds, would find the

Commercial Street route shorter. This advantage in favor of the Com-
mercial Street route is lessened by the fact that a great many people

wish to stop at the post-office on the way to or from the cars, and for

all such this Commercial Street route would, as has been stated, be

200 feet longer than the tunnel route. On the other hand, it is to be

borne in mind that the location of the post-office is not unalterable,

and would in fact probably be changed if the Commercial Street

route were adopted.

The Commercial Street plan contemplates taking away the easterly

abutment of the street, where it passes under the railroad track, and

building a new abutment on the east side of the Commercial Street

location, thus widening the passage under the tracks from about six-

teen to thirty-two feet ; this will give eight feet more for the drive-

way, and an eight-foot walk. This sidewalk should be kept from

three to four feet above the level of the drive-way, as it is unneces-

sary to have more than seven and one-half or eight feet head room,

and should be carried on a level until it strikes the grade of Commer-
cial Street. The descent to it from the platform would be easy. It

would have many advantages over the proposed tunnel. It would be

shorter,— not more than seventy-five feet in length. It would be

very much lighter, inasmuch as it would get the full benefit of the

road-way opening of twenty-four feet. Only one flight of steps

would be necessary, whereas the proposed tunnel requires two, and
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the opening from the station platform would give a side light of con-

siderable value to the carriage-way.

As this plan contemplates the use of a portion of a county road,

and an expenditure on the part of the county, the Board can make
no order relating thereto, except subject to the assent of the county

' through its proper officers, and to an agreement as to the division of

the cost.

The only alternative is an overhead bridge. As compared with

the Commercial Street plan such a structure has obvious disadvan-

tages. It is necessary to rise from the platform about twenty feet,

whereas the descent on the Commercial Street plan would only be

about ten feet. Such an overhead bridge would cost about $2,500,

and in the opinion of the Board would not be so well lilted as the

Commercial Street plan. That the position of this overhead bridge

should be at the west end of the platform as shown on the plan is

determined not only by the foregoing considerations concerning dis-

tances, but also by the fact that an overhead bridge at or near the

ocatiou of the proposed tunnel would obstruct the view of the

home signals for the New London Northern crossing, which signals

could not with safety be placed so far from the crossing as the

tunnel site.

The statute requires the Board of Bailroad Commissioners to order

and determine the location and manner of construction of the foot-

way or other additional approach to the station. The desirability of

an alternative order was evidently not contemplated, but the Board

feels that the plan making use of Commercial Street would prove so

much more convenient and would give so much better satisfaction,

in the long run, that it feels justified in ordering that such plan shall

be carried out as herein suggested, provided an agreement with

proper officials of the county can be entered into before the first day

of February next; and if such agreement cannot be made, then it

orders the Boston & Albany Railroad to construct an overhead iron

bridge, in accordance with plans on file in this office, the footway

starting from a point near the westerly end of the platform, and end-

ing on Commercial Street at a point about 138 feet from Main Street.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Nov. 21, 1887.
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PASSENGER ANT) FREIGHT FACILITIES.

CITIZENS OF HANOVER v. OLD COLONY RAILROAD
COMPANY.

The selectmen of Hanover and other citizens ask the Board to

recommend that the Old Colony Railroad Company shall so change

its time-table as to allow the Hanover Branch Railroad to run a train

from North Abington to Hanover and return, connecting with a

train for Boston on the Old Colony road.

The train requested is a desirable one. The Board would be glad

to see the wished-for facilities granted, and the managers of the Old

Colony road concur in this desire. The Hanover Branch managers

also concur in the wish. But it appears upon full consideration that

the proposed change would cause far more inconvenience than it

would cure. It is much easier to criticise a time-table than to make

one. It is hardly necessary to say that one change in a complex

time-table leads to others. In this case thirty changes would result

from the alteration, and some of them would be exceedingly injurious

to the interests of people in the Old Colony, including the interests

of those who desire easy communication with the shire town of the

county. One of the projects by which it was hoped to make the pro-

posed change feasible received an instant protest from the selectmen,

and some insuperable objection appeared to every scheme suggested.

It is a case where a well-founded and honest desire is met by objec-

tions just as honest, and, as it appears to the Board, more weighty.

It has been suggested that increased accommodation on the Han-

over Branch Railroad might accomplish the desired result. The

counsel for the petitioners has properly answered this proposition by

saying that this is not the request of his clients. And we add that

it will be time to consider such a request when it is made, and when

made both sides (and all sides) of the question will be considered.

At present it is enough to say that the balance of considerations as

to the public convenience forbid the granting of this petition.

For the Board,

THOMAS RUSSELL, Chairman.
Dkc. 28, 1886.
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TRAINS ON THE NANTASKET BEACH RAILROAD.

The selectmen and other citizens of Hull ask the Board of Railroad

Commissioners to recommend that the management of the Nantasket

Beach Railroad continue the running of trains through the winter

season. The commissioners have been called upon twice before to

use their recommendatory office to secure to the people of Hull

reasonable facilities of transportation during the winter months, and'

have fully expressed their views in relation to the matter. (Four-

teenth Annual Report, p. 145 ; Sixteenth Annual Report, p. 122.)

A single quotation from the last of these reports expresses the views

of the commissioners in the present case :
—

The present holders of this jDroperty can so use it as to furnish reasonable

accommodation to the public. While they choose to hold it for their own

purposes and to operate it for part of the year in their own way, they ought

to give the reasonable and moderate facilities which the community desire

during the remainder of the year. When they cannot do this, or do not

desire to do it, they should give up the franchise, relinquishing its benefits

when they cease to bear its burdens.

In former reports the Board has recommended the use of a

combination engine and car, as sufficient to furnish the accommoda-

tion required, and as more economical. Since the first recommenda-

tion of this method of transportation (four years ago) , when it was

alleged that such a car could not then be procured, there has been

ample time to have obtained one for use when summer travel ceased ;

but the Board is informed that no steps have been taken to provide

this economical means of transportatian, which would furnish ample

accommodation through a great part of the year.

The commissioners are aware of the difficulties attending the

operation of a railroad like the Nantasket Beach road during the

inclement season of the year ; and for that reason have considered

that a reasonable service by means of a coach or barge might prop-

erly take the place of trains during the stormy months. But such

a conveyance, if substituted, should be run at convenient hours, and

afford facilities for the residents of Hull to go from the town and

return the same day. Nothing short of this is reasonable, and

nothing less than this ought to be offered.

The Board therefore again recommends that the parties in posses-

sion of the Nantasket Beach Railroad either run a morning and an

afternoon train each way daily (except Sunday) to connect with
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trains on the Old Colony Railroad at convenient hours, or in lieu of

such trains run a coach or barge between the same points twice a

day each way, at hours which will accommodate the public.

By the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
Jan. 26, 1887.

COMPLAINT OF WILLIAM McKENZIE AND OTHERS v.

THE OWNERS OF THE NANTASKET BEACH RAIL-

ROAD.

Hearings July 5 and 8. Joseph Bennett for complainant, and

Robert M. Morse for respondent.

The complaint calls the attention of the Board to the fact that the

parties now in control of the franchise and property of the Nantasket

Beach Railroad " do persistently refuse to operate the same, thereby

failing to grant that reasonable or proper accommodation . . .

which it is believed they, as common carriers, are bound to furnish,

or forever abandon their location and relinquish their charter," and

to the further fact that "during the past winter the claim has been

made in behalf of this company that its road is a summer road,

expressly for the use and benefit of summer residents and excursion-

ists, who alone could make it profitable," and the prayer is that

relief may be granted by the speedy renewal of train accommoda-

tions.

Trains have not been run on this road since last fall. In excuse

for the failure of the management to operate the road, evidence was

submitted to show that the title of the property is vested in Arthur

W. Moors, trustee, he having been the purchaser at the sale made
under a power of sale contained in a mortgage of the premises, and

holding the property as trustee for the owners of the bonds secured

by such mortgage ; that these bonds are distributed in small lots,

and that the owners are scattered all over England, very few resid-

ing in this country ; that the trustee has received from the bondhold-

ers no authority or means for raising money ; that it would cost at

least $10,000 to put the road in condition in which it would be safe

for operation ; that negotiations have been pending for some time

with the Old Colony Railroad, looking to a purchase or lease by that

corporation ; that the trustee hoped and expected that these negotia-

tions would be completed, so that the road would be taken and oper-

ated this summer by the Old Colony; that, in fact, no agreement
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between the parties has been arrived at, though it is believed that

such an agreement will soon be made ; and that it was impossible for

the trustee to operate the road, not only because he has no funds or

authority to raise funds, but also because certain parties holding exe-

cutions against the road had given notice that if an attempt was

made to operate the road they should apply for an injunction in

accordance with the provisions of the statutes in such case provided.

A railroad corporation is vested with great powers and privileges

which are peculiar to such corporations, and the grant of which im-

poses upon the corporation special duties, among which the most

important and undoubted duty is the duty to transport persons and

freight at reasonable and proper times and rates.

Railroad companies are chartered as common carriers, and they

are bound to perform the duties of carriers. In the case of this

railroad the property is not now held by a corporation, but is held

by an individual as trustee for certain bondholders. This, however,

does not affect the rights of the public or the duties of the manage-

ment of the corporation.

Section 1 of chapter 142 of the Acts of the year 1886 is as fol-

lows :
—

A purchaser of a railroad at a sale under a valid foreclosure of a legal

mortgage thereof, and his grantee and successors in title, shall be subject

to all and the same duties, liabilities, restrictions and other provisions

respecting such railroad or arising from the construction, maintenance and

operation thereof, and have all the same powers and rights relating to said

railroad and the construction, maintenance and operation thereof, which

the corporation by which said mortgage was made was subject to, and had

at the time of said sale.

The powers, therefore, and the duties of the present owners of

this franchise and property are the same as the powers and duties of

the original corporation. If the owners of the bonds have failed to

furnish the person holding the title as trustee for them with sufficient

means or authority to perform those duties and reap the benefit of

those powers and privileges, the trustee may personally be free from

blame, and yet the right of the public to be served by this common
carrier cannot in any way be diminished thereby. In this connection

it should be noted that the last report of the trustee to this Board

shows a balance (surplus), Sept. 30, 1886, of $11,815.95. Unreason-

able failure to operate a road is good ground for the forfeiture of its

charter.

Nor is the failure to operate this road excusable on the ground

that should the management attempt to operate it, the court, upon

application of the holders of executions against the road, would
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probably by injunction restrain its operation until the executions

are satisfied. It is the duty of the management of the road, as well

as the duty of an individual, to pay just debts, and the legal conse-

quences of a failure to perform this duty cannot be received as an

excuse for neglecting to perform other duties.

When the hearings ion this complaint closed, the hope was ex-

pressed that some arrangement might be made under which the Old

Colony would operate the road for the present season, and with the

assent of the counsel for the complainants, action by the Board was

delayed until the result of pending negotiations could be learned.

On the 1 7th of August the Board received a communication from the

counsel for the complainants withdrawing his assent to further

delay. While it is true that the necessary repairs of the road

could hardly be finished before the end of the season, it is also true

that the management has been negligent in suffering the road to get

into its present condition.

The Board, therefore, adjudges that it is the duty of the owners of

the Nantasket Beach Railroad to operate the road, and that the diffi-

culties which they have pleaded do not relieve them therefrom.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER, Chairman.
Acg. 20, 1887.

PETITION OF CITIZENS OF WEST SPRINGFIELD FOR
AN EARLY MORNING TRAIN TO SPRINGFIELD.

Luke Bliss and more than twenty other voters of West Springfield

petition the selectmen of that town to apply to the Board of Railroad

Commissioners for a recommendation in favor of a passenger train

to be run daily except on Sundays not later than 6.45 a.m. from

West Springfield to Springfield. Like requests have heretofore been

made to the Boston & Albany Railroad Company.

A preliminary question arises from the fact that no action was

taken on this petition by the selectmen, who are said to have required

a second petition— for what purpose Ave are not informed. The law

says that in such case the selectmen shall indorse on the petition the

reason of their non-compliance. But it cannot be supposed that by

neglecting to do this the selectmen can deprive the commissioners of

their modest jurisdiction, which is limited to a recommendation. In

other words, the selectmen by neglecting to do their duty cannot pre-

vent the commissioners from doing theirs.
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The strength of this petition lies in the fact that more than fifty

men and women (not including railroad operatives) are believed to

do their daily work in Springfield, while they live in West Springfield,

with the advantages of fresh air, cheap land, and in general, of the

benefits of a residence in the country. It is believed that the number
availing themselves of these advantages would increase if proper

facilities were furnished by which men and women could without un-

due expense leave their homes in West Springfield for the places

where they work in Springfield.

The principle upon which this accommodation is sought is that

upon which so-called working-men's trains are run to and from Bos-

ton under the provision of section 183, chapter 112, Public Statutes.

The accommodation that would be afforded would be of great value

to the people. The cost would be small. We have preferred not to

indicate the best and most economical methods by which this service

could be rendered, nor to set forth details of the arrangements proper

to be made. But the Board adjudges that the complaint is well

founded, and in order to promote the convenience and accommodation

of the public, the Board thinks it proper and desirable to run a pas-

senger train at reasonable rates daily, except Sundays, from that part

of West Springfield called Mittineague to a point or points in Spring-

field suited for the accommodation of men and women working in

that city.

For the Board,

THOMAS RUSSELL, Chairman.
• Jan. 8, 1887.

R. A. FOREST AND OTHERS v. THE HANOVER BRANCH
RAILROAD COMPANY.

A large number of the citizens of Rockland ask the Board to

recommend that the Hanover Branch Railroad Company furnish a

train, to connect at North Abington with the train on the Old Colony

Railroad, which leaves Brockton at 5.30 p.m., to carry home many

workingmen who return from Brockton, Whitman and Abington.

In the morning a train on the Hanover Branch connects with the

Old Colony train to Brockton, and tickets are sold at reduced rates

to many persons who work daily at Brockton and other places. But

when the afternoon train on the Old Colony road brings them back

to North Abington, they are obliged to wait an hour for a train on

the Hanover Branch, or take a coach or some other conveyance to

their homes.
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The delay of an hour at this time, after a day's work, is a serious

inconvenience to these parties, and the president of the Hanover

Branch Railroad Company admits that the request of the petitioners

is just and reasonable, but pleads inability to furnish the train.

Upon a full consideration of the case the Board cannot admit this

plea. The Hanover Branch Railroad Company is not a poor cor-

poration, without means to provide the equipment which its business

demands, and the road is capable of being operated so as to furnish

the accommodation now asked for without diminishing the facilities

already afforded. The Board, therefore, recommends that the Han-

over Branch Railroad Company furnish the accommodation asked

for, and run a train from North Abington upon the arrival of the

5.30 Old Colony train from Brockton.

By the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
Feb. 5, 1887.

HON. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL AND OTHERS COMPLAIN-
ANTS v. THE WORCESTER, NASHUA & ROCHESTER
RAILROAD.

Hearing August 1, 1887. For complainant, George S. Boutwell

;

for respondent, Solomon Lincoln.

The complaint alleges that since the Worcester, Nashua & Roches-

ter Railroad was leased to the Boston & Maine Railroad the rate for

quarterly season tickets between Groton and Ayer Junction has

been unreasonably raised, and that the yearly and half yearly season

tickets, which were formerly sold at a rate much lower than the

quarterly tickets, have been discontinued.

The distance from Groton to Ayer Junction is 3.52 miles. Before

the Worcester, Nashua & Rochester Railroad was leased to the Bos-

ton & Maine Railroad, three months, six months and yearly tickets

were issued. But after the lease, the six months and yearly tickets

were discontinued, and the price of the three months tickets was

raised from $9 to $11. Formerly a yearly ticket cost $25, — now

four quarterly tickets would cost $44.

It appeared that the charge now made is in conformity with a

general system adopted by the Boston & Maine Railroad on its

main line, and the roads operated by it, that when this system

was applied to the Worcester, Nashua & Rochester Railroad on Jan-

uary 1, 1887, it resulted in a few cases in an increase of rates, but
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generally in a decrease of rates upon the various classes of tickets now
in use.

There are only about half a dozen season ticket holders from

Groton to A}7er Junction. There was no evidence to show that the

case of Groton and Ayer Junction involved any elements which

justified its being excepted from the general s}7stem adopted by the

road, and in the absence of any proof that that system was unrea-

sonable or unjust the Board make no recommendation that the

rates should be changed.
By the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Aug. 22, 1887.

COMPLAINT OF CLARENCE HAYWARD v. THE BOSTON &
ALBANY RAILROAD.

Hearing Oct. 10, 1887.

The complainant alleged that, having a mileage ticket on the Boston

& Albany Railroad and also on the Connecticut River Railroad, he

went to the Boston & Albany station in Boston and asked to have a

trunk checked for Holyoke on the Connecticut River Railroad ; that

the baggage master refused to do so, and that he, the complainant,

was put to the trouble of having his trunk rechecked at Springfield,

in consequence of which he lost close connection at that point and

was obliged to lie over until the next train. The answer of the

Boston & Albany Railroad was that it did not issue the mileage ticket

for the Connecticut River Railroad, and therefore, with reference to

it, was not acting as agent for that company, as it would have been

had it sold a trip ticket from Boston to Holyoke.

It is evident that it would be for the convenience of passengers

holding mileage tickets, if they could check their trunks through on

connecting lines. In some respects, moreover, it would be equally,

possibly more convenient for the railroads, if they should by mutual

agreement act as agents for each other with reference to mileage

tickets, in the same manner as in the case of trip tickets. An agree-

ment might be made by which the baggage master receiving the bag-

gage should cancel with his baggage punch the proper number of

mileage coupons, or detach the proper number of special baggage

coupons on the mileage ticket of the connecting road, as well as on

the ticket of his own road. At the transfer point the initial road

would then be saved the trouble of delivering up the trunk to the

owner, and the connecting road would be saved the trouble of re-

checking it to its destination. The saving would, however, be of
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considerable importance only when the same baggage car runs through

from the starting to the destination point. In some such cases the

Board is informed that baggage is now checked through on mileage

tickets. In the case under consideration there was no through bag-

gage car, and it was necessary in any event to transfer the baggage

at Springfield from the cars of the Boston & Albany to the cars of

the Connecticut River Railroad.

As no agreement between the two roads now exists which would

authorize the Boston & Albany to mutilate the mileage ticket of the

Connecticut River, the question is, whether the Board shall recom-

mend that a mutual agreement covering such cases shall be entered

into between roads connecting as the Boston & Albany and Connecti-

cut River do. In other words, shall the Board recommend that the

original purpose and scope of the mileage ticket be still further

enlarged ? The Board knows of no basis for such a recommendation

.

Mileage tickets are issued at specially low rates, and no reason was

suggested at the hearing, or has since been brought to the attention

of the Board, why railroad companies should furnish on these tickets

the same accommodations with respect to connecting roads as they

furnish when they sell a ticket not limited to their own road, but good

for the connecting roads as well. Moreover, there are practical diffi-

culties in the way. In order to prevent mileage tickets from being

used as a means of getting an excess of baggage carried, it is neces-

sary either to have the proper number of baggage coupons detached

when the baggage is checked, or else have the proper number of mile-

age coupons punched with a special baggage punch. This throws

upon the baggage master, for every mileage ticket presented, a

considerable amount of labor, — much greater than that of punching

a single trip ticket,— and this work on the roads where mileage

tickets are in use has already grown to serious proportions, rendering

it difficult to manage the proper checking of baggage in the short

time allowed therefor by the passengers. This work would be largely

increased, and might well prove a serious interference, if baggage

masters were obliged to take care, not only of the mileage tickets on

their own road, but also the mileage tickets on one or more connect-

ing roads, with the distances on which they would be less familiar.

It is, moreover, obvious that a looseness in the matter of punch-

ing or detaching coupons from mileage tickets would be likely to

grow up at small stations where the station agent has other duties to

perform.

The Board, therefore, declines to make the recommendation peti-

tioned for. For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER, Chairman.
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IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT OF W. R. GUILD
AND OTHERS v. THE NEW YORK & NEW ENGLAND
RAILROAD.

Hearing December 6, 1887.

For petitioners, S. W. Hatheway and John L. Wakefield of Ded-

ham, John C. Lane of Norwood, J. J. Fealey of Walpole, George

W. Wiggin of Franklin and Robert W. Carpenter of Foxborough.

For respondent corporation, Vice-President William P. Shinn and

R. M. Saltonstall.

The petition, which is numerously signed, sets forth that the

New York & New England Railroad Company is entitled to a

right of way, formerly a part of the Norfolk County Railroad,

extending from the main line of the railroad at Islington Station to

Dedham Village, originally acquired by the right of eminent domain,

and that formerly passenger trains were run regularly over such

right of way, but several years ago were discontinued ; also that

passenger trains were at one time run regularly from a point on the

New York & New England Railroad called Dedham Junction to

Dedham, and that such trains have also been discontinued.

The complaint further states that it is important and that public

convenience and necessity require that the people of Norfolk County

residing on the line of the New York &• New England Railroad

should be furnished with convenient means of access to Dedham
Village, where are situated the county buildings, the courts, the

registries of probate and insolvency and of deeds, banks, insur-

ance companies, etc., and the complainants ask that said corporation

be required to run passenger cars from Islington to Dedham over

said right of way, or over the road from Dedham Junction to Dedham.

In 1846 a charter was granted to the Walpole Railroad Company
to construct and maintain a railroad from Dedham to Walpole. This

line was subsequently consolidated with the Norfolk County Railroad,

forming a continuous line from Dedham to Blackstone. About the

year 1866 the operation of the portion between Islington and Ded-

ham was discontinued. Subsequently this portion was again opera-

ted for several years by the New York & New England Railroad,

but it proved unprofitable and the tracks were taken up. In the

location of the New York & New England Railroad filed in 1881 it

is laid down as the " Dedham Branch."

There was conflicting testimony as to whether this Dedham Branch

could now be run with profit. It seems probable that it would not

pay expenses for some time at least ; but it does not follow that the

New York & New England Railroad is thereby relieved from the

duty of operating it.

It was stated at the hearing, and not deuied, that one of the
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principal reasons urged for granting a charter for the Walpole

Railroad was, that it would furnish access to Dedham, the shire

town of the county.

The grant of the franchise gave privileges and imposed burdens.

The Board is not justified in assuming that the Legislature intended

to allow the holders of the charter to avail themselves of the benefits

attaching to one portion of the road and to decline the burdens

attaching to another. The case of The Commonwealth v. The Fitch-

burg Railroad, 12 Gray, 180, cited by the counsel for the re-

spondent corporation, is not parallel. In that case the Fitchburg

Railroad maintained a branch in good condition for use, used it

regularly and sufficiently for the transportation of freight, and held

itself in readiness to carry passengers whenever any requested to be

carried, at reasonable rates. On this Dedham Branch, however, the

rails have been taken up. Moreover, in the case of the Fitchburg

Railroad the Commonwealth had granted a franchise to another cor-

poration and such grant had spoiled the value of its previous grant

to the Fitchburg Railroad, so far as the branch in question was con-

cerned. In the present case the New York & New England Rail-

road cannot plead that the grant of a location for a railroad from

Islington to Readville has interfered with the value of its location

from Islington to Dedham, because the location from Islington to

Readville is not the property of a competing corporation, but is its

own property. Duties growing out of a first gift cannot be dimin-

ished by a second gift of a greater value.

The loss, if any, in operating this branch would be small. It cannot

be claimed that the resources of the road would thereby be exhausted,

so that it would be rendered incapable of discharging its other duties.

The Board therefore adjudges that it is the duty of the New York

& New England Railroad to put the branch from Islington to Ded-

ham in suitable condition and operate the same.

The branch from Dedham Junction to Dedham was in 1881

opened for public use in accordance with a certificate issued by this

Board under Public Statutes, chapter 112, section 141. No special

act of Legislature was at that time needed. The facts in relation

to this branch were not sufficiently developed at the hearing to justify

an opinion as to whether it is the duty of the New York & New Eng-

land Railroad to renew its operation. It is unnecessary for the Board

to pass upon this question at the present time, as the complainants

only ask that either one route or the other may be operated.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER, Chairman.
Dec. 31, 1887.
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[G.]

EXIGENCY FOR NEW ROADS.

PETITION OF THE EAST WAREHAM & ONSET BAY
RAILROAD COMPANY FOR A CERTIFICATE OF EXI-

GENCY.

Hearings October 10 and 12. For petitioners, E. B. Powers ; for

remonstrants, Alfred Hemenway.

It appeared that the requirements of law preliminary to an applica-

tion for a certificate of exigency had been complied with, and that

the application to the Board of Railroad Commissioners for such cer-

tificate had been made within thirty days after the first publication of

the articles of association in accordance with section 37 of chapter

112 of the Public Statutes.

The termini of the road are a point at or near the intersection of

the Old Colony Railroad and the highway near the station of said

railroad at East Wareham, and a point at or near the intersection of

Wareham Avenue and Onset Avenue, at Onset in Wareham. The

length of the proposed road is about 1 t\hj miles, being wholly in the

town of Wareham. The detailed estimate of the cost of construc-

tion made by E. L. Brown, civil engineer, and submitted to the

Board was $8,877.78.

On the petition of the Onset Bay Grove Railroad Association this

Board on Sept. 25, 1885, issued a certificate of exigency for a rail-

road between Onset station on the Old Colony Railroad and the Onse,t

Bay Grove. By chapter 285 of the Acts of 1886 the Onset Street Rail-

way Company was chartered, and this railway has acquired the tracks

of the Onset Bay Grove Railroad Company, so that, although the

cars are propelled by a steam motor, these tracks are now used as a

street railway, and not as a railroad within the meaning of the stat-

ute. This street railway company therefore takes the place of the

railroad company, the exigency of which was confirmed by this Board.

The distance from East Wareham station on the Old Colony Rail-

road to the terminus of the proposed railroad on Onset Avenue is, as

has been stated, about one and one-sixth miles, while Onset station,

from which the existing railway runs, is about one and one-half miles

beyond East Wareham, and the distance from it to the terminus of
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the existing railway, near said Onset Avenue, is about one mile.

The evidence showed that about seven-eighths of the travel to the

grove conies from the direction of Boston, and it was urged as one of

the reasons for the exigency of a railroad from East Wareham, that

passengers taking it would save nearly a mile and a half travel over

those going to Onset station and taking the street railway there.

Strenuous efforts have been made during the past summer to divert

travel from the railway by inducing passengers to get off at East

Wareham and take the barges from that point, and the proprietor of

the barges testified that the number of passengers carried by him

from April 1 to October 1 of the present year was 6,452, an average

of thirty-five passengers per diem— or, as he made at least four

round trips or eight single trips a day, an average per trip of four or

five passengers. He also testified that he had carried one hundred

tons of coal and several carloads of lumber and miscellaneous freight.

Such a passenger and freight business would, of course, be utterly

inadequate to support a steam railroad. On the other hand, it ap-

peared that the street railway company has carried 80,000 passengers

during the past year between Onset station and the grove, and, by

economical management, has been able to divide six per cent, to its

stockholders. This railway owns six cars and two motors, each of

which motors accommodates about as many passengers as an ordinary

horse car.

On special Sundays during the year it appeared that the railway

and the barges were unable to accommodate promptly all those desir-

ing to go to the grove, and that on such days several hundred people

have been known to walk into the grove, rather than wait for a re-

turn trip of the cars or barges. This was especially urged in proof

of the exigency for a railroad. Evidence was submitted to show

that on certain of these special Sundays as many as 5,000 people had

visited the grove. If 2,000 of these either walked or rode in car-

riages, it would leave 3,000 to go in the cars and barges, making

6,000 fares on both lines, or about one-sixth of the total fares col-

lected for the six months from April 1 to October 1 . The exigency

of a railroad permanent all the year round cannot be rested upon

any such spasmodic rush of patronage. Expenses go on accumulat-

ing every day in the week, whether it is pleasant or stormy, and

whether there are or are not special attractions. The experience of

the Nantasket Beach Railroad Company in this connection is pecu-

liarly instructive.

It is at least evident from the testimony that both the railway and

the railroad could not be supported by the present business nor by

any business which is likely to arise for many years to come. If a

railroad is established, running from East Wareham, in competition
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with the railway from Onset station, it is probable that neither of

them would pay expenses, and in a short time, one at least, and pos-

sibly both of them, would be financially ruined. In such case the

people, instead of having a railway to the grove as they now have,

would not have any railway at all. The distance from the line of the

Old Colony is only one mile. That distance can be accomplished by

a barge almost as quickly as by a railroad train, and the barge can,

moreover, take the passengers to any portion of the grove which they

desire to reach. The saving of time secured by the use of steam is,

therefore, in this case not of material importance. The. number of

residents at the grove in the winter is about 200, and from October 1

to April 1 the barges collect between ten and twenty fares on the

average per diem, that is, five or ten people travel over the road to

East Wareham and back each day.

The Board adjudges that the public necessity and convenience

does not require the construction of a railroad from East Wareham

to Onset Bay Grove, as set forth in the petition.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER, Chairman.
Oct. 15, 1887.

A certificate of exigency for an extension of a branch of the Bos-

ton, Winthrop & Shore Railroad in Winthrop, was granted March

15, 1887.

A certificate of exigency for a branch of the Old Colony Railroad

from West Bridgewater to Easton was granted March 15, 1887.
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[H.]

PASSENGER FACILITIES AKD FARES.

GEORGE H. CARLETON v. BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

The complaint of George H. Carleton sets forth that the Boston

& Maine Railroad sells a ticket for one hundred rides between

Haverhill and Boston, good either by the main line or by the Newbury-

port road, via Georgetown ; that formerly it was the practice of the con-

ductors to simply punch the coupon for a passaage from Haverhill to

Georgetown, leaving it in the possession of the passenger, who could

use it on any train between Georgtown and Boston ; but now the con-

ductors are required to detach and take up the coupon for the partial

passage, so that the passenger can show no evidence of his right to a

passage on the connecting train from Georgetown to Boston, which

is in charge of another conductor.

If this were the whole of the case it might be said that the com-

plaint is well founded. But it appears from the statement made by

the general manager of the Boston & Maine Railroad that tickets for

a hundred rides between Georgetown and Boston are sold at the

same rate as those for a hundred rides between Haverhill and Bos-

ton, and a passenger having one of the latter tickets could go from

Boston to Georgetown, and if the coupon were not retained by the

conductor could use it afterwards for a trip from Georgetown to

Haverhill, or dispose of it to some other person, and thus deprive the

road of its proper local fare between those places.

These tickets for a hundred rides are sold at a greatly reduced rate

from the single ticket fare. The latter allows a stop over of ten days

if desired, but in consideration of the greatly reduced rate at which

the hundred ride ticket is sold, the compan}' for its own convenience

and protection limits the passenger to one continuous passage. And
the Board is of opinion that the reasons submitted by the company

for the rule now adopted are good and sufficient, and that it is in-

tended for the reasonable protection of the company from a fraudu-

lent use of the coupons, and imposes no real inconvenience upon the

passenger ; that in consideration of the reduced rates at which the

tickets for a hundred rides are sold the company is justified in limit-
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ing the use of the coupon to a continuous ride, without any right to

stop over. And the commissioners can see no objection to the

method adopted to secure such limitation.

By the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS,
Clerk.

Feb. 4, 1887.

GEORGE A. COBB AND OTHERS v. UNION STREET

RAILWAY COMPANY OF NEW BEDFORD.

Hearing August 1 and 2, 1887. For complainant, Thomas F.

Desmond ; for respondent corporation, A. P. Smith.

The complaint is as follows :
—

That under and by virtue of the provisions of an act to authorize certain

street railway companies in New Bedford to lease, purchase or sell the

rights and franchises of, and to unite and consolidate with each other, which

act was passed March, 1887, the New Bedford & Fairhaven Street Railway

Company and the Acushnet Street Railway Company, both of said New
Bedford, did thereafter duly consolidate with each other under the name of

the Union Street Railway Company, with Samuel C. Hart of New Bedford

president ; Andrew G. Pierce of New Bedford, treasurer ; and a board of

directors, as follows : Samuel C. Hart, W. W. Crapo, Charles E. Cook.

Weston Howland, Abbott P. Smith, Andrew G. Pierce and Charles H. Gif-

ford, all of New Bedford. And your complainants say, that they reside

upon the route of such consolidated corporation, and that said corporation

is not furnishing to the public sufficient travelling accommodations, and

that said corporation makes an unjust discrimination in fares charged and

established by the corporation for travel upon that section of the road

operated on Acushnet Avenue from a point on said avenue, called the Nash

road, north on said avenue, to the head of the river or Lund's Corner, in

that said corporation charges five cents fare between all points in New
Bedford and said Nash road, whereas said corporation charges ten cents

fare between all points north of said Nash road and New Bedford ; the

distance from said Nash road to the head of the river being about 6,028

feet, whereas from said Nash road the distance which, at fare established

at five cents, may be travelled southerly on said street railway, is three

miles or more, wherefore your complainants pray that said corporation may
be ordered to furnish such additional accommodations as, in the opinion of

said board, the public travel requires, and that said Board shall revise and

regulate the fares established by said consolidated corporation.

The power of the Board with relation to the matters covered by

this petition is set forth in section 4 of chapter 'J 1 of the Acts of the

present year, being an act to authorize certain street railway com-
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panies in New Bedford to lease, purchase or sell the rights and
franchises of, and to unite and consolidate with each other. Said

section reads as follows :
—

Upon the complaint in writing of not less than ten persons residing upon
the route of such consolidated corporation, that such corporation is not

furnishing to the public sufficient travelling accommodations, the Board of

Railroad Commissioners shall investigate such complaint, and may, after

due notice and hearing, order such corporation to furnish such additional

accommodations as, in the opinion of said Board, the public travel may-

require
;
and said Board may, after due notice and hearing, revise and reg-

ulate the fares established by such consolidated corporation ; and all orders

made by said Board under this section may be enforced in the manner
provided in section 63 of chapter 113 of the Public Statutes.

The above section enlarges the powers vested in the Board by
section 44 of chapter 113 of the Public Statutes. The authority

of the Board is therefore ample to cover the prayer of the

complainants. It appeared that the railway company make trips

once an hour between Nash road and the head of the river or

Lund's Corner in Acushnet. The evidence did not prove that the

car on this portion of the road has been unduly crowded, or that in

any way the travelling accommodations have been insufficient for

those who desire to ride at the present rates. There was evidence to

show that the cars have not been run strictly on schedule time, and
that in this respect the management of the road has been negligent.

The Board adjudges that the road, not only for the accommodation
of the public, but also in its own interest, should exercise greater

care in running its cars in accordance with schedule time.

The second portion of the complaint is, that the corporation

makes unjust discrimination in fares, in that it charges ten cents for

all passengers crossing the Nash road, in either direction. The dis-

tance from the centre of New Bedford to the Nash road is two and
a quarter miles. The distance from the terminus of the road at the

cove on the south to the centre of the city is less than two miles.

In deciding whether there is any unjust discrimination, the centre of

the city must be taken as a starting point, and it is not just to claim,

that because a person can be carried for a five-cent fare from a point

on one side of the centre of the city to a point on the other side of

the centre, a distance of three or four miles, that he has a rio-

ht to

be carried at the same rate an equal distance away from the centre

in any given direction. Roads running long routes into the suburbs
are justified in fixing a point beyond which an increase or double
fare shall be paid. What that distance is, and what the increase of

fare shall be, depends upon the circumstances of each particular

case.
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In the present case the Board is of the opininon that no unjust

discrimination results from fixing the point at the Nash road. A
portion of the public would be pleased and benefited by the abolition

of the double fare, but whether such action could be taken with due

regard to the interests of the railway company and its right to

charge a sufficient sum to pay expenses and a reasonable profit,

is an excessively complicated question. The Board feels that it

has not received information sufficiently definite and extensive to

justify it in passing any order in the premises. While, however, it

refrains from making any order, the evidence which was submitted

seems to the Board to raise a doubt whether the interest of the

road as well as of the public would not be promoted by abolishing

the double fare altogether, or substituting for it an eight-cent fare.

In most cases where a reduction is made the increase of business

resulting therefrom fully realizes the expectation of the railway com-

panies, and in this case the Board is of the opinion that there is a

good chance that the road would not find itself a loser by the change.

If the present double fare should be continued, or if an eight-cent

fare should be adopted for all passengers crossing the Nash road,

the Board recommends that notice be posted in the cars calling atten-

tion of the passengers thereto.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Aug. 6, 1887.

D. L. WITHINGTON v. BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

MILEAGE TICKETS.

The hearing was given July 23, and the complaint read as fol-

lows :
—

The undersigned respectfully represents that upon the twenty-seventh

day of June last he purchased of the Boston & Maine Railroad Company

a mileage ticket, so called, which ticket contained 1,000 coupons, and en-

titled the undersigned to travel as many miles on said railroad as were rep-

resented by coupons attached; that the aforesaid railroad refused to carry

out its said contract with the undersigned and with numerous others who

have purchased said tickets, and unlawfully and without right demands and

has taken from the undersigned and many others, as a condition of riding on

the Eastern Division of said road between Newburyport, a station on said

division, and other stations on said division, a number of coupons in excess

of the number of miles travelled, in pai-ticular between Boston and New-

buryport, 40 coupons, the distance being 87.3 miles by the official schedule,
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and between Salem and Newburyport, 23 coupons, the distance being 21

miles, and in numerous other instances demanding more coupons than the

number of miles travelled. The undersigned respectfully represents that

these acts of said corporation are in derogation of its said contract, and are

an unjust discrimination against the citizens of said Newburyport and trav-

ellers to and from said place. Wherefore he prays that your honorable

Board may examine into said matter, in accordance with the provisions of

the statutes of this Commonwealth.

At the hearing it appeared that the Boston & Maine Railroad Com-

pany has issued mileage tickets for 1,000 miles, with various condi-

tions printed thereon. The condition which relates to the, matter

covered by this complaint was at first in the following form :
—

That one coupon shall be detached by conductor for each mile travelled,

except that for distances less than three miles three coupons shall be sur-

rendered, and that all fractions of a mile shall be computed a mile in cal-

culating distance travelled.

After about 1,000 of these tickets had been issued the condition

was altered to read as follows :
—

That one coupon shall be detached by conductor for each mile travelled

in accordance with mileage table dated June 1, 1887, except that for dis-

tances less than three miles three coupons shall be surrendered, and that

all fractions of a mile shall be computed a mile in calculating distance

travelled.

It appeared that the mileage table dated June 1, 1887, and in ac-

cordance with which the coupons have been detached by the company

from mileage tickets in each of the forms above specified, does not

in all cases state the actual distances. For instance, the distance

to Newburyport over the Eastern Division is stated as forty

miles, whereas, in fact, it is but thirty-seven miles and a fraction,

and the distance to Portland is stated as 115 miles, which is the

distance to Portland by the Western Division, whereas the actual

distance by the Eastern Division is only 108 miles and a fraction.

In other words, the company has attempted to equalize mileage

to points reached by its Eastern and Western Divisions by forcing

the distances on the shorter line up, so that they will corre-

spond with the distances on the longer line ; and this attempt has re-

sulted, in several instances, in a material increase of mileage as fixed

by the mileage table over the actual mileage.

The mileage table thus prepared by the road is not a correct and
true, but is an arbitrary, table. It is clear that those who bought

the mileage tickets originally issued are entitled to have only such

coupons detached therefrom as will cover the distance actually trav-
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elled by them. Moreover, under the new form, in which the phrase

" in accordance with mileage table dated June 1, 1887," is used, the

public has a right to assume that that mileage table is an honest

statement of actual distances, and that it is not a table in which the

distances are arbitrarily increased.

The Board, therefore, adjudges that it is the dut}? of the road, with

reference to both classes of tickets heretofore issued, to detach only

such coupons as will cover the actual distance travelled, except that

three coupons shall be surrendered for distances less than three miles,

and that fractions of a mile be considered as a mile, as set forth in

the printed conditions.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Aug. 10, 1887.

EUGENE H. CLAPP v. THE BOSTON & ALBANY
RAILROAD.

Hearing Oct. 8, 1887.

The complainant in this case bought a ticket for Boston in Roches-

ter, N. Y. Shortly after leaving Albany the conductor on the Boston

& Albany road took up this ticket and offered an exchange check in

its place. This the complainant refused to take, and demanded his

ticket back again. The complainant did not examine the exchange

check which was offered him, believing as a matter of right that a

person who buys and receives a ticket cannot legally be compelled to

give up his evidence of the contract entered into between him and the

company, and receive another contract in its place, whether such

other contract is actually of the same purport or not.

It appeared that it is a rule of the Boston & Albany Railroad that

all tickets issued by other corporations, whether limited or unlimited,

shall be taken up by its conductors when the passenger arrives on its

road, and that exchange checks shall be given in place thereof, and

it was shown that unless some such method was adopted the company

would have no evidence that it had carried the passenger at all,— no

evidence which would enable it to collect from the road issuing the

ticket its share of the purchase money,— in case the passenger for

any reason should leave the train before reaching his destination. It

is proper that a railroad company should be protected from such a

possibility. Careful management, indeed, requires it.

On the other hand, there seems to be good ground for the position

taken by the complainant in this case, that having received an agree-
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ment from a railroad corporation for transportation to a given point,

he is not bound to give up that agreement and accept a substitute there-

for, unless it is so provided iu the original contract. As, however,

the Board is not aware that any injustice has resulted from the present

practice, and as the complainant would have suffered no loss had he

accepted the check which was offered to him, and inasmuch as the

National Association of the General Passenger and Ticket Agents of

the Railroads in the United States has lately taken action looking to

a change in the form of tickets, so as to secure uniformity on all

roads, the Board simply recommends that whenever for good reason

it is desirable that a ticket should at any point on the route be ex-

changed for another passage ticket or check, special provision there-

for should be made on the ticket originally issued.

For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

"Nov. 15, 1887.
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[I-]

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF THE WEST
END STREET RAILWAY COMPANY FOR AN INCREASE
OF CAPITAL.

Hearings August 19,- 20, 22 and 24. Stevens, commissioner, did

not sit. For petitioners, Hyde, Dickinson and Howe ; for remon-

strants, Augustus Russ.

The petition is as follows :
—

To the Honorable Board of Railroad Commissioners :\
—

The directors of the West End Street Railway Company respectfully

rejDresent :
—

1. That in and by the articles of association of said company its capital

stock was fixed at $80,000, which sum has been paid in in cash.

2. That the stockholders of this company, at a special meeting duly

called and held for the purpose on the ninth day of August current, did au-

thorize your petitioners to petition your honorable Board for leave to increase

the capital stock of the company from $80,000 to $1,200,000, for the pur-

poses hereinafter stated, as will more fully appear by the vote passed at

such stockholders' meeting, or by a duly attested copy thereof.

3. That for the purpose of paying the indebtedness of the company,

incurred in the purchase of sundry parcels of land on Beacon Street in Bos-

ton, a portion of which was conveyed to the city of Boston for the widening

of Beacon Street, as a consideration for, and in order to obtain the grant of

a location for the double tracks of this company in said Beacon Street, the

sum of $200,000 is necessary.

4. That for the purpose of paying for the construction of an additional

section of the bridge over the location of the Boston & Albany Railroad

Company on Beacon Street, to be given to the city of Boston as a further

consideration for the grant to this company of a location for its double

tracks in said Beacon Street, the sum of $25,000 is necessary.

5. That for the purpose of payment of the indebtedness of the company
incurred, or agreed to be, for the construction of Beacon Street, Brookline,

as relocated and widened, and in the procurement of the conveyance of

certain lands to the town of Brookline, lying within the location of said

streets as thus relocated and widened (such indebtedness having been con-

tracted in order that Beacon Street should be made of sufficient width to
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permit of laying double the tracks of this company), the sum of $320,000 is

necessary.

6. That for the purpose of building and equipping the railway of this

company upon the locations already granted to it in Boston and in Brook-

line (being about eight miles of single track, with the necessary switches

and turnouts) , the sum of $240,000 is necessary.

7. That for the purpose of acquiring lands, other than those referred to

in section 3 hereof, on which to place stations, car houses, stables, shops,

and other necessary buildings, and for the uses of the company, and to pro-

vide for the erection of suitable buildings thereon, and for filling and grad-

ing such lands, the sum of $405,000 is necessary.

8. That for the purpose of payment of legal expenses, which have been

incurred by the company, the sum of $10,000 is necessary.

Wherefore your petitioners pray that said West End Street Railway

Company may be authorized to increase its capital stock for the aforesaid

purposes by the amount of $1,120,000, so that its entire authorized capital

stock shall be $1,200,000.

At the hearing it appeared, as stated in the first and second clauses

of the petition, that the capital stock was fixed by the articles of

association at $80,000 ; that this sum has been paid in cash to the

treasurer, and that the directors of said railway company have been

duly authorized by the stockholders to petition this Board for leave

to increase the capital stock of the company from $80,000 to

$1,200,000 for the purposes set forth in the petition.

The prayer of the eighth clause of the petition was withdrawn by

the counsel for the petitioners.

In behalf of the remonstrants it was claimed that the statutes, as

amended by chapter 366 of the Acts of the present year, do not

authorize an increase of capital for the purposes set forth in the peti-

tion. The argument, in brief, was, that section 15 of chapter 113

of the Public Statutes, before amendment, authorized the Board to

allow " such necessary increase as it may see fit to an amount not

exceeding the value of the property of the company," and that under

it the Board could allow any increase which it deemed necessary for

the proper conduct of the affairs of the corporation ; whereas the

amended statute of the present year defines the purposes for which

an increase of capital may be authorized as follows :
" For the pur-

pose of building and equipping a branch or extension of its road

upon a location duly granted or extended, as provided by law, or for

other necessary and lawful purposes, set forth in the petition." It

was claimed that this alteration was an intentional limitation of the

power to increase capital stock, that the words "or for other neces-

sary and Lawful purposes " cover only vxi inordinary expenditures,

necessitated by some unforeseen occurrence, and that this company,

having started with a capital stock of $80,000, being $10,000 per
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mile of the proposed road, is now estopped from legally claiming an

increase of capital for the purpose of building and equipping said

eight miles of its road, although its original capital is unquestionably

insufficient for the purpose and that it can only be authorized to

increase its capital for the purpose of building branches or exten-

sions, or to meet expenditures rendered necessary by some extraor-

dinary emergency. The Board does not take this view of the mean-

ing of the statute as amended.

The primary object of the passage of the act of the present year

was to amend the clause limiting '
' the increase of capital to an

amount not exceeding the value of the property," by adding the

words, " including the cash to be paid in on such increase." Under

the original statute a doubt had arisen whether a corporation could

be authorized to increase its capital until it had in some way acquired

the property which the new capital was to pay for, and to avoid this

question railway companies have in several instances borrowed money

to pay for property, and have then asked for an increase of capital

to be used to pay off the debt incurred for the purchase. The amend-

ment, which was adopted, makes it clear that an increase of capital

can now be authorized to provide for contemplated purchases and

expenditures. Inasmuch as the purpose of a request for authority

to increase capital stock is frequently the building and equipping of

a branch, or extension of a road, that purpose was specially set forth

in the statute, but, in the opinion of the Board, the expression of

that purpose does not, as claimed by the counsel for the remonstrants,

limit the words " or for other necessary and lawful purposes set forth

in the petition." In this respect the scope of the amended statute

is as broad as before amendment. The Board, therefore, adjudges

that it has authority to allow any increase of capital which it deems

necessary for the proper construction and equipment of the railway,

although no extension of the original location is now contemplated.

It appeared that the company's total locations already granted in

Boston and Brookline, including proposed double track, switches and

turnouts, are equivalent to about eleven miles of single track ; that

the company proposes to build at once about eight miles of single

track, and that this track is to be constructed in a much more sub-

stantial manner than other railway tracks in this vicinity ; that the

rails are to be the English rail, weighing ninety-six pounds to the

yard, that the actual contracts which have already been entered into

by the company show that the construction as proposed will cost not

less than $20,000 per mile, and that such sum is a reasonable and

proper expenditure therefor. Also, that a reasonable allowance for

the equipment of said eight miles of track is $10,000 per mile, nmk-
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ing in all $30,000 per mile, or $240,000 for the eight miles proposed

to be built, as set forth in the sixth clause of the petition.

It further appeared that $75,000 is a reasonable and proper allow-

ance for the erection of stations, car houses, stables, shops and other

necessary buildings for the uses of the company.

It further appeared that $25,000 is a reasonable and proper expen-

diture for a tract of land containing about two acres, near the Chest-

nut Hill Reservoir, to be used for car houses and stables, when the

railway is extended to that point.

Beyond the sum of $75,000 for buildings and $25,000 for land at

the reservoir, making $100,000 in all, the petitioners in the seventh

clause ask for an increase of capital to the amount of $295,000 for

the purchase of a triangular lot on the north side of Beacon Street,

at the forks of the road, between Beacon Street, as widened, and

Brighton Avenue, containing 127,669 square feet.

Evidence was submitted that the price at which the company can

purchase this lot from the West End Land Company, being its cost

last year, with 6 per cent, interest added, is considerably below its

present market value. While it was admitted that so large an ex-

penditure for land would be unnecessary and unwarranted in connec-

tion simply with the eight miles of road contemplated to be built by

the West End Street Railway Company, being $35,000 per mile, it

was urged that such expenditure is justifiable in view of the contem-

plated consolidations. This lot seems, however, to the Board not

only unnecessarily large for stable and car house purposes, but more-

over, there is an obvious objection to the construction of stables and

car houses on the easterly portion of it. Under the statute of the

present year, above cited, no increase of capital stock can be allowed,

unless it appears to the Board that the proposed purpose is both law-

ful and consistent with the public interest. There is reason to

fear that the erection of stables and car houses, with all their natu-

ral concomitants, on the front or easterly portion of this lot, situ-

ated as it is on elevated ground, in a most conspicuous position at

the junction of Beacon Street, Commonwealth Avenue, and Brighton

Avenue, will render the neighborhood less desirable for residences,

will retard the growth of population and injure the value of property

in the vicinity, and will seriously mar the attractiveness of the

approach both to the grand boulevard now being constructed through

Brookline to Chestnut Hill Reservoir, and to the other boulevard, which

is to be 150 feet wide, leading to Chestnut Hill Reservoir by way of

Brighton and Massachusetts Avenues. The rear portion, however, of

this triangular lot, having a frontage both on Beacon Street and

Brighton Avenue, containing 1)5,000 square feet and known as the

Brainan lot, seems to the Board ample for the requirements of the
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road, and is the cheapest and the least conspicuous part of the lot.

It was purchased by the West End Land Company on the 1st of

November of last year for $160,385.50, being $1.50 per square foot,,

and as it can now be purchased at cost with 6 per cent, interest

added, the Board deems that it is justifiable and consistent with the

public interest to authorize an expenditure therefor of $168,000.

For the purpose of paying the expense of filling the above described

lot near the Chestnut Hill Reservoir the sum of $8,500 is allowed.

The third and fourth clauses of the petition may be considered

together.

It appeared that the West End Land Company is an unincor-

porated association, its property being held by three trustees, namely,

Messrs. Henry M. Whitney, Grenville T. W. Braman and Henry 1).

Hyde ; that this property comprises all of the common stock of the

West End Street Railway Company, many tracts of land in Brook-

line, along the line of Beacon Street, and one or two parcels of land

in Boston ; that Mr. Henry M. Whitney was the originator of the

plan to widen Beacon Street, and construct a street railway therein
;

that when the petition of the " Association for the Formation of the

West End Street Railway Company " for a location on Beacon Street,

and other streets in the city of Boston was pending' before the Board,

of Aldermen, he agreed that if the board would grant the location,,

as asked for, he would convey or cause to be conveyed, to the city

of Boston, the land necessary for the widening of said street as then

proposed, between the forks of the road and the line between Boston

and Brookline, and would further construct an additional section of

the bridge over the Boston & Albany Railroad on Beacon Street, to

be given to the city of Boston ; that said location was granted ; that

the details of the agreement were subsequently modified, owing to a

change made in the width of the street ; that the land necessary for

the widening has been conveyed by him or by his procurement, to

the city of Boston ; that contracts for the construction of such sec-

tion of bridge have been entered into ; that such land, together with

a lot which Mr. Whitney was obliged to purchase in order to secure

the land necessary for widening, including interest at the rate of 6

per cent, from the date of purchase, has cost, in round figures,.

$200,000, and the contracts for constructing the section of said

bridge amount to $25,000 ; total, $225,000, as set forth in the third

and fourth clauses of the petition, and that the West End Street Rail-

way Company at a meeting held on August 9, 1887, adopted such

purchases as made for its benefit, and authorized its treasurer to pay

for the same upon receiving a deed of the land not needed for the

widening, and said company also voted to assume said contracts for

constructing the section of said bridge.
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In order to secure the widening of Beacon Street and a location for

the railway, Mr. Whitney agreed to do, or cause to be done, certain

things necessitating an expenditure in round figures of $225,000.

He did not declare his agency, but it is a reasonable inference that

he was in fact acting in behalf either of the West End Land Com-

pany or the West End Street Railway Company, or of both. The

land company owns the railway company, subject to the rights of the

preferred stock, which so far as concerns the question now being

considered is practically an 8 per cent, mortgage. The ownership

of the two companies being the same, the owners will have just as

much actual property whether this $225,000 is paid by the land com-

pany, or by the railway company, but if this debt is thrown on

the railway company, and authority is obtained to increase the

capital stock of the company therefor, then the owners of these

two properties will have stock of the railway of the par value of

$225,000, which they will not have if the debt is paid directly by the

land company. It is natural, therefore, that they should desire to

have this debt assumed by the railway company. The West End
Land Company is the parent company. It was not formed for the

purpose of contributing to the value of the West End Street Rail-

way, but the organization of the West End Street Railway Company
was subsidiary to that of the West End Land Company.

The price at which the shares of the West End Land Company are

now selling shows that the public considers that the widening of Beacon

Street, the grant of the location of the street railway therein, and

the consolidations authorized by the Legislature of last year, have

increased the value of its property fourfold. It is extravagant to

claim that the whole of the benefit arising out of the widening of

Beacon Street has accrued to the street railway company, and that

the land company has received no benefit therefrom. It is evident

that only a portion of that benefit has accrued to and is equitably

chargeable to the West End Street Railway.

It is urged that these expenditures should be assumed by the

street railway company because the location would not have been

granted to it had not Mr. Whitney entered into the above agreement.

This is probably true, and yet it does not follow that the expenditure

resulting from the agreement ought to be borne wholly by the rail-

way company. If this land company were owned by one set of

people, and the railway company by another, it needs no argument

to show that the railway company would be unwilling to assume such

a debt for the sake of securing such a location, and suffer the land

company to reap the benefit of the improvement without sharing the cost.

Of a similar nature to the claim for an increase of capital, con-

tained in the third and fourth clauses of the petition, is that set
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forth in the fifth clause. It appears that Mr. Whitney, in order to

secure the widening of Beacon Street, through Brookline, from 50

feet to 160 feet, and a location for the railway in said street and

other streets in said town, agreed to convey or cause to be conveyed

to the towu, about half of the land necessary for the widening, on

condition that the remainder of the various lots thus contributing

should be free from betterment assessments, and he further agreed to

pay $150,000 toward the expense of constructing the new widened

roadway. The railway company asks that an increase of capital to

the amount of $320,000, or $40,000 per mile of contemplated single

track may be authorized, in order to enable it to pay the land com-

pany what the land taken for the widening cost, with 6 per cent,

interest thereon, and also the above sum of $150,000, so that, in

this case also, it is proposed that the railway company shall assume

the cost of the benefits accruing to both enterprises. Nay, more,

the land company is both to receive pay for the land taken and also

to be relieved from all betterment assessments. Some of the owners

along the line of Beacon Street, men of acknowledged experience

-and wisdom in real estate matters, did what the land company did.

They contributed so much of their land as was necessary for the

widening, on condition that the remainder of their estates should be

exempt from betterment assessments. It is, further, an instructive

fact in this connection, that many of the owners of land on Brighton

Avenue in Boston, from the forks of the road, a distance of about

one and a half miles, to Massachusetts Avenue, have agreed to con-

tribute a strip of land ninety feet wide for widening Brighton Avenue.

The proportion which the amount of betterment assessments on

each lot will bear to the value of the land taken for the widening

of course varies according to the shape and area of the lot, and

evidence was submitted to show that the West End Land Com-

pany's lots between St. Mary's Street and Washington Street were

mostly shallow lots, so that the release from betterments was not

relatively so valuable to the West End Land Company as to the

other owners who contributed their land. It is reasonable, however,

to conclude that the value to the West End Land Company of the

release from betterment assessments, while it may not equal the

value of the land contributed, would still make up a very consider-

able portion thereof, and the impropriety of authorizing an increase

of capital to enable the railway company to refund to the land com-

pany the whole of the cost of such land is obvious.

In relation to the claim that the railway company should pay the

$150,000 which Mr. Whitney agreed to contribute for the construc-

tion of the roadway, it must be remembered that the portion of the

roadway occupied by the railway tracks is only twenty feet, while
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the street is widened from fifty feet to one hundred and sixty feet,

or five and a half times the width required for the car tracks. While

these figures are by no means conclusive as to the proportion of

expense which should fall on the West End Land Company and the

West End Street Railway Company respectively, they nevertheless

make it clear that the widening was not undertaken solely in the

interest of the West End Street Railway.

On the other hand, the whole of the expenditures incurred in

consequence of Mr. Whitney's agreements with the city of Boston

and the town of Brookline should not fall upon the land interests

alone of the West End Land Company. This improvement having

its origin in private enterprise, and carried forward to assured suc-

cess, with remarkable courage and ability, is a great public improve-

ment, and the Board believes that it is both equitable and consistent

with the rights of the public that a portion of these expenditures

should be assumed by the railway company, and capital stock issued

therefor.

The circumstances are, however, exceptional, and the Board is

unable to find in the statutes any sanction for an allowance of an

increase of capital of a street railway for the purposes set forth in

the third, fourth and fifth clauses of the petition.

As above stated, the statutes authorize a street railway company

to purchase and hold such real and personal estate as may be neces-

sary or convenient for the operation of its road. To hold that these

words cover the purchase of real estate to be contributed to the

widening of a street, especially when the tracks are not located on

the land so purchased, would be giving them a scope evidently not

within the intent of the Legislature, and, in the opinion of this

Board, unwarranted. There is no other authority given in the stat-

utes for the purchase of real estate by a street railway company,

and the specific grant of authority to purchase for one object implies-

a lack of authority to purchase for other objects.

By section 7 of said chapter it is provided that the board of alder-

men of a city, or the selectmen of a town, may grant locations

"under such restrictions as they deem the interests of the public

may require."

The power to impose restrictions necessarily implies power on the

part of the railway company to incur such expenditures as may be

necessary or proper in order to comply with the restrictions, and the

question arises whether the restrictions which were imposed in the

case of this railway cover any portion of the expenditures under

consideration. Neither in the grant of the location in the city of

Boston, nor in that in the town of Brookline, was there any restric-

tion or provision requiring the railway company to contribute, or
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cause to be contributed, auy land for the widening of the street, or

any sum of money to pay for the construction of the roadway, nor in

either case was the grant of location declared to be dependent upon

the widening of the street. Moreover, if such requirement or

proviso had been expressed, it could not properly have been con-

sidered a restriction within the meaning of the statute.

It may be claimed that these agreements entered into by Mr.

Whitney were the considerations for the respective grants of loca-

tion. Although the location was granted in Boston on December

27, 1886, and the vote for widening Beacon Street was not passed

until March 28, 1887, although the location was granted in Brook-

line on December 28, 1886, and the vote to widen Beacon Street was

not passed until March 29, 1887 ; although one member of the Board

of Selectmen of Brookline testified that he did not think the town

would have been justified in revoking the location if the proposition

to widen Beacon Street had failed ; although at the time when the

location was granted in Brookline it is doubtful whether Mr. Whit-

ney had entered into any agreement legally binding upon him, —
nevertheless, the Board is of the opinion that the grants of location

would not, in fact, have been made had not the Board of Aldermen

of Boston and the Selectmen of Brookline had confidence that the

propositions made by Mr. Whitney, whether legally binding or not,

would be carried out in good faith. But if these agreements are

regarded as the considerations for the grants of location, the Board

is equally at a loss to find in the statutes any authority for such

expenditures. In some States railway locations are sold in accord-

ance with special provisions of law therefor. In this State, not

only is there no direct statutory provision authorizing a sale of a

location, but the authority given to boards of aldermen and to

selectmen to grant locations subject to certain "restrictions," in-

dicates no intent on the part of the Legislature to authorize sales.

If the Legislature had intended to give such authority, it would not

have used simply the word " restrictions." Moreover, the Board

believes that no sale of a location has ever been made in this State.

Certainly no sale has been made with the knowledge and approval

of the Board.

The only other theory which has been advanced is that these ex-

penditures were necessary incidentals to the grant of location. It is

a well settled principle that corporations, besides those powers which

are specifically granted to them, have also such implied or incidental

powers as are reasonably necessary for the purpose of carrying into

effect the powers expressly granted.

In section 2 of chapter 113 of the Public Statutes, a street railway

company is described as a corporation " for the purpose of construct-
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ing and operating a street railway for the conveyance of passengers."

The argument is that the expenditures under consideration were pre-

requisite to the construction and operation of the road, so that the

power to incur them is implied. Some expense for advertising,

legal services, etc., is necessary in securing any location, and the

amount which should be allowed therefor differs according to the

peculiar circumstances of each case. The expenditure in the case

under consideration is not only unusual in its nature, but extraordi-

nary in its amount. Each of these characteristics is inconsistent

with the theory of implied power. The capitalization desired for this

incidental purpose is $545,000. Even if the purpose for which these

expenditures were incurred was common to such corporations, still

the Board would not be justified in allowing for incidentals such an

amount, nor any considerable portion thereof.

The Board therefore adjudges that it cannot, without further legis-

lative authority, approve of an increase of capital for either of the

purposes set forth in the third, fourth and fifth clauses of the

petition.

To recapitulate : The Board deems that the following expenditures

are reasonable and within the powers of the corporation :
—

For construction and equipment of eight miles of single track, $240,000 00

For erection of stations, car houses, stables, etc., . . . 75,000 00

For car house and stable lot near Chestnut Hill Reservoir, . 25,000 00

For car house and stable lot on Beacon Street, . . . 168,000 00

For expense of filling the two preceding lots, .... 8,500 00

Total, $516,500 00

Out of the original capital of $80,000, there has already

been expended, for purposes adjudged as above,

to be ultra vires, $2,061 00

Balance of cash on hand, 50,358 36

Total, . $52,419 36

Which sum being deducted from the total expenditures, au-

thorized as above, leaves as the amount of additional cap-

ital needed, $464,081 00

The Board therefore authorizes an increase of capital for the above

purposes to the amount of $464,000, making the total capital of the

company $544,000.
For tbe Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman.

Sept. 7, 1887.
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CIRCULAR AND LETTERS

RELATING TO THE HEATING AND LIGHTING OF CARS.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

20 Beacon Street, Boston, June 25, 1887.

T the Railroad Company.

Please send this Board, at your earliest convenience, a statement

as to your outfit on all the lines operated by your company, for

heating your passenger, mail and baggage cars. If provided with

different kinds of heaters or stoves, state the number of each kind.

Please also state any special methods of protection against tire,

outside of the heaters, used by you during the past winter. Please

also state what changes you have contemplated for the coming-

winter, and what experiments in heating you propose to make.

The above information is desired in order to enable the Board to

take action under chapter 362 of the acts of the present year.

Hearings upon the matters covered by the act will be given at some

future date. The Board at the present time desires to collect in-

formation as to the outfit of the various railroads in the Common-

wealth, and will be glad to have the information as full as possible.

Per order,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

Another circular on this subject, which circular is inserted in the

report, page 61, was issued November 28, and the following answers

to it have been received :
—

Boston & Albany Railroad Company,
Office of the President,

Boston, Dec. 15, 1887.

Dear Sir:— The circular of the Board dated Nov. 28, 1887, was

duly received.

In reply to the first question : The passenger, baggage and mail

cars of this company are equipped with heating apparatus as follows :
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Baker heaters, 98 ; Johuson heaters, 44 ; Searle heaters, 14 ; Martin

steam heat, 101. It is proper to savin this connection that nine bag-

gage cars have coal stoves, but that no passenger, mail or baggage

car belonging to this company running in this State has been heated

by stoves since the passage of the law prohibiting their use.

Second. We find no difficulty in heating passenger cars with

steam taken from the locomotive. The only device in use on this

road is the Martin. The coupling, however, is far from perfect;

the slip joints wear loose and leak ; the ball joints are defective in

construction and the asbestos disks are liable to tear apart in un-

coupling, but with time and experience no doubt all these defects

will be remedied.

The cost is less, but how much it is impossible to say. There is

so much surplus energy developed in a locomotive engine that it is

difficult to measure the additional coal used for heating purposes.

Third. My own opinion is, if it is desirable to have a uniform

system of coupling, that the best way to bring it about is to ask the

trunk line executive committee to appoint a committee of mechanical

experts to consider the whole question, and recommend a coupling

which on the whole seems to them the best.

Fourth. It is our intention to equip the rest of our cars, pas-

senger and baggage, with the Martin system as fast as possible.

Probably during the winter our whole equipment will be changed.

Fifth. The greater part of our cars are lighted with the Page

and Williams lamps, which burn mineral sperm oil three hundred

degrees fire test. We have, however, two trains running between

Boston and New York lighted by electricity. Without taking into

consideration the cost of maintaining storage batteries, electricity

costs about ten times as much per burner as oil. How much ad-

ditional is to be charged to the batteries we are not able at present

to tell, for their life is not yet determined, but we have information

sufficient to warrant us in saying that in the present state of the art

this method of lighting cannot come into general use.

Sixth. I am not aware that any accident has happened on this

road during the past five years occasioned by our methods of light-

ing.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BLISS, President.

Hon. George G. Ckocker, Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners.
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Boston & Maine Railroad,

General Manager's Office,

Boston, Dec. 21, 1887.

To the Honorable Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Gentlemen : — Referring to your inquiry iu relation to the equip-

ment of cars for heating purposes, I will say that I am equipping

our passenger cars with Baker and Johnson heaters as fast as it is

possible for our men to apply them. We have now, in all, 260 cars

equipped with these heaters. We have one with a Spear heater and

two with Salmon heaters. We have 104 cars more, which we are

proceeding to equip as rapidly as possible. I have not yet made

application for any steam-heating apparatus which receives its heat

from steam from the locomotive, although I have arranged with Mr.

Sewall of the Sewall Car Heater Co. to test his system upon our

through trains, which extend through to Bangor, over the Maine

Central Railroad. Our Lowell system has now running 72 Baker

heaters, 18 Johnson, 32 Spear, 3 Creamer and 14 Chilson stoves.

On this system we are applying Baker Perfected heaters as fast as

possible, and have arranged with Charles Sherburne of Boston to

equip one train on the Central Massachusetts Railroad with the

Sewall steam heating system. I have not progressed as rapidly as I

expected to in the application of Baker and Johnson heaters, but am

putting them in as fast as we can secure heaters. I am putting in

more of the Baker than the Johnson, for the reason that there is a

difference in the price of about $60.

Yours truly,

JAMES T. FURBER, General Manager.

Boston & Providence Railroad Corporation,

President's Office, Boston, Dec. 2, 1887.

George G. Crocker, Esq., Chairman Honorable Board of Railroad Com-

missioners.

gIR :
— in reply to your circular of Nov. 28, 1887, I would say :

—
First. The present " outfit" of this road as relates to cars fitted

for taking steam from the locomotive is as follows :
—

Eighteen Sewall, 20 Gold and 17 Boston & Providence— 55 in all.

Second. As we operate three different systems in combination,

we can give no statement in regard to the relative efficiency of one

or the other, nor have we had sufficient experience to compare steam

heating with the old system of individual heaters or stoves.
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Third. We use the Sewall coupler.

On Wednesday last, November 30, a committee of railroad clubs

from the Eastern, Middle and Western States met at Buffalo to con-

sider the subject of steam couplers. Mr. George Richards, the

master mechanic of this road, was present, and reports that after a

session of four hours the committee adjourned, to meet in New York
at some future time. No decision was arrived at, but the sentiment

of the meeting was in favor of using rubber hose rather than metallic

pipe between the cars. It would therefore seem that the best

method of securing uniformity of steam coupler still remains an

open question.

Fourth. We shall continue to equip cars with steam heating

apparatus as rapidly as possible.

Fifth. We have never made any experiments with electricity for

lighting cars. We light by mineral sperm oil. Some of the Wag-
ner cars on the Shore Line and all on the Stonington Boat Line

burn Pintsch gas.

Sixth. No accident has ever occurred on this road from the

methods of lighting in use.

I beg to hand you herewith copy of a letter addressed to the super-

intendent by Mr. Stone of the Providence, Warren & Bristol Rail-

road. This road is but 14^ miles long, and all the cars are stored

in Bristol, where they are under cover.

Yours respectfully,

HENRY A. WHITNEY, President.

[Copt.]

Providence, "Warren & Bristol Railroad Company.
Providence E. I., Dec. 1, 1887.

A. A. Folsom, Esq., Superintendent Boston & Providence Railroad.

Dear Sir :— Yours of loth ult., asking me to give my views and expe-
rience with the Gold heater, came duly to hand. In reply I will say that

to-day is the first day since we put the heaters in when it has been cold
• enough to give them a fair trial. This morning the thermometer registered

six degrees above zero and we had no difficulty in keeping the cars warm.
In fact the conductor said the only comfortable place he could find this

morning was inside the cars.

As you know, trains from Bristol take on at Warren two Old Colony
cars which are not fitted with the heaters, so that on leaving Warren we
have no connection with the locomotive to the heaters; notwithstanding

this the cars were perfectly comfortable all the way up. The 7.30 a.m.

train from Providence found the cars so comfortable that steam was shut

off before leaving and not turned on again during the trip to Bristol.
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The storage feature of the Gold system, you will remember, was the

feature which determined us to adopt this method of heating, as without

this we could not keep the cars warm while the locomotive connection was
severed. We keep the cars warm during the night by means of an under-

ground connection from the engine house to the car house,— steam being

taken from the locomotives.

Undoubtedly, any of the systems will keep the cars warm while con-

nected with the locomotive, but when this connection is broken, as while

train is taking on passengers at terminals or by putting a car between loco-

motive and train which is not equipped, as is often clone, I think trouble

will be found with all except the Gold.

Without expressing any opinion as to the proiDer coupling to be adopted

I will only say that, whatever coupling is to be the standard, it seems to me
that as the coupling is the lowest place in the pipes, they should be properly

trapped and for this Mr. Gold holds letters-patent.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) Watekman Stone,

Superintendent.

Boston, Kevere Beach & Lynn Railroad,

350 Atlantic Avenue,
Boston, Dec. 3, 1887.

To the Board of Railroad Commissioners of Massachusetts.

Gentlemen: — In response to your circular of 28th ult., the

undersigned is authorized to make reply giving the information re-

quested in said circular under the specific heads therein mentioned,

as follows :
—

First. Our present outfit for heating cars, and changes made since

previous return.

We have made the radical change of removing all stoves and fire-

heaters from our cars and substituting therefor a system of heating

by steam from the locomotive,— said system being of our own

design and workmanship. To this end we have equipped all our

locomotive engines, — ten in number, — also twenty-three of our

passenger cars, being all that we are ever called upon to use during

winter time, with the requisite apparatus for permitting steam of low

pressure to circulate through the radiator pipes of the cars.

A brief description of our system is as follows : A main steam

supply pipe is carried from locomotive to rear of train, with suitable

couplings and hose connections between cars. The main steam-pipe

leaves the boiler near the top of the dome and, passing down outside

and in front of cab, thence extends to couplings at rear of tender.

A common globe valve (Jenkins pattern), with large hand wheel in
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the cab, allows steam to be admitted into the pipe at any pressure,

from one pound upward. We find no difficulty in adjusting this

valve to any pressure desired ; but to make sure that under no cir-

cumstances can steam above a certain pressure, say ten or fifteen

pounds, enter the train pipes, we place a small " pop" safety valve

on the main pipe below the regulating valve, set at the limit fixed

upon, with a pressure gauge set just over the engineer's front win-

dow in the cab. The main pipe is continued under each car its

entire length, on the side opposite to that of the air-brake pipes and

hose.

The lowest point of the main pipe is at the centre of the car

where branches ascend to the radiators (one on each side) , which

are simply elongated loops of two-inch pipes extending under the

seats along the "truss plank" to each end of the car, and thence

returning on a proper grade to the middle of the car, whence the

drip pipes convey the water of condensation to a frost proof steam-

trap below the car floor. A stop-cock is placed in the main supply

pipe at each end of every car, also steam admission valves are

placed under the middle seats on each side, whereby the steam can

be shut off from either radiator, or from the entire car, at pleasure

and independently of any other car of the train. Thermometers

are placed in each car. We allow about 125 square feet of heating

surface to each car.

In addition to the above-described train attachments we have

arranged at each terminal station a system of steam supply pipes,

with branches for each track on which cars stand at night or are laid

off as spare during the day, said pipes being connected in the one

case with the locomotives that are put up under steam in the round-

house near by, and in the other case with the boiler of a hoisting

engine at our coal wharf ; the object of this arrangement being to

supply steam to trains or spare cars when disconnected from the

engine, this service being at night time attended to by the watch-

men. It is only needed, however, during extreme cold weather, and

chiefly in order that the cars may be well warmed at the very

moment they are needed for use and to prevent the possibility of

annoyance and delay in getting trains properly steam-coupled and
in good working condition for the early morning trips. All steam-

pipes exposed to the atmosphere, both on the cars and locomotives

and at the terminal stations, are carefully covered with approved

non-conducting material,— first, sheet-asbestos ; then alternate layers

of hair-felt and asbestos ; the whole covered with paper and canvas,

painted.

The work of equipping our trains with steam-heating appliances

was begun about the middle of September last, and finished in work-
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ing order the 18th of October. Owing to the short time available,

considerable outside labor had to be hired at prices much higher

than our own rates of wages. The total cost, however, of our steam-

heating system, including all labor and materials, patterns, coup-

lings, cutting and fitting, removing stoves and heaters, etc., has

averaged $70 per locomotive and $170 per car.

Second. As to the practical working of the steam heating system

as adopted by us. and its relative economy and efficiency as com-

pared with our old system of individual heaters or stoves.

Our method of practice has been to place the master-mechanic in

full charge of the system in its operation and maintenance, to whom
the men report when repairs are needed, and from whom they receive

specific instructions from time to time. The engineer of the train

sees that a proper supply of steam is furnished and is responsible

for the proper adjustment and handling of all cocks and valves, ex-

clusive of those inside the cars, which are under the control of the

conductor. As a rule the engineer is able to control the proper

amount of heat for his train simply by setting his regulating valve to

the necessary pressure. We dispense with the expensive and fre-

quently unreliable " reducing-pressure " valve, since by using a com-

mon globe-valve with a large hand-wheel, for fine adjustment, in

connection with a sensitive pressure gauge, we can easily obtain any

given pressure from half a pound upward, by pound or half-pound

increments, or at once. In the severest weather thus far experi-

enced this season (6° above zero), we have had occasion to use only

eight to ten pounds pressure for a train of four cars, and usually

from one to five pounds is abundant. Unless there is much wind we

find that a car is comfortable when the thermometer shows 00°,

warm at 65° and hot at 70°. If the wind is blowing hard about 3°

higher temperature seems necessary to produce equal comfort.

In point of uniform distribution of heat throughout the car. steam-

heat is far superior to stove-heat, and there also seems to be a freer

railiation of heat from the steam-pipes as compared with those of

hot-water heaters, so that passengers need never be troubled with

cold feet. As to the economy of steam in comparison with stoves

or heaters, we think that but little if any saving is effected over the

old systems. The cost to us of train fuel in previous seasons has

been, annually, about ten per cent, of our recent outlay for steam-

heating plant, and this amount could probably be saved if the ex-

pense of steam-heating were confined simply to supplying steam

from the locomotive to heat trains, since we fail, as yet, to see any

appreciable increase in locomotive fuel used on this account. But

we find it advisable at present to employ a man to act as inspector,

who is expected to remedy small defects as they may arise, replace
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hose, make slight repairs, attend to the auxiliary heating at terminal

stations when the weather requires it and to see that the apparatus

is kept up to a good standard of efficiency. There should be added

to this the cost of extra fuel for auxiliary heating. Taking these

items into account, it is not likely that we can fairly reckon more

than two per cent, on the cost of the plant as saved in expense of

train heating by substituting steam for stoves.

The plan of heating trains by steam is one that presents peculiar

difficulties which are only to be overcome by patient attention, care-

ful and intelligent supervision and the substantial acquisition of this

new art on the part of the train bauds and other employees con-

cerned in its application. These difficulties are not great until the

thermometer begins to fall considerably below the freezing point.

Even then there is little trouble while the train is running and steam

is circulating freeky through the cars. When the locomotive is de-

tached, however, for any length of time the couplings must be sepa-

rated so that hose may drain and prevent freezing, and if traps are

used they must be frost proof. There is also danger that in extreme

cold weather the steam may be carried at too low pressure, causing

sluggish circulation and failing to force along the water, which is

thus liable to accumulate and freeze at the lowest or most exposed

points ; or this result may occur from the cocks or valves being left

almost closed instead of wide open. During the recent brief period

of severe weather we had very little trouble with our system ; but

one car was for a short time disabled and this was due to the night

watchman, who had not at the time become familiar with his new

duties, failing to see that the water was occasionally blown off during

the night from his supply pipes, — its presence checking the flow and

pressure of steam and finally allowing ice to form in the hose con-

nections and drip-pipe at entrance to trap. None of the traps them-

selves were frozen up, and there was no trouble with the hose

couplings.

The difficulties thus far met with and overcome give assurance of

the complete success of the system adopted, and we have no desire

to return to the former method of heating. Steam easily bears the

palm as regards safety, comfort and convenience, and seems equally

well adapted to suburban or long distance service ; furthermore,

owing to the ease with which the heat can be controlled, it would

seem to be particularly advantageous in those extensive sections of

the country where an extremely cold temperature rarely prevails. It

gives increased seating capacity, a uniform distribution of heat, —
which can be quickly increased or diminished at pleasure, — and

entire freedom from coal dust and ashes.

Third. As to the form of steam-pipe coupler used by us and its
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working in actual daily practice, together with suggestions in regard

to the best method of securing uniformity of steam-coupler, or such

arrangement or device as will render it possible for cars of different

roads to be brought into the same train, irrespective of which end of

a car is presented to the next one, so that all may be heated by steam

from the locomotive. We early recoguized the fact that a good, effi-

cient and thoroughly reliable steam-coupling for connecting the pipes

between contiguous cars and between locomotive and train, that

should not require constant watching and tinkering to keep tight and

that would couple and uncouple readily by hand when cars were stand-

ing, and would part automatically when locomotive or cars were

detached from train, was the sine qua non of steam-heating. In our

case these conditions were very important, owing to the constant

manipulation of the couplings made necessary by our short runs,

each locomotive being obliged to turn and shift a dozen or more

times a day, besides frequently taking on and laying off extra cars.

Inasmuch as none of the devices offered to us seemed adapted to our

requirements, we were compelled to invent one that should the

better suit our needs, and fortunately succeeded in producing a

coupling that although extremely simple has thus far fulfilled the

conditions we have mentioned, and still continues to do its work to

our entire satisfaction. It consists simply of a hollow conical plug,

with slight taper, fitting into a corresponding socket, the end of the

plug pressed against a rubber gasket at base of socket by steel

springs on the socket portion, making a perfect steam-tight joint

which is further secured by a ring gasket recessed midway in the ball

of the socket. The springs are adjusted to allow easy coupling by

hand, riding over the shoulder of the male end, but resist tendency

of the couplings to blow apart even under fifty or sixty pounds of

steam, yet at the same time permit a moderate strain on the hose,

not over twenty-five pounds, to pull the couplings apart automati-

cally when train parts or locomotive is detached.

The male and female coupling, however, is not the form most

likely to meet with favor as a standard coupling for universal use,

for when terminal Y's are used by which the entire train is turned,

end for end, and cars are afterward taken on or left at junction

points, or where different roads exchange cars, it would be necessary

to carry a male and female coupling on each end of every car as

well as on locomotive tenders to avoid miscoupling ; hence the stand-

ard coupler for general use should couple perfectly with itself on the

principle of a car coupler, or as the right hand of one person per-

fectly fits and grasps the right hand of another person. Such a

coupler we have recently perfected and are about to put in use. It

is in two forms : one combining the male and female parts in itself
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with a bifurcated steam-passage, and the other on the butt-joint prin-

ciple either with single or double steam-ways. In both we retain the

spring principle of causing endwise or longitudinal pressure against

the face of gaskets, and to allow of automatic uncoupling, with pro-

vision also for easily parting the couplings by hand when cars are

standing still.

We are also turning our attention to obtaining a substitute for

rubber hose, which while it has many excellent and valuable qualities

does not possess sufficient durability. Of the different forms tried,

a plain four-ply steam-lined hose seems to give best satisfaction.

The metal connections thus far introduced require so many parts and

joints to yield to all the complex motions of contiguous cars, that it

is very difficult to keep them tight, and, when the water of condensa-

tion freezes the metal surfaces together, trouble is sure to result

when cars separate. The steam-way in these connections is also

much obstructed.

As to the method of ascertaining what form of coupling might

best be recommended as the standard appliance, it would seem that

a series of exhaustive tests with a number of different couplings on

a trial train, conducted in the coldest weather and under all possible

conditions of actual service, would go far toward settling the ques-

tion. A preliminary classification followed by subjecting the differ-

ent devices to simpler forms of tests— such as a continued exposure

to a very cold atmosphere under a high steam pressure to test tight-

ness, the steam being then cut off, say for twelve or fifteen hours to

test for freezing up — might result in reducing the really meritorious

devices to a small number to be submitted to the final test upon a

train in motion. The train test should include two days, in order

that after standing cold all night the behavior of the different coup-

lings in warming up the train the next day might be noted.

By way of contributing our mite toward such a determination, we

ask leave to state what we have been led to consider the essential

points of a good steam-coupler, as follows :
—

First. It should be steam tight. This is, of course, of para-

mount importance. If the coupling is not steam tight, and if it

does not remain so after severe and constant use, it is a complete

failure from the start. To secure tightness we think it is neces-

sary that some form of gasket or elastic packing be employed—
not easily displaced or lost — and that the shrinkage of said

gasket be compensated for and taken up by the automatic action of

the parts pressing against the gasket ; also, that the interlocked

parts have sufficient bearing surface to secure not only a good work-

ing fit, but also steadiness or rigidity of the parts when coupled, pre-

venting motion, vibration and wearing of the metal surfaces in
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contact ; and, furthermore, the parts should be firmly held together

under all conditions and exigencies of* service, allowing neither a

sligbt separation causing leakage, nor the blowing apart of the coup-

lings altogether.

Second. It must be simple, of the fewest possible parts, free from

complication, its use and manipulation easily understood and applied

by the average train man, and so perfectly obvious in its design and

operation as to require no special teaching on the part of the men
wdio are to handle it. This is particularly desirable in case of the

interchange of cars running over several roads and passing into the

control of successive gangs of train men. There must also be such

simplicity of design as shall reduce the cost of maintenance and re-

pairs to a minimum ; small parts, essential, but liable to be detached,

tampered with, broken or lost, — screw-threads, nuts, bolts, retain-

ing rings, ground joints, packing glands, spiral springs, levers,

chains, etc.,— must be avoided.

Third. It must be strong and durable, able to stand rough usage

without breaking or disturbing the adjustment of parts or causing

leaks ; and there should be no weak or delicately made parts which

either invite abuse, fail when most needed, or give constant trouble

to keep in efficiency.

Fourth. It should couple and uncouple by hand with the greatest

ease and without the necessity of separating the cars in order to do

so ; and it must be done without an}? rotating or twisting motion.

Furthermore, the hose should uncouple automatically without the

intervention of the hand or any appendage that might be easily lost

or unfastened, such as a slack chain, cam-lever, etc., the uncoupling

being done simply by a comparatively slight strain on the hose, as

the cars pull apart, with no possibility of breaking the hose or injur-

ing the couplings themselves.

Fifth. It should consist of only two coupling members ; that is,

one on each piece of hose or pipe, without the intervention of a

third member such as is used in the so-called "double" couplings.

In such couplings the third or middle member, into which the other

two fit, is liable to be detached and lost, thus rendering the other

two parts useless.

Sixth. There should be a sufficient protection against the exposed

parts of the coupling at the tail-end of the train becoming coated

with ice and sleet, or filled up with sand, gravel, etc., which, either

by freezing on to the exposed parts or by filling up the sockets,

grooves or recesses, etc., make it difficult or impossible to couple on

the steam hose of another car or to make the joint steam-tight, be-

sides injuring the gaskets and bearing surfaces.

Seventh. It should be universal ; that is, the same form of coup-
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ling should be applicable to each end of the car, being so constructed

that its parts will perfectly interchange with and fit into, or interlock

with, the opposite parts of the same kind of coupling, reversed,

the same as the Miller or Janney types of car couplers.

This will avoid the necessity of carrying two different kinds of

couplings on each end of cars and locomotives, so that they will

couple when turned round or end for end, and so placed in a differ-

ent position relative to the other cars in the train.

Fourth. As to further improvements in our heating outfit we do

not consider that any will be needed, save in matters of detail such

as experience may render advisable. We are carefully watching the

operation of our system and are seeking to make it a practical suc-

cess in every respect. Our studies will be in the direction of sim-

plicity and durability, together with greater ease and economy in

maintenance.

Fifth. As to our system of lighting cars, kinds of lamps and

oil used, and in regard to electric lighting. We use, as required by

law, an oil having a so-called fire-test of not less than 300° Fahren-

heit. It is a product of petroleum, made from a refuse grade of

stock far inferior in burning qualities to that of the ordinary

" safety" oil of 150° or 160° fire test. It gives a much poorer light

and is, in the opinion of competent experts, not a whit safer than

160° oil. In the latter, the flame while whiter and more luminous is

not so tenacious, and, if a lamp is thrown down or broken, is more

likely to go out than in the case of the former ; while, if the flame

comes in contact with the oil, the one kind will burn as readily as

the other, — the poorer grade (300° oil) burning with a fiercer heat.

The flame of the 300° oil is of a dull yellow, and the lamps and wicks

require more care in order to get good results. We have been

informed that in the original draft of the statute (chap. 112, sect.

172) the igniting test was made 150° instead of 300°, but changed

at the instance of a manufacturer, who, at the time, had exclusive

control of the process of making that grade of oil, to which the poor

quality of light frequently complained of by passengers may be in

large measure traceable.

The kind of lamps used by us is chiefly the ordinary two-light car

lamp, each wick fed by a small tube from a central fount, which with

the body of the lamp is made of spun metal, brass or bronze. We
also use in our summer cars metal lamps set in a square case with

glass sides and lantern top, to prevent the lights blowing out by the

constant draughts present when windows and doors are wide open,

as is usually the case during the season, those cars are run. We
have had no experience with methods of lighting cars by electricity

or eras.
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Sixth. In regard to accidents resulting from our methods of

lighting cars, we are pleased to be able to say that we have had no

accident within the past five years, nor since the opening of the

road, that could be traced, either directly or indirectly, to the means

which have been emplo}Ted for lighting cars.

Respectfully,

C. A. HAMMOND,
Superintendent.

Boston, Dec. 5, 1887.

Cheshire Kailroad Company,
Office of General Manager,

Keene, N. H., Dec. 3, 1887.

George G. Crocker, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners of

Massachusetts, Boston.

Dear Sir :— In reply to your circular of 28th ult. we have to

say,—
First. Our passenger cars are equipped for heating with the

" Howard passenger car heater," the " Eaton car stoves," and the

" Spear heater" with pipes and registers the entire length of cars.

The first two styles of heaters are for burning wood and the last

for coal ; all our car heaters are firmly bolted to the car floors. The
doors to the Howard and Eaton heaters are secured with chains

besides the usual door fastenings. The Spear heaters are fastened

with combs. We have made no change since last June.

Second. We have made, as yet, no plan or system of heating by

steam from the locomotive boiler.

Third. Not using steam pipes yet.

Fourth. As soon as a system of hose and couplings can be

adopted that will interchange with cars of connecting roads, we pro-

pose heating cars of this company by steam from the locomotives,

as our cars run through on other roads each side of us, and their

cars over this road. We have been slow as to the system to be

adopted, and are examining and conferring with them for uni-

formity.

Fifth. We use mineral sperm oil (so called) of 300° fire test in

centre and side lamps in all passenger cars used on this road ; have

had no experience of lighting by electricity.

Sixth. Have had no accidents from heating and lighting this way.

Very truly yours,

R. STEWART,
General Manager.
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Connecticut Eiver Railroad Company,
President's Office,

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 14, 1887.

George G. Crocker, Chairman Railroad Commissioners, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir:— In answer to your circular of November 28, we

enclose a statement of our present outfit for heating cars, in com-

parison with that of August 4.

August 4 December 14.

Passenger cars, steam heat, . .
'

. . . . 11 14

Combination cars, steam heat, 6 9

Baggage cars, steam heat, 1

Total, ....
Passenger cars, Eaton stoves, .

Combination cars, Eaton stoves,

Baggage cars, Eaton stoves,

Total, ....
Passenger cars, Spear Hot Air Heater,

Combination cars, Spear Hot Air Heater,

Total,

Baggage cars, Baker Heater,

Baggage cars, common cast iron box stove,

Mail cars, Chilson Heater,

17

8

7

15

9

1

10

3

1

24

5

3

1

9

1

10

1

2

Second. On the fourth day of August, in reply to a previous

circular which we received from you, we stated that we were using

the Emerson steam system for heating our local trains. This system

we shall apply this winter to all of our own cars in our through

trains. In this reply which we made to you August 4, we answered

fully, we think, the inquiry which you make in the second request

contained in your circular of November 28.

Third. We have used a flexible pipe with our coupler. Our ex-

perience thus far leads us to prefer such a pipe to a metallic pipe

coupler. The flexible pipes are lighter, more easily handled, and

when broken, can be replaced at once by the train men. The

improved flexible coupling which we are now receiving are much
more durable than those we first used, and are very inexpensive.

We have had no experience in coupling our system with the system

used by other roads, and have no suggestions to make which are not

apparent to every one. It is fair to suppose that the best coupling

in the end will become universal.

Fifth. All of our cars, except as hereinafter mentioned, are

lighted with Williams, Page & Company single and double oil lamps,
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the single lamps having a glass fount, the double lamps a copper

fount. The oil used is " mineral sperm," 300 degrees fire 'test.

For several months past we have experimented with a plan for

lighting our cars with electricity, produced by a dynamo operated

in the baggage car of the train. The dynamo is operated by a small

rotary engine, with power supplied through a tube from the locomo-

tive. The amount of power taken from the engine is still undeter-

mined, but the engineer reports that the loss of power is not

sufficient to be appreciated in the ordinary working of the engine.

Three to four cars are generally used in this train, with ten to twelve

lights in each car. Connected with this plan is a storage on each

train, capable of supplying sufficient electricity for one or two hours,

to maintain the light when the train is still and the rotary engine

and dynamo are not in operation. The supply for this storage is

takeu from the surplus electricity generated by the dynamo, aud not

used in lighting the cars, while the dynamo is in operation. The

shifting from the dynamo to the storage is instantaneous, and not

noticeable by the passengers. The lighting of the cars and the care

of this system is usually entrusted to a brakeman on the train. It

is easily understood ; the machinery seems to be durable and not

easily put out of order. We are still experimenting with this system,

and single train, and up to the present time are favorably impressed

with it.

Yours very truly,

N. A. LEONARD, President.

Fitchburg Railroad,

General Superintendent's Oefice,

Boston, Mass.", Dec. 3, 1887.

George G.< Crocker, Esq., Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners,

No. 20 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir:— In reply to your circular of November 28th, I have

to say,

—

First. Our passenger equipment is at present provided with

heaters and stoves as follows: 11 Baker heaters, 11 Westinghouse

standard steam heaters, 6 Johnson steam heaters, 1 Searle steam

heater, 60 Spear hot air heaters, 6 Creamer hot air heaters, 10G

Spear stoves, 34 Railroad King stoves, 48 Chilson's Cone Disk

stoves, and 11 cars are equipped with the Sewall system of steam

from the locomotive. The Westinghouse standard steam heaters

can be used to heat with steam from the locomotive. This shows an
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increase of 5 Westinghouse standard steam heaters and 7 cars

equipped with the Sewall system of steam from the locomotive since

last report.

Second. The Sewall system of heating cars with steam from the

locomotive is the only system of the kind which we have in use on

the road. It is working fairly well, but we have not had experience

enough with it to form an}7 opinion as to the question of economy

and efficiency of this system, as compared with the old system of

heaters or stoves.

Third. We are at present using what is known as the Sewall form

of coupler. It works well, and we believe it answers every purpose.

I understand that there is a committee appointed, composed of offi-

cers of some of the principal railroads, for the purpose of investi-

gating and considering the merits of the various couplings, with a

view to ascertain which is the best, and securing its general adop-

tion.

Fourth. We shall put in 12 Baker heaters this winter, which can

be used to heat the cars with steam from the locomotive. The im-

provements which we shall make during the coming summer will

depend upon the result of the experiments which are now being tried

on this road, and also those which are being made on other

roads.

Fifth. Our cars are all lighted by kerosene oil of 300° test. All

the lamps used in our passenger cars are those made by Williams,

Page & Co., Sherburne & Co. and Adams & Westlake. We have

not any cars lighted by electricity.

Sixth. I do not remember of any accident which has occurred on

this road during the past five years, caused by the lights in our

passenger cars.

Respectfully,

JOHN ADAMS,
General Superintendent.

[Copy.]

Graftox Centre Railroad, Graftox, Dec. 2, 1887.

We are using a Chilson car heater (approved by the commis-

sioners) on our car.

Yours truly,

A. Q. HOWE, Treasurer.
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Office of Vice-President and General Manager,
Housatonic Railroad Company,

Bridgeport, Conn., Dec. 9, 1S87.

George G. Crocker, Esq., Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners,

Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir : — Below find answers to the questions contained in

your circular letter of November 28, concerning the method of heat-

ing and lighting the passenger ears of this company :
—

First. Present outfit, thirty-five passenger cars equipped with

" Baker's" inside car heaters, and piped for salt water circulation.

(Five cars added since last report.) Seventeen mail, baggage and

caboose cars equipped with " Spear's " heaters. (Eight cars added

to list.)

Second. None used.

Third. None used.

Fourth. The same as connecting roads adopt, if they find them

a success.

Fifth. Three hundred degrees fire test kerosene oil in lamps.

Sixth. No accident of any kind has ever happened on this road

from the methods of lighting now in use.

Respectfully,

WILLIAM A. STEVENSON,
Vice-President and General Manager.

New York & New England Railroad Company,

General Superintendent's Office,

244 Federal Street, Boston, Mass., Dec. 6, 1887.

To the Honorable Board of Railroad Commissioners, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir : — Referring to your circular of November 28, which

did not reach me iu time to reply by the 5th, as requested,

—

In June we reported 87 cars with Spear heaters ; we have now 109.

"We reported 170 cars with cast iron and cast and sheet iron

stoves ; we now have 44.

We reported four hot water heaters ; we now have three. (One

of the cars reported in June as hot water will appear later as having

the Safety Car Heating and Lighting System.)

In June we had two coaches and one baggage car heated with

steam from the engine, by the Sewall system ; we have the same

now.
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Steam and hot air from the locomotive, three ; we have now eleven

heated with steam and hot water heated from the locomotive and are

fitting up eleven more.

In June we had seven baggage cars with cast iron stoves and

twelve with cast and sheet iron stoves ; we have now one heated by

the Sewall system, two fitted with the Safety Car Heating and

Lighting Company's system, and fifteen stoves. (We have been

obliged, at the request of the United States government, to put a

stove in a car on account of mail, making one more.)

We had six express cars heated with stoves ; we have six now.

I would say that we have been delayed in making these changes

by difficulty iu getting the necessary material and have crowded it

as fast as we could, and we expect to continue making changes. We
think we will succeed in getting heat by the Sewall system and by
the New York Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company's system

also. It is too early for us to report as to the economy of these

systems and also a little too soon to be absolutely certain of their

entire efficiency.

We are using in couplers, the New York Safety Car Heating and
Lighting Company's coupling and the Sewall coupler, and have tried

the Westinghouse air brake coupler. All the couplings are tight

and seem to work well. We are inclined to consider the Westing-

house favorably because it is well known and easily handled, while

with the others, more or less has to be learned about them.

We expect to continue improvements in our outfit for heatino- as

rapidly as we can until we have improved heaters in all our cars.

We light our cars with lamps, burning 300° fire-test oil, and have
never known of any accident from their use. We have no experi-

ence in the use of electricity for lighting cars.

Yours respectfully,

A. A. JACKSON,
General Superintendent.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company,
Superintendent's Office, Northampton Division,

New Haven, Conn., Dec. 19, 1887.

Hon. Geo. G. Crocker, Chairman, etc., Boston.

Dear Sir:— Replying to your circular letter of the 28t ult.

relative to heating passenger cars,

—

We have removed the stoves from all our cars except the Baker
heater and Spear stoves. We have tried on this road no steam
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device, as this road is now run as a part of the system of the New-

York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company. Their report on

this subject will be taken to answer for us as to the future.

Yours, etc.,

CHAS. N. YEAMANS.

New London Northern Railroad,

Superintendent's Office,

New London, Conn., Dec. 13, 1887.

Geo. G. Crocker, Chairman, 20 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir: — Answering your circular letter of Nov. 28th, would

sayjn reply to first inquiry that our present outfit consists of com-

mon stoves, Baker and Creamer heaters. The Bakers have been

added since last report.

To second and third inquiry I can give no information, as we

have no system of steam heating on this road.

To fourth inquiry would state that we hope to add one or two

more Baker heaters during the coming winter. And I also hope to

have our people experiment with at least one train in steam heating
;

but that is not yet definitely decided. What will be done the coming

summer I am unable to state at this time. Our method of lighting

cars is from lamps of the Williams & Page or E. S. Greeley & Com-

pany pattern with 300° fire test burning oil.

To sixth inquiry would state that I have no knowledge that we

have ever had any accident occurring from the present method of

lighting.

Yours truly,

C. F. SPAULDING,
Superintendent

.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company,
General Superintendent's Office,

New Haven, Dec. 20, 1887.

George G. Crocker, Esq., Chairman Board of Bailroad Commissioners

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir : — Replying to }^our circular letter of November 28th,

I enclose you herewith copy of report made by our master car builder.

Yours, etc.,

O. M. SHEPARD,
General Superintendent.
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[Copt.]

Car Department,
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company,

New Haven, Conn., Dec. 19, 1887.

Dear Sir : — In reply to questions as asked in enclosed circular from
Board ofjEailroad Commissioners of the State of Massachusetts would
state :

—
First. The passenger and baggage cars are now equipped with either

Baker & Smith or Spear heaters. At the time of our last report some few
of the cars were equipped with stoves. These have now been removed and

replaced with Spear heaters.

Second and third. We are at present testing two different systems of

heating cars by steanffrom the locomotive,— one train being equipped with

the Henney system and one with the Wilder system,—but it is too early as

yet to determine the efficiency of either of these systems as compared with

heaters.

Foui'th. I have no information that any improvements in outfit for heat-

ing are intended during the coming winter or summer.

Fifth. Our cars are lighted by double centre lamps, central fount. Oil

used, mineral sperm, 300° fire test. We are testing the Frost system of

lighting cars by gas, which is giving satisfactory results.

Sixth. There has never been an accident on this road resulting from the

methods of lighting cars.

Yours truly,

(Signed) James Denver,
Master' Car Builder.

Old Colony Railroad, Office of General Manager,
Boston, Mass., Dec. 7, 1887.

Hon. George G. Crocker, Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners,

Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir : — In reply to your circular letter of November 28 I

submit the following statements :
—

First. The outfit for heating passenger cars on this road prior to

Oct. 1, 1887, was as follows :

—

No. of passenger cars with Johnson Hot Water Heater, . . .161
baggage " " " " ...
passenger " " Thayer Steam Heater, .... 2

passenger " " locked stoves (as heretofore approved), . 85

baggage " " " " " " «
. 33

Since October 1 the following changes have been made : The
Johnson heater has been put into fifty-one passenger and two baggage

cars ; the New York Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company's
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system (steam from locomotive) has been applied to three passenger

and one baggage car ; the Bewail system (steam from locomotive)

has been applied to six passenger and two baggage cars, and the

outfit is now :
—

Johnson Hot Water Heater in 212 passenger cars.

" " " " 2 baggage "

Thayer Steam Heater in 2 passenger "

New York Safety Heater (steam from locomotive), . 3 " "

" " " " " " "
. 1 baggage "

Sewall system (steam from locomotive), . . . 6 passenger "

" " " " " ... 2 baggage "

Locked stoves (as heretefore approved),* ... 47 passenger "

" " " " " ... 28 baggage "

Second. As to the practical working of the systems of heating

by steam from the locomotive, —
The New York Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company's sys-

tem has not, so far as tried, proved entirely satisfactory. The com-

pany is experimenting upon improvements.

The Sewall system is thus far working fairly well

As to economy, the systems for continuous heating would proba-

bly show as favorably as any system of heating each car independ-

ently.

Third. The form of steam-pipe coupling used is the " Sewall,"

and I believe it makes a simple, economical and safe union between

the cars.

Fourth. We are intending to continue the equipment of our cars

with the Johnson hot water heater during the winter, or until the

system of continuous heating shows greater practicability than has

thus far been developed. What we shall do during the coming sum-

mer will depend entirely on the experience gained, during this win-

ter, with the systems in use.

Fifth. Our cars are all lighted with lamps made to burn 300° ker-

osene oil. We have one car that has been lighted by the incandes-

cent electric light.

Sixth. There has been no aceident, to my knowledge, since the

road has been in operation, that was caused by our method of light-

ing the cars.

Very truly yours,

J. R. KENDRICK,
General Manager.

* The apparent discrepancy in the number of cars heated with stoves is accounted for

by the fact that thirteen of the Johnson heaters, recently added to the equipment, were

put into new cars which had been running daring the summer without heaters of any

kind. Most of the cars *with stoves are spare cars used only in case of necessity.
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Providence & Worcester Railroad Company,
Superintendent's Office,

Provdience, E. I., Dec. 5, 1887.

To the Honorable Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Gentlemen: — In conformity to instructions contained in your

circular under date Nov. 28, 1887, I report as follows :
—

Answer to quei'37 first, —
Report of July 3.

2 coaches, Standard Steam Heater.

11 coaches, Johnson Hot Water
Heater.

6 coaches, Spear Hot Air Heater.

22 coaches Chilson stove.

9 smoking cars, Chilson stove.

6 baggage cars, Chilson stove.

1 coach, Westinghouse Heater.

3 mail cars, Johnson Heater.

Present Outfit.

2 coaches, Standard Steam Heater.

11 coaches, Johnson Hot Water
Heater.

6 coaches, Spear Hot Air Heater.

21 coaches, Chilson stove.

6 smoking cars, Chilson stove.

1 baggage car, Chilson stove.

7 coaches, 6 baggage cars, 2 mail,

2 smoking, equipped with Mar-

tin's Anti-Fire Car Heater.

2 coaches and 1 baggage car, being

equipped with Sewall system.

Answer to query second,— we have not used any system of steam

heating a sufficient length of time to demonstrate its practicability or

economy, but have come to the conclusion that to make the sj'stem

a perfect success it will be best for this road to establish, at points

where cars stand any length of time, a steam boiler, so that the

cars can have a continuous connection with a steam-heating appara-

tus. We find that unless this plan is adopted coaches cannot be

properly cleaned, lights kept in order for use and coaches warmed

readily.

Answer to query third,— Martin rigid coupler with slip joint

and ball socket, and Sewall coupler. Uniformity in style of coupler to

be finally adopted is very essential, but we are not ready to ad-

vocate any particular one. Our objection to the Martin coupler is

as follows: First, it is metallic and more or less rigid, the ball

socket and slip joints being so constructed that it will leak steam

after a short period of service ; second, the length of coupler is

such that it becomes a condenser, thus requiring a greater pressure

and more steam to heat the cars. #
Answer to query fourth, — we propose to thoroughly test the

Martin and Sewall systems this coming winter, and if satisfied of

the ulitity of either, will adopt the best system.

Answer to query fifth, — we use 300° fire-test oil, and cannot give
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difference in cost between oil and electricity as we use oil exclu-

sively.

Answer to query sixth,— Never had an accident on this road

from using oil as a means of lighting cars.

I am respectfully yours,

CHARLES HOWARD, Superintendent.

Worcester & Shrewsbury Railroad,

Worcester. Mass. Nov. 30, 1887.

To the Honorable Board Railroad Commissioners.

Gentlemen :— In reply to the questions to be answered in the

circular received this day I will say we have made no changes in the

manner of heating or lighting our cars. For our purpose we find

that it would be a little inconvenient for us to heat by steam from

the locomotive as our run is only three miles long, and disconnecting

so often would cause our cars to be cold most of the time. We
do not contemplate any further changes this winter or any other

time unless it will be advantageous and better so to do. We burn

lamps made by Williams & Page and use the mineral sperm oil,

300° test. We have the Chilson car stove placed in the centre of

the car on the side, fastened very securely through the floor, well-

protected from the woodwork and locked. We have never had

the slightest accident from stoves or from lamps.

Very truly,

L E. BIGELOW, Superintendent.
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[K.]

CIRCULAKS.*

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

No. 20 Beacon Street, Boston, Feb. 21, 1887.

To the General Manager or Superintendent of the Rail-

road.

The Board desires to be informed if all the bridges on your road

and branches are provided with guard rails or guard timbers. Please

state whether you use either or both. If rails are used, describe the

form and method of laying them, and how far from the abutments

of the bridge they extend;' if timbers, state the size, how fastened

and the distance from rail.

An early reply is requested.

Per order of the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

No. 20 Beacon Street, Boston, March 18, 1887.

To the Managers of the Several Railroads in Massachusetts.

You are requested to send to this office, at the earliest practicable

moment, the strain-sheets and records of the first and latest tests

of all the bridges on the roads operated by you.

State also whether any parts of said bridges which are essential

to safety are so covered as to be concealed from inspection. De-

scribe also the style of flooring.

Per order,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

* For circulars in relation to bridges and to the heating and lighting of passenger

cars, see the text of the report and Appendix J.
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Board of Railroad Commissioners.

No. 20 Beacon Street, Dec. 20, 1887.

To the President and Directors of the Railroad Company.

In their report for 1881 the Board recommended to the railroads

of the Commonwealth a consideration of the various forms of guard

rails for bridges, with the hope of securing a more extensive use of

some form of safety guard. Though much has siuce been done in

this direction, and although the bridges of several of the roads are

well provided with efficient guard rails, there is still room for much

improvement. The Board is so impressed with the importance of

this subject that it has given careful consideration to the merits and

defects of the different forms, and it urgently recommends the gen-

eral use of the form herein described.

The object of the guard rail is to prevent a derailed truck from

getting far enough off the track to strike any portion of the girder,

or from becoming twisted so as to lead to further derailment. The

floor of every bridge should, moreover, be so constructed as to be

able to carry safely any derailed car or engine ; and for this purpose

the ties should be substantial timbers, measuring not less than six

by eight inches, and spaced not more than eight, and preferably four

or six inches in the clear. Efficient guard timbers outside of the

rails should also be provided, notched on each tie and bolted at short

intervals,— the object of such timber being to hold the ties in place,

and to keep them from being bunched by a derailed wheel. Instead

of notching the guard timber over the ties it may be simply bolted,

and spacing blocks securely fastened between the ties to keep them

apart.

In addition to such guard timbers, guard rails are requisite, so ar-

ranged as to bring a derailed truck nearly back to its proper position,

and guide it across the bridge without allowing it to deviate more

than a few inches from the rails. For this purpose outside guard

rails and inside guard rails are in common use.

The ordinary arrangement of outside guard rails is as follows : the

guard timbers before described are placed six or eight inches from

the rails, and are sometimes protected with an angle iron fastened to

the corner. At the ends of the bridge, or on each track at the end

at which trains enter upon the bridge, curved rails extend from these

guard timbers, flaring outward and resting on long ties.

The Board recommends the use of the inside guard rail, placed with

a clear space of from seven to ten inches between the heads of the

guard rail and the track rail, securely spiked to the ties, and with

ends running to a point in the centre of the track on the side from
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which trains approach. The distance of this point from the end of

the bridge should vary in different cases, but should hot be less than

thirty feet, and preferably sixty feet on important bridges. If the

approach is on a curve the guard rail should be carried further ; and

on sharp and short curves it is advisable to extend them entirely

around the curve, or to run them to a point thirty or sixty feet from

the bridge, and from this point to carry a single rail in the centre of

the track around the curve. The point of the guard rail should be

protected by an old frog point or by a bevelled wooden block to pre-

vent any hanging chain from catching on the end. The distance

between the track and the guard rails should be sufficient to allow a

wheel to run between them without crowding either rail, or from

seven to ten inches.

The Board considers that this form of guard rail is much more effi-

cient than the outside guard rail in bringing a derailed truck back to

its proper position. On many roads the outside guard rails extend but

a short distance beyond the ends of the bridge, and are frequently

curved abruptly so as to be nearly at right angles with the track.

Furthermore, the long ties on which such guard rails rest are gener-

ally insufficiently bedded in the ballast outside of the rails. The

tendency of such a guard rail is to stop the wheel which strikes it

-and to twist the truck still further, placing it at a greater angle with

the track, and thus tending to increase rather than to diminish the

danger of an accident. The Board consider such guard rails to be

worse than useless, and recommend that they be replaced by inside

guard rails without delay. Outside guard rails of proper length,

slightly curved and properly laid, may accomplish their intended

purpose, but they are wrong in principle, because they are struck by

the wheel at the wrong end of the axle, and if they do their work at

all, they do it at great disadvantage.

The objection is sometimes urged against inside guard rails that a

mischievous person may place an obstruction between the guard and

track rails, or that some obstruction may accidentally get there.

The Board believes that this argument has no practical weight, and

that even if a truck were derailed in this manner, it would by virtue

of the guard rail pass safely across the bridge. A person who de-

sires to wreck a train can find abundant means of doing it more

effectual than this. Further objections are sometimes pleaded that

the use of the snow-plough is rendered difficult, or that a hanging

chain may catch on the point of the guard rail. These also appear

to the Board to have little weight. The points may be protected as

already explained, and the use of the snow-plough is no more inter-

fered with than at any turnout or crossing. Finally, it is sometimes
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urged that a truck, if derailed far euough to get on the wrong side

of the point, would be still further deviated by the guard rail.

As long as a train holds together it is very rare for a truck to be

off the track more than a few inches or a foot. If the train has

parted and a truck is off by as much as one-half of the guage, the

wheels on one side of this truck would be off the ties and a smash-up

could hardly be averted, no matter what shape of guard rail were ap-

plied. Certainly the ordinary form of outside guard rail would do

no good. Furthermore, the possibility of such an accident at a bridge

may be almost completely removed by extending either the guard

rails or a single guard rail on curved approaches, as has been sug-

gested.

Other devices are in use which have for their object not only to

safely guide a derailed truck, but to replace it upon the rails. Some
of these devices, if properly applied, appear to the Board to have

great merit, and the}r do not desire to be understood as withholding

their approval from them.
For the Board,

GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Chairman .

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

/
Board of Railroad Commissioners,

No. 20 Beacon Street, Boston, Aug. 26, 1887.

To the Superintendent of the Railroad.

The Board desires to call your attention to the provisions of law

in relation to brakeraen on passenger trains. Section 170 of chapter

112, Public Statutes, is as follows :
—

Sect. 170. Every railroad corporation shall cause a good and sufficient

brake to be attached to every car used upon its railroad for the transporta-

tion of passengers, and to every car used for the transportation of freight,

except four-wheeled freight cars used only for that purpose ; and shall

cause to be stationed on every passenger train trusty and skilful brakemen

equal in number at least to one for every two cars in the train, and one such

brakeman upon the last car of every freight train, which car must always

be equipped with a good and sufficient brake. For a violation of any pro-

vision of this section the corporalion shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one

hundred dollars.

It is feared that since the general adoption of train brakes this

law has not been strictly complied with, and in view of accidents
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which have occurred (out of this State) by reason of the failure of

the air-brake, the Board hereby reminds you of the necessity of

fully complying with the law, and of the penalty prescribed for a

violation therefor.

Per order,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Board of Kailroad Commissioners, Dec. 1, 1887.

To the Railroad Company.

Your attention is hereby called to the provisions of section 15 of

chapter 98 of the Public Statutes, relating to the observance of the

Lord's day, which section was amended by section 3 of chapter 391

of the Acts of the present year, being an act to further regulate the

observance of the Lord's day, and you are notified that the running

of trains on the Lord's day is contrary to law, unless specially au-

thorized by this Board.
Per order of the Board,

WILLIAM A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
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PL]

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF GEORGE STARK
ON THE MEIGS ELEVATED RAILWAY.

To the Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of Massachusetts.

Gentlemen : — In my report to you of December £3d last, on the

Meigs Elevated Railway, I stated that the experimental structure

submitted to my examination was, in my opinion, safe and suffi-

ciently strong, except in the plate angle irons on the lower boom of

the girder, which had proved too light and were about to be replaced

with heavier ones.

These light angle irons having since been removed and heavier

ones put in their place, I have again made a personal examination

of the structure, and hereby report that it is now, in my opinion,

safe and sufficiently strong in every particular.

Respectfully your obedient servant,

GEORGE STARK,
Civil Engineer

Feb. 16, 1887.
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EXPENSES OF OFFICE.

Rent of office, $2,500 00
Bridge engineer and other experts, 2,514 72

Janitor and messenger, 500 00
Bussey Bridge reports, 324 58
Furniture, 285 13

Printing blanks, circulars, etc., 239 18

Stationery, 156 89
Copying reports, etc., 142 55
Postage, 136 50
Type-writer and supplies, 110 60
Telephone and telegrams, 94 45
Railroad publications and newspapers, 63 00
Advertising hearings, 26 80
Gas, 22 09
Ice and watering street, 30 00
Sundry incidentals 16 95

17,163 44

BOARD OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

George G. Crocker, Boston, Chairman, . . . Term expires July, 1888

Edward W. Kinsley, Boston, . . .
" " July, 1890

Everett A. Stevens, Boston, " " July, 1889

Cleric— William A. Crafts, Boston.

Accountant—Fred E. Jones, Boston.
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INDEX

REPORTS OF THE BOARD OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS ^OF

MASSACHUSETTS

From 1870 to 1887, both inclusive.

Prepared by George G. Crocker.

A.

Accidents. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

Ashtabula, '78, 30.

Circular in relation to returns of, '83, 149.

Comparison between, 1875 and 1885, '86, 20.

General discussion, '70, 10; '71, 13; '72, 106.

Investigations of, '83, 19.

Prosecution for manslaughter, '77, 122; '83, 22; '84, 25.

What should be reported, '86, 19.

Causes

:

Bridges, '71, 26; '72, 142; '74, 31.

Breaking of draw-bar, '84, 100.

Broken rail on curve, '73, 12, 13.

Blown from platform, '84, 99.

Crossing track at station, '83, 97.

Coupling, '72, 142; '83, 18.

Culverts, '79, 36.

Derailment, '71, 26; '72, 93; '81, 178.

Derailment on curve, »82, 81 ; '83, 98, 100, 115; '84, 118.

Disobeying rides, '82, 92; '83, 104; '86, 90.

Disobeying orders, '77, 28, 31; '80, 197; '81, 184; '82, 91; '83, 112:

'86,87; '87,70.

Disregarding signals, '81, 181 ; '86, 85, 86; '87, 62.

Disregarding telegraphic message, '82, 88.

Embankment giving way, '87, 64.

Explosions, '70, 91; '71, 27.

Engine running backwards, '84, 107.

Flying switch, '83, 113; '84, 116: '86, 87.
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Accidents— Con.

Failure of straight air-brake, '84, 110.

Grade crossings, '70, 91; '72, 127; '73, 14; '80, 198; '86, 95; '87,
70.

Grade crossings, horse car at, '85, 98.

Getting on or off moving car, '70, 92 ; '71, 12, 25 ; '72, 126 ; '87, 73.

Head collision, '82, 84.

Ignorance or inexperience, or carelessness, '77, 28, 30; '79, 37; '80,

202; '81,181; '82, 91; '84, 101, 107, 110, 111, 112, 114;

'87, 62, 73.

Insufficient accommodations at stations, '83, 108.

Insufficient interval between trains, '81, 175 ; '82, 93 ; '84, 103.

Insufficient nagging, '84, "98; '85, 101; '86,94.

Know-nothing crossings, '71, 29; '82, 79; '86, 85.

Mixed train, '84, 107.

Numerous and inconsistent duties, '83, 98 ; '84, 154.

Overhead bridges, '72, 127.

Eear collision, Revere, '72, 95; '73, 16; '76, 18, 23; '84, 103.

Runaway engine, '82, 88; '84, 116.

Signals, mistaken or wrong, Boston, '73, 16; '77, 23, 24: '83, 102.

Signals, wrong, owing to crossing of wires, '82, 86.

Signals, insufficient, '77, 25.

Standing on platforms, '85, 97.

Switch, misplaced, '75, 19; '76, 22; '80, 202; '81, 176; '86, 89;

'87, 75.

Switch left open, '84, 100.

Switch unlocked, '87, 74.

Track expansion, '72, 93.

Train running backwards, '86, 93.

Train passing train stopping at station, '85, 102. See, also, '87, 124.

Train from branch crossing main track, '84, 109.

Walking, etc., on track, '70, 92; '71, 25; '72, 126.

Walking, etc., on track, intoxicated, '84, 113, 115.

Youth, '82, 82.

Location of:

Boston & Albany :

Worcester explosion, '71, 27.

Boston, Know-nothing crossing, '71, 28.

Wilbraham, broken rail, '73, 13.

Middlefield, bridge, '74, 31.

Brimfield, misplaced switch, '74, 34.

Warren, '75, 20.

Chester, '77, 28.

East Brookfleld, '81, 176.

Allston repair yard, '86, 94.

Adams, Hoosac Street, '86, 95.

Boston & Providence

:

Know-nothing crossing, '71, 28.

East Foxborough, grade crossing, '73, 14.

Boston, mistaken signal, '73, 16.

Canton Junction, '83, 98.
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Accidents— Con.

Boston, Hartford & Erie : [N. Y. & N. E.]

Reaclville, '72, 93; '70, 22.

Hyde Park, '72, 91.

Chestnut Hill station, '81, 184.

Bird Street station, '85, 102.

Walpole, '82, 79.

Franklin, '8,3, 100.

Near stock yards, '84, 100.

Boston, Quincy Street Bridge, '84, 101.

Ironstone, '84, 107.

Medway, '84, 107.

Boston & Maine

:

Ballardvale, '77, 30.

Wakefield, '87, 70.

Somerville, '84, 111.

Boston, Barre & Gardner :

Princeton, '77, 31.

North Worcester, '80, 197; '84, 118.

Boston & Lowell

:

North Woburn Junction, '87, 62.

Woburn, '82, 81.

Lexington Branch, Elm Street station, '83, 97.

Billerica, '83, 113.

Lowell, '84, 110.

North Billerica, '80, 90.

Connecticut River

:

Springfield, '84, 103.

Greenfield, '84, 114; '80, 85.

Central Massachusetts, or Massachusetts Central

Oakdale, '80, 91.

Eastern

:

Revere, '72, 95.

Newburyport, '77, 24.

Lynn, Green Street Bridge, '81, 181.

Salem, '82, 88.

Salem Tunnel, '82, 93.

At station, Boston, '83, 108.

Oak Island, '84, 99.

Beverly, '84, 109.

Fitchburg

:

Miller's Falls, '77, 23.

New Wachusett, '77, 25.

Lincoln, '80, 198.

Littleton, '81, 178.

Charlestown, horse car, '85, 98.

Pequog, '82, 92.

Concord, '80, 87.

Holyoke & Westfielcl

:

Westfleld, '85, 101.

Hartford & New Haven :

Pecowsic Brook, '73, 11.
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Accidents— Con.

Massachusetts Central. See tinder Central Massachusetts.

Midclleborough & Taunton Railroad :

Middleborough, '75, 19.

New Bedford & Taunton Railroad

:

Middleborough, '75, 19.

New London Northern

:

Northfleld Farms, '79, 36.

New York & New England. See under Boston, Hartford & Erie.

New York, New Haven & Hartford. See under Hartford & New Haven.

Old Colony Railroad

:

Harrison Square, '76, 18.

Randolph, '77, 28.

Wollaston, '79, 37.

Brockton, '80, 202 ; '82, 83.

Walpole, '82, 79.

South Weymouth, '82, 88.

Somerset Junction, '86, 86.

South Boston, '86, 87.

Leominster, '86, 89.

Assonet, Cowen Brook, '87, 61.

Troy & Greenfield Railroad

:

Bardwell's Ferry, '87, 64.

Blackinton, '81, 175.

Zoar, '82, 84 ; '83, 104 ; '84, 112.

Buckland, '83, 102.

North Adams, '83, 108.

Chaiiemont, '83, 112.

North Adams yard, '83, 115.

Tunnel, west end, '84, 98.

Vermont & Massachusetts Railroad :

Athol, bridge, '71, 26.

Worcester, Nashua & Rochester

:

Peppered, '87, 70; '76, 23.

Accommodations. See " Stations " and " Transportation."

What are reasonable, '79, 397 ; '84, 42.

Crowding cars, '70, 63.

Women and children in smokers, '84, 44.

Accounts. See " Reports and Returns."

Arbitrarles, '81, 41.

Asiiuelot Railroad, lease to Connecticut River Railroad, '79, 429.

Athol & Enfield Railroad, construction, '72, 182.

B.
Baggage :

Transportation of parcels and packages, '84, 89, 93, 94.

Rates for excess and storage, '84, 152 ; '86, 127.

Belgian System, '73, 67.

Bells, automatic electric, '73, 27.

Billeeica & Bedford Railroad, construction, '78, 159.

Block System (see, also, " Signals"), '72, 139, 269, 276; '79, 405; '80, 30.

Bluk Link, '71, 36.
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Board of Commissioners :

Duties of, '74, 61; '83, 47; '86, 51.

Charge of unfairness, '79, 377.

Effect of recommendations, '74, 36; '75, 33; '84, 91 ; '85, 50.

Statement of reasons for decisions, '84, 40.

Boxes, approval of, '83, 46.

Boston & Albany Railroad. For accidents, see under "Accidents."

Freight department, '70, 31.

Passenger station, consolidation with Providence, '72, 20.

Bridges, '73, 123 ; '74, 79.

Berkshire, freight business in, '77, G3.

Boston, obstruction of Kneeland Street, '79, 401.

Lease of Pittsfleld & North Adams Railroad, '79, 421.

Lease of North Brookfield Railroad, '79, 424.

Fencing, complaint as to, '80, 205.

Brookline Branch, school rates, '85, 68.

Brookline, passenger rates, '85, 134.

Pittsfleld, coal rates to, '77, 63; '85, 143; '83, 131.

Sunday freight-trains, '85, 152.

South Framingham, crossing Old Colon}' at, '83, 44.

Athol, compensation for use of Fitcnburg Railroad depot at, '83, 136.

South Framingham, train accommodations, '84, 143.

Transportation of parcels and packages, '84, 89.

Storage of parcels and packages, '84, 152.

Pittsfleld, discrimination, coal, '84, 156.

Westborough express, discrimination against, '86, 103.

Marlborough, through car to, '86, 105.

Natick, passenger rates to, '86, 111.

Rochdale, freight for coal, '86, 119.

West Springfield & Agawam, coal rates from Springfield, '86, 126.

Brookline, grade crossing, appeal from county commissioners, '86, 134.

Connection with Providence & Worcester at Worcester, '86, 141.

Westborough, fares, '87, 93.

Brookline, Cypress Street station, '87, 97.

Palmer, footway crossing, '87, 118.

Boston, noise and smoke in vicinity of Ferdinand and Berkeley Streets,

'87, 119.

Worcester, bridge over Southbridge Street, '87, 121.

Winchendon, obstruction of Central Street, '87, 78.

Boston, Barre & Gardner Railroad. For accidents, see under "Accidents."

Construction from Worcester to Gardner, '72, 184; '74, 66.

Holden, train accommodations, '84, 134.

North Worcester, train accommodations, '84, 138.

Winchendon, grade crossing at, '74, 129.

Boston, Clinton & Fitciiburu Railroad. Fitchburg, transfer of freight at,

'71,111.

Boston, Hartford & Erie Railroad. See, also, N. Y. & N. E. R. R. For

accidents, see under " Accidents."

Medfield, relocation of station at, '72, 201.

Webster, signals at grade crossings, '74, 138.

Boston, Hoosag Tunnel & Western Railroad, Sunday trains, '85, 146.

Boston & Lowell Railroad. For accidents, see under " Accidents."

Freight business, '71, 37.
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Boston & Lowell Railroad— Con.

Express business to Lowell, '70, 101.

Wilmington, trains to, '70, 99.

Woburn station, trains to, '72, 197.

Lowell, coal transportation, '72, 123.

Improvements of, '74, 82.

Wilmington Branch, '75, 55.

Salem Branch, exigency of, '87, 105.

Rates for Nashua & Lowell Railroad business, '79, 407.

Somerville, Willow Avenue, trains to, '85, 125.

Arlington, Lake Street, trains to, '85, 126.

Reduction of coal rates, '85, 128.

Fares to Arlington, '85, 141.

Winchester, flag station at Swanton Bridge, '84, 137.

Meclford, reduction of fares, '84, 149.

Chelmsford, discontinuance of freight depot, '86, 101.

Lawrence, whistling, '86, 141.

Boston & Maine Railroad. For accidents, see under "Accidents."

Increase of capital, '72, 15.

Consolidation with Eastern, '72, 104.

Lawrence, bridge over Merrimac at, '74, 41.

Lawrence, grade crossing of Broadway, '74, 41.

Meclford, station at, '74, 114.

Strike of locomotive engineers, '78, 40.

South Lawrence, grade crossing with Lowell & Lawrence at, '79, 99.

Workingmen's train, '76, 116; change of time of, '81, 227; '82, 113.

North Anclover, Marbleheacl Street crossing, '82, 129.

Melrose, fares to, '82, 102.

Reading, Mineral Street grade crossing, '82, 134.

Meclford, scholars' tickets, '86, 122.

Baggage regulations, '86, 127.

Lawrence, whistling, '86, 141.

Maiden, various complaints, '87, 82.

Oak Grove station, '87, 116.

Wellington station, danger from train passing train at station, '87, 124.

Boston & Mystic Valley Railroad :

Application for preliminaiy certificate, '79, 363.

Application for grade crossing over Grand Junction and Fitchburg, re-

fused, '79, 367.

Boston & Providence Railroad. For accidents, see under "Accidents."

Passenger station, consolidation with Boston & Albany, '72, 20.

Sharon, trains to, '72, 211; '82, 121.

Accounts, '74, 18.

Hyde Park, trains for, '74, 136.

Blackstone River abutments at Valley Falls, '77, 136.

Roslinclale station, extra platform, '79, 362.

Attleborough, grade crossing in, '80, 225.

Spring Street station, train accommodations for, '82, 114.

Highland station, train accommodations for, '82, 114.

Station facilities near Boston & Albany crossing, '82, 115.

Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn Railroad:
Construction, '76, 82.
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Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn Railroad— Con.

Revere, reduction of fares and train accommodations, '84:, 153.

Deceptive returns, '78, 21.

Station at Orient Heights, '79, 398 ; '80, 220.

Fares to Winthrop, '85, 139.

Grade crossing with Eastern Junction, Broad Sound Pier and Point Shir-

ley Railroad, '82, 127.

Boston, Winthrop & Shore Railroad :

Capital stock, '77, 42, 129.

Plank walk, Shirley Street and Ocean Spray, '86, 102.

Boston & Winthrop Railroad, petition for grade crossing in Winthrop,

'83, 119.

Boston, Winthrop & Point Shirley Railroad :

Subscriptions to capital stock of, '77, 42, 129.

Construction, '78, 157.

Complaint of selectmen of Winthrop, location, running of trains at Great

Head and obstructing Revere Street, '83, 128.

Operation of road in winter, '84, 146.

Brakemen :

Circular relating to rear brakemen, giving rules of various roads, '83,

151.

Duties of, on freight-train, '83, 102.

Brakes {see, also, "Train Brakes " and " Westinghouse"), '72, 132, 143, 267.

Bridges: '72, 142; '73, 123; circular, '82, 136.

Guards, '71, 26; '72, 268; '74, 29; '81, 45; circular, 232; '82, 22.

Guard rails, '79, 87; '80, 104; '81, 190; circular, '82, 136.

Flooring, '79, 87; '80, 104; '81, 190; circular, '82, 136.

Weight upon, '73, 126.

Over Southbridge Street, Worcester, '87, 121.

Rowley River, '87, 35.

Brockton Street Railway Company, extension of, '85, 167.

Business, amount of. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

See, also, under "Freight."

General discussion, '70, 15; '72, 146; increase of, '82, 41.

Western, '70, 15; '72, 146.

Foreign, '70, 16,24, 34; '72, 146; '80, 18; '82, 17.

State, '70, 17.

Excursion, '72, 103.

Boston, '70, 18.

Lowell, '72, 160.

Fall River, '72, 160.

Worcester, '72, 162.

Metropolitan, '72, 198.

Wollaston, '72, 169.

C.

Cambridge Railroad Company :

Appeal from board of aldermen of Boston, '86, 137.

Complaint of Charles River Railway Company v. , '86, 143.

Cape Cod Railroad Company, trains, etc., to Middleborough, '70, 107.

Cape Cod Ship Canal Company:
Charter of, '84, 30, 83.

Manner of crossing Old Colony, '84, 86.
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Capital Stock. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

Subscriptions (Boston, Winthrop & Point Shirley), '77, 42, 129.

Increase of, by Somerville Horse Eailway, '77, 127.

Meaning of words, " Value of Property," '77, 128.

Over-issue of, '83, 136.

Capital and Labok, '78, 56.

Cars. See, also, " Brakes " and " Heating Apparatus."

Passenger

:

Construction of, '72, 132, 143.

Gates on, '87, 82, 124.

Crowding, '70, 63.

Coupling chains, '75, 20.

Eight to travel in sleepers without change, '82, 96.

Women and children in smokers, '84, 44.

Freight: '73,29; '80, 18.

Guards on box cars, '87, 32.

Couplers and draw-bars, '72, 142; '81, 62; Safford's, '81, 65; '82, 20;

'84, 19 ; Howard's, '84, 165 ; '85, 24.

List of approved, '85, 190; '86, 28; '87, 28; circular, '86, 151.

Foreign in this State, '81, 18.

Charles Eiver Street Eailway Company :

Somerville, petition for grade crossing over Fitchburg Eailroad at Web-

ster Avenue, '83, 125.

Boston, appeal from decision of aldermen refusing route, '83, 137.

Complaint against Cambridge Eailroad Company, '86, 143.

Cheap Trains. See " Working-men's Trains."

Cheshire Eailroad :

Crossing at Winchendon, '74, 129.

Obstruction of Central Street, Winchendon, '87, 78.

Chicago Cattle Pool, '78, 73.

Codification, '74, 45; '75, 22.

Cold, effect of, on iron and steel, '73, 138 ; '74, 144.

Color Blindness, '80, 53; '81, 28; circular, 230; '82, 24; '84, 29.

Colorado Pool, '78, 74.

Combination (see, also, " Pools"), regulated, '78, 81.

Commerce. See " Business."

Commissioners. See " Board of Commissioners."

Competition (see, also, "Pools"), '70, 75; '76, 60; '78, 80.

Complaints, general discussion of, '75, 33.

Conductor :

Duties of, '82, 20; '86, 88.

As police officer, '84, 176. See Stat. 1883, chaps. 65, 102.

Congressional Control of Eah.ways (see, also, "Interstate Commerce"),

'81, 36, 38; '85, 55; clangers of, '82, 36
;
'83, 41.

Connecticut Eiver Eailroad. For accidents, see under " Accidents."

Lease of Ashuelot Eailroad, '70, 429.

Northampton, union passenger station, etc., '82, 119.

Consolidation :

Eastern and Boston & Maine, '72, 104.

Boston & Albany and Providence passenger stations, '72, 20.

Northern depots, '70, 401.

Ml' railroads leased for long terms, 'SI , 45.
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Corporations, number of. See statistics at the beginning of the several

reports.

Cost. For cost of roads per mile, and of operating and running trains, see

statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

Couplers. See under " Cars."

Coupling Chains. See under " Cars."

Crossings. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

One railroad by another, '74, 37, 129 ;
'82, 23 ; '83, 44; signals at, '85,

44.

Interlocking system, '83, 42, 44.

Rules adopted for, '83, 161 ; '84, 31, 177.

Winchendon, Boston, Barre & Gardner and Cheshire, and Ware River

Railroad and Cheshire, '74, 129.

Boston & Maine and Lowell & Lawrence at South Lawrence, '79, 99.

Massachusetts Central and Lexington & Arlington, '81, 222.

New London Northern and Fitchburg, '81, 228.

Eastern Junction, Broad Sound Pier & Point Shirley with Boston,

Bevere Beach & Lynn Railroad, '82, 127.

Walpole, '83, 42, 161.

South Framingham, '83, 44.

Cheapside, near Greenfield, '86, 85.

Difference between entry and use and crossing, '74, 139.

Of Boston northern terminals, '74, 40.

Full discussion, '83, 49.

Steam railroad by street railway, Webster Avenue, Somerville, '83, 125.

Highways by bridges, height of bridges, '74, 110.

Westborough, less than 18 feet, '85, 105.

East Boston, Sumner Street, foot, 16 feet Eastern Railroad, '85, 110.

Highways at grade, '75, 8; '76, 13; '80, 14; '81, 14; circular, 231;

'82, 16; '86, 17.

Full discussion, '85, 35.

Signals at, '74, 138 ; '80, 199.

Draft of law to promote abolition of, '87, 21.

Gate or flagman at Highland Lake Grove, '84, 106.

Signs at, '77, 19; '78, 26; '80, 15.

Signals at, full discussion, '84, 47.

New streets, propriety of expense being shared by railroads, '85, 42.

Private crossings, abolition of, '85, 44.

Obstructions of crossings, '76, 75; '87, 78.

Footways over or under tracks, '87, 118.

Location

:

Andover, '85, 109.

Attleborough, '80, 225; '87, 77.

Bedford & Billerica, Boston & Albany, '85, 1 1 2.

Bellingham, '85, 109.

Belmont, '82, 131.

Boston, Kneeland Street, '70, 401; Station Street, '81, 220.

Brookfield, '81, 218.

Brookline, '86, 134; '87, 97.

Charlestown, Charles River and Warren Avenues, '82, 109.

Cottage Farm, '80, 233.

East Boston, '75, 45.
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Crossings— Con.

Fairhaven, Pleasant Street, '85, 103.

Falmouth, '79, 3S8; '84, 161; '87, 76.

Framingham, Boston & Albany, '85, 111; Claflin Street, '84, 163.

Georgetown, '79, 387.

Holyoke, Sargeant Street, '86, 97.

Lawrence, Broadway, '74, 41 ; Canal Street, '85, 107.

Lynn, '79, 385.

North Andover, Marblehead Street, '82, 129.

Palmer, '87, 118.

Peabody, '79, 388.

Reading, Mineral Street, '82, 134.

South Boston, D Street, '80, 213; '81, 216.

South Framingham, Boston & Albany, '86, 96.

Sudbury, '82, 135.

Webster, '74, 138.

Waltham, '82, 132, 133; various streets, Mass. Central, '81, 220.

Watertown, '72, 203.

Weston, '82, 131.

Whately, '81, 219.

Winchendon, '74, 129.

Winthrop, '83, 119.

Worcester, Southbridge Street, '87, 121.

Crowding Cars, '70, 63; '82, 44.

I>.

Debt. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

Despatch Companies, '73, 29.

Discipline, laxity of, '72, 102.

Discrimination, '73, 24, 92.

Dividends. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

Drawbacks, '70, 37.

Draw-bars. See under " Cars."

DUXBURY & COHASSET RAILROAD :

Construction, '72, 186; '75, 53.

Investigation relating to, '78, 105.

E.

Earnings per Mile. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

East Bound Freight Compact, '78, 74; '79, 57.

Eastern Junction, Broad Sound Pier & Point Shirley Railroad, grade

crossing with Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn Railroad, '82, 127.

Eastern Railroad. For accidents, see under " Accidents.

Consolidation with Boston & Maine, '72, 104.

Everett, stations at, '74, 128.

Peabody, obstruction of public square in, '76, 75.

Financial embarrassment of, '76, 36, 126.

North Andover, Marblehead Street crossing, '82, 129.

Rowley River, bridge over, '87, 35.

Salem, exigency of branch in. '87, 105
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Eastern Eailroad— Con.

Lynn, grade crossing by highway in, '79, 385.

Marblehead brandies, fares on, '80, 66.

Eevere, station at, '80, 217.

West Everett, relocation of station at, '83, 135.

Peabody, branch in, '86, 130.

Elevated Railroads, full discussion, '81, 46; Meigs', '87, 35, 125.

Employers :

Duties to employees, '78, 56.

Prosecution of, for negligence, '77, 122; '83, 22; '84, 25.

Employees (see statistics at the beginning of the several reports)
,
prosecu-

tion of, for negligence, '77, 122; '83, 22; '84, 25.

Employment, permanence of, '78, 56.

Engineer, duty of, '84, 104.

Engines, weight of, '73, 126.

English System, '73, 64.

Essex Branch, '73, 136.

Excursion Business, '72, 103.

Exigency: '70, 44; '71, 6; '72, 8; '80, 41.

Tribunal to pass upon, necessary, '82, 25.

Act passed, '83, 29 ; '84, 30.

Meigs, '85, 169.

Extension of Woburn Branch, '85, 170.

Branch of Eastern in Peabody, '86, 130.

Salem Branch, '87, 105.

Onset Bay Grove Association, '86, 132.

Nahant Eailroad Association, '87, 110.

Explosives, regulations for transportation of, '78, 102; '85, 190.

Export Trade :

Effect of, '80, 18.

Value of, '82, 17.

Express Business, '70, 67; Lowell, '70, 101; '79, 102; '71, 20; '72, 22;

'73, 29; Old Colony, '80, 222; '85, 117; '85, 114, 117; '86,

103.

F.

Factor of Safety, '73, 125.

Eall River Eailroad, construction, '76, 82.

Fall River, Warren & Providence Eailroad, construction, '76, 81.

Fares. For average passenger rates, see statistics at the beginning of the several

reports.

General discussion, '71, 18, 38 ;
'72, 23 ; with returns from various roads,

'72, 156.

Through travel, '70, 32; local, '70, 48.

Circular as to revision, '72, 219.

Regulation by law, '70, 121 ; '73,53; full discussion, '81,29 ; '86,38, 111.

For freight, see under "Freight."

For baggage, see tender " Baggage."

For passengers, '70, 32, 48, 65, 121; '71, 18, 38; Westborough, '87,93.

Suburban, '73,43; '74,22; '75, 6; Marblehead Branch, '80, 6(j;

'82, 31 ; '85, 134, 139, 141; Medford, '84, 149; '86, 116;

Revere, 84, 153.
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Fares— Con.

Suburban limit, 12 miles, '86, 116.

Equal rate per mile not required, '82, 31.

Equal terms, '82, 31, 102.

Boston and Melrose, '82, 102.

Boston and Weston, '82, 125.

Arlington, '85, 141.

Boston and Natick (general discussion of suburban), '86, 111.

Milford and Woonsocket, '87, 85.

Season tickets, '72, 207; '74, 118; '76, 98.

School rates

:

Brookline, '85, G8.

Medford, '86, 122.

Effect of reduction of, '73, 112.

Payment of, '70, G3.

Street railways

:

Reduction of fares in Boston, '82, 122.

Double fares in Boston, '85, 127.

Female Prison Branch of Boston, Clinton & Fitchburg Railroad, con-

struction, '76, 86.

Fences :

General discussion, '78, 133; '81, 25.

North Cambridge, '83, 30.

Fink (Albert), '78, 81.

Fire {see, also, " Heating Apparatus " and " Lighting Apparatus ") , '72, 132;

'73, 13; '87, 65; liability for loss by, '73, 24.

Fitchburg Railroad. For accidents, see under " Accidents."

Recommendation that it be taken by State, '71, 64.

Fitchburg, transfer of freight at '71, 111.

Watertown, tracks and grade crossing at, '72, 203.

Groton (Ayer) Junction, station at, '71, 22.

Littleton, relocation of station, '80, 230.

Sunday trains, '85, 146.

North Cambridge, fences in, '85, 156.

"Weston, reduction of fares, '82, 125.

Somerville, crossing by horse railroad at Webster Avenue, '83, 125.

Petition to fix milk rates to Littleton, '83, 129.

Athol, compensation from Boston & Albany for use of depot at, '83, 136

Facilities for connecting with foreign roads, '84, 28.

Cambridge, freight facilities, '86, 100.

Express business between Boston and Waltham, '86, 104.

Complaint against manager of Troy & Greenfield Railroad, '86, 145.

Winchendon, obstruction of Central Street, '87, 78.

Flagmen, Avithdrawal in evening, '87, 71.

Flynt's Granite Branch Railroad, '76, 87.

Foreign Railway Systems, '73, 64.

Foot-guards, in frogs, etc., '85, 96, 98; '86, 28; '87, 22, 139.

Forfeiture. See "Franchise."

Framingiiam & Lowell Railroad, construction, '72, 188.

Franchise, forfeiture of, '75, 76.

Free Passes. See " Passes."
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Freight. For average freight rates, see statistics at the beginning of the sev-

eral reports. See, also, "Business."

General discussion, '70, 65; '71, 33; '72, 156; '76, 60; '77, 46.

Increase of, '81, 17.

Legislative control of, '81, 29; '86, 38.

Eates, '70, 32, 65; '71, 18, 38; '72, 123, 157; '73, 34; '86, 148; '87,

33.

Discrimination, '70, 18; '83, 24, 131; '81, 42.

Long and short haul law, '83, 32 ; '85, 48.

Payment in advance, '74, 112; '75, 71.

Reduction of, '73, 112; '82, 41.

Facilities for handling, '81, 19 ; '82, 17.

Transportation of, '70, 65, 79.

Time freight, '71, 20.

Live stock, '71, 30; '86, 49, 116.

Cord wood, '71, 115.

Coal, '72, 157; Lowell, '72, 123; '73, 49, 106; Berkshire, '77, 63;

Boston and Lowell, '85, 128.

Pittsfield, '79, 375; '83, 131; '87, 79; '85, 143.

Ware and Gilbertville, '81, 209; '82, 99.

Hanover Branch, '81, 214.

Boston and Salem to Lowell, '85, 128.

Webster, '83, 32.

Worcester and Rochdale, discussion, '86, 119.

Springfield to West Springfield and Agawam, '86, 126.

Grain, underbilling, '73, 92; '79, 18; '80, 18.

Grinding and storing in transit, etc. ; Cutler case, full discussion, '81,

41, 198.

Milk, '74, 119; '79, 389; '81, 74, 197; '83, 129.

Fish, '84, 158, 159.

Cost per ton per mile, '75, 35.

Interstate, '86, 46; '87, 34.

Division of west bound, '79, 411.

Through, for export, '80, 18 ; '82, 17. .

Freight-cars. See "Cars."

Freight Couplers. See " Cars, Freight."

French System, '73, 70.

Frogs. See "Foot-guards."

G.

Gates on Cars. See under " Cars "
%

General Railroad Problem and Policy, '70, 15-31; '71, 33; '75, 34;

'77,46, 74; '79, 50.

Germany, '73, 74.

Good Service Fund. See "Relief Societies."

Grade Crossings. See " Crossings," also statistics at the beginning of the

several reports.

Grafton Centre Railroad., '75, 53.

Grand Junction Railroad, Cottage Farm, highway crossing at, '80, 233.

Granger Movement (see "Illinois"), '75, 34.

Granite Branch, construction, '72, 190.
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Guards on Freight-cars. See under " Cars."

Guards and Guard-rails on Bridges. See under "Bridges."

H.
Hanover Branch Railroad :

Freight discrimination on, '81, 42.

Trains on, '87, 90.

Eight to use Old Colony tracks, and vice versa, '84, 169.
i

Heating Apparatus {see, also, "Fire"), '72, 132, 143; '83, 23; '87, 30;

Martin, 135.

Highland Street Railway, compensation to be paid for use of Metropolitan

tracks, '74, 139.

Holyoke & Westfield. For accidents, see tinder " Accidents."

Holyoke, location and station in, '72, 209; '73, 136.

New Haven & Northampton, agreement with, '79, 433.

Holyoke Branch, construction, '80, 103.

Ingelside, train accommodation at, '82, 117.

Hoosac Tunnel, '72, 74; '76, 68.

Hopkinton, '74, 67.

Horse Railways. See " Street Railways."

Housatonic Railroad :

Stockbridge, station accommodations at, '82, 103.

Freight charges on, general discussion, '86, 31, 148.

Rates on, '87, 33.

Hudson River Bridge Company, charges of, '86, 59.

Illinois, history of legislation in, '74, 50.

Income, gross and net. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

Insurance (see, also, "Relief Societies"), life and accident, '78, 58.

Interlocking Switches and Signals, '80, 31.

Interstate Commerce (see "Congressional Control"), '81, 36; '82, 36;

control of, '85, 114.

Iron, effect of cold on, '73, 138; '74, 144.

J.
Joints, '70, 84.

I,.

Labor (see " Capital and Labor "), '78, 56.

Lancaster Mills Railroad, construction, '76, 86.

Land Companies, '78, 39.

Lanterns (see, also, "Signals"), '72, 132, 136.

Legislation :

Special versus general, '70, 44; '71, 6, 84 ; '72, 8, 203.

Index of, '71, 16; '73, 18.

Codification of, '73, 22 ; '74, 45.

State control, '74, 47 ; full discussion, '80, 28.

Lexington Branch Railroad :

Form of maps and records, '87, 139.

Arlington, whistling at, '87, 117.
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Lighting Apparatus {see, also, "Fire"), '72, 132, 135.

Locations, records of, '78, 131 ; '81, 45.

Locomotive :

Testing of boilers, '81, 24, 186; '82, 19.

Regulations for, '83, 160; '8-3, 150.

Revised regulations, '87, 137.

Headlight, glare of, '79, 48.

Lowell & Andover Railroad, '75, 54.

Lowell & Framingiiam Railroad, over-issue of stock, '83, 136.

Lowell & Lawrence Railroad, crossing with Boston & Maine at South

Lawrence, '79, 99.

Lynn & Boston Railroad Company, double fares in Boston, '85, 127.

M.

Mansfield & Framingham Railroad. Sherborn, location of station, '70,

115.

Manslaughter, prosecution for, '77, 122; '83, 22; '84, 25.

marblehead & swampscott branch, '74, 69.

Marginal Freight Railroad, '70, 79.

Martha's Vineyard Railroad, '75, 54.

Massachusetts Central Railroad. For accidents, see under " Accidents."

Belmont, route in, '80, 223.

Northampton, union passenger station, etc , '82, 119.

Weston and Belmont, highway crossing at grade, '82, 131.

Waltham, Lyman Street, highway crossing at grade, '82, 132.

Waltham, Beaver Street, highway crossing at grade, '82, 133.

Sudbury, highway crossing at grade, '82, 135.

Meigs Elevated Railway, '87, 35, 125; certificate of exigency, '85, 169.

Metropolitan Rah.road Company :

Rental from Highland, '74, 139.

Reduction of fares on, '82, 122.

Rental from South Boston Railroad Company, '83, 116.

Complaint that returns are false, '83, 118.

MiddleboROUGH & Taunton Railroad. For accidents, see under "Accidents.'

Middlesex Railroad Company :

Reduction of fares, '82, 122; '83, 124.

Everett, extra trips to, '86, 103.

Restrictions in grant of location, '82, 124.

Middlesex Central Railroad, '74, 68 ; extension, construction of, '80,

102.

Mileage. See statistics at the beginning of the several years reports.

Comparative, '70, 43.

Mode of estimating, '76, 98.

Milford & Woonsocket Railroad, fares on, '87, 85.

Mn.LER Platform, '71, 14; '72, 134, 265, 266; '73, 14, 15.

Minority Representation, '71, 69.

Mount Tom & Eastiiampton Railroad. Easthampton, relocation at, '72
117.

Mufflers, '80, 27.

Municipal Aid, '70, 46; '71, 8; '72, 184; tabular statement of, '71, 89.

Municipal Control of Street Railway Tracks, '75, 67.
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Mutual Benefit Associations. See under " Belief Societies."

Mystic Valley Railroad (see "Boston & Mystic Valley Railroad Com-
pany). Application for grade crossing over Grand Junction &
Fitchburg refused, '79, 3G7.

X.

Nahant Railroad Association, petition for certificate of exigency, '87, 110.

Nantasket Beach Railroad :

Failure to operate, '83, 145; '84, 143; '85, 122, 124.

Station at Riverside, '83, 148.

Nashua, Acton & Boston Railroad, '74, 70; train service on, '79, 395.

Nashua & Lowell Ratlroad, rates over Boston & Lowell, '79, 407.

National Car Company, '73, 32.

New Bedford Railroad, New Bedford, construction and relocation of sta-

tion in, '77, 123.

New Bedford & Taunton Railroad {for accidents, see under "Accidents"),

freight charges for cord wood, '71, 115.

Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Railroad Company, mismanagement
of, '85, 159.

New Haven & Northampton Railroad :

Easthampton, relocation at, '72, 117.

Issue of capital stock, '74, 10.

Holyoke & Westfield, agreement with, '79, 433.

Northampton, union passenger station, etc., '82, 119.

Whately, station at, '87, 99.

New London Northern Railroad. For accidents, see under "Accidents."

Amherst and Belcliertown, accommodations, '85, 120.

South Amherst, accommodations, '87, 91.

New York & Boston Inland Railroad ;

Brookline, petition for route in, '83, 120.

Petition for incorporation certificate, '83, 121; '84, 173.

New York & New England Rah.road. For accidents, see under " Accidents."

Brookline, Cypress Street station, '78, 97. See, also, Boston & Albany

Railroad.

Forest Avenue station, '87, 101.

Newton Centre station, '79, 393.

Ridge Hill Branch, new construction, '80, 101.

Baltimore & Ohio Telegraph Company v., '85, 157.

Crossing with Old Colony at Walpole, '83, 42 ; rules, 161.

Terminal facilities, '83, 95.

Medfield Junction, station at, '84, 125.

Medway, track, station and freight facilities, '84, 127.

West Walpole, track and station accommodations, '84, 140.

Woonsocket, Caryville, North Bellmgham, train accommodations, '84, 141

Hyde Park, whistling, '84, 170; trains, '87, 87.

Forest Avenue station, discontinuance of, '80, 109.

New York West Bound Freight Pool. See "West Bound Trunk Line

Combination."

North Brookiteud Railroad:

Construction, '70, 85.

Lease to Boston & Albany, '79, 424.
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Norwich & Worcester Railroad :

Webster, grade crossing at, '74, 138.

Worcester, widening location in, '79, 383 ; bridge over Southbridge Street,

'87, 121.

North Webster, station at, '82, 117.

O.

Obstructing Business of Railroads, draft of act relating to, '78, 155.

Oil Pool, '78, 74.

Old Colony Railroad. For accidents, see under "Accidents."

Rock, station at, '70, 107.

Easton, stations at, '70, 111.

Wareham, street crossings in, '71, 114; increased accommodations to,

'82, 104.

Wollaston, '72, 169.

Wellfleet to Provincetown, '74, 72.

South Boston, extension of D Street, '80, 213.

Express business on, '80, 222; '85, 117.

Trains between Boston and Plymouth, '80, 234.

Crossing New York & New England at Walpole, '83, 42 ; rules 161.

Crossing Boston & Albany at South Eramingham, '83, 44.

Myricks, train accommodations and fares at, '84, 125.

Cape Cod, lower rates for carrying fish, '84, 158, 159.

Location on Massachusetts State Dyke at Provincetown, '84, 165.

Hanover Branch, right to use tracks of, '84, 169.

Marlborough, through car to, '86, 105.

Eall River, station at Pierce Street, '87, 95.

Omaha Pool, '78, 67.

Onset Bay Grove Association :

Operation illegal, '87, 112.

Route fixed, '87, 115.

Petition for certificate of exigency, '86, 132.

Operating, cost of. See statistics at the beginning of the several reports.

Regulations. See under "Regulations."

P.
Packages and Parcels :

Transportation of, '84, 89.

Storage of, '84, 152.

Parcel Delivery, '70, 79; '72, 22.

Passenger-cars. See " Cars."

Passengers. See under " Crowding Cars." Fares for. See under " Fares."

Passes, '76, 5; '77, 4; answers to inquiries, '76, 97; '77, 41; table of

returns, 80.

Peabody, obstruction of public square in, '76, 75.

Pension Funds. *See " Relief Societies."

Petitions. See "Complaints."

Pittsi-teld & North Adams Railroad, lease to Boston & Albany, '70, 421.

Police, circular relating to, '84, 176.

Pools, '78, 65; '79,56.

Profits, right of stockholders to, '72, 153.
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Providence and Worcester Railroad :

Millbury, location of passenger and freight station in, '71, 120.

Connecting with Boston & Albany at Worcester, '86, 141.

Worcester, Southbridge Street, '87, 121.

R.

Railroad Construction. See statistics at the beginning of the several

reports.

Rails, steel (see also statistics at the beginning of the several reports), '74,

10; joints of, '73, 123; effect of cold on, '73, 138; '74, 144.

Rates, average passenger and freight. See statistics at the beginning of the

several reports. See " Fares " and " Freight " and " Baggage."

Recommendations of Board. See " Board of Commissioners."

Red Line, '71, 36.

Regulations :

For operating, '72, 132, 250; '83, 150.

For passing from branch to main track, '84, 109.

Relief Societies, '87, 23.

Pension funds, '81, 58; '83, 28; '86, 53.

Good service fund, '86, 56.

Reports and Returns :

Forms for, '71, 99; '72, 86; '74, 17; '75, 10; with instructions,.

'77, 83.

Full discussion, '76, 25.

Complaint that returns are false, '83, 118.

Commissioners not responsible for correctness of, '76, 47.

Deceptive, '78, 21.

Draft of act, '76, 77 ; '77, 12 ; '78, 14 ; '79, 25.

Operating expenses, '84, 26.

Rhode Island & Massachusetts Railroad, construction, '78, 158.

Rolling Stock (see statistics at the beginning of the several reports), defi-

ciency of, '72, 103 ; weight of, to passenger or to ton of freight,

'74, 8.

S.
Safety, factor of, '73, 125.

Safety-valves, '87, 32, 68.

Salisbury Beach Railroad Association, petition for charter certificate,

'85, 169.

Saratoga Combination, '75, 39.

Scalding by Steam, protection against, '87, 32, 68.

School Rates. See under "Fares."

Season Tickets, '74, 118; '76,98.

Seats, right to, '70, 122.

Shawmut Railroad Company, '74, 73.

Shrinkage, '73, 96.

Signals. See also " Signs and Warning Boards."

Lights, '72, 132; Hall's electric, '79, 47.

General report on (Hall's, Union, Rosseaus, Bean), '80, 30, 208.

At grade crossings, '74, 138 ; '80, 199.

Full discussion, '84, 47.

At grade crossings of one railroad with another, '85, 44.
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Signs, at crossings, '77, 19.

Single Track Roads, '72, 138.

South Boston Railroad Company, rental to Metropolitan, '83, 116.

Somerville Horse Railway, increase of capital stock, '77, 127.

Southern Railway and Steamship Association, '78, GS.

South Western Rate Assoclvtion, '78, 70.

Sparks, '72, 267.

Spencer Railroad, construction, '80, 102.

Spitting, '74, 116.

Springfield, Athol & North Eastern Railroad, '74, 7-1.

Springfield, abutment at crossing over Boston & Albany in, '76, 80; '77,

134.

Poor condition of, '79, 95.

Springfield & New London Railroad, '76, 83.

State Aid, '70, 13.

State Control, '74, 47, v. United States Control, '83, 35; '85, 55.

State Ownership, '71, 60; '72, 174, 186; '73, 81; '74, 58.

Station Agents, duties of, '83, 98.

Stations. See also under the various Corporations.

General discussion, '78, 98 ; '87, 100.

Distances between, '78, 98 ; '79, 399.

Relocation of, '72, 201; '77, 123; '80, 230; '83, 135.

Statistics, relating to some or all of the following matters, will be found in

each report. The report for '79, and the later reports, are the

most comprehensive.

Railroad construction.

Mileage of railroads.

Cost of roads per mile.

Number of corporations.

Capital stock and debt.

Gross and net income.

Earnings per mile.

Cost of operating.

Dividends.

Amount of business.

Cost of running trains.

Average passenger and freight rates.

Steel rails.

Rolling stock.

Employees.

Grade crossings.

Accidents.

Street railway returns.

Statutes, Interpreted or Discussed :

Public Statutes, chap. 102, sect. 62, '71, 27, 129; rules, '78, 102.

45, '84, 28.

chap. 103, sect. 15, '84, 28.

chap. 112, sect. 1, '87, 114.

7, '71, 66.

8, '71,66.

15, '70, 5, 105.
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Statutes, Interpreted
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Statutes, Interpreted or Discussed — Con.

Statutes 1869, chap. 461, '70, 6.

1S78, chap. 245, '79, 104.

135, '80, 26.

1881, chap. Ill, '82, 24.

120, '82, 23.

161. '82, 23.

1882, chap. 54, sect. 3; '83, 23.

73, '83, 24.

94, '83, 24.

135, sect. 1 ; '86, 134.

162, '83, 30.

225, '83, 24.

244, '83, 28.

265, '83, 29; '84, 30; sect. 4, 265; sect. 3, '87, 105.

1S83, chap. 65, '84-, 28, 176.

102, '84, 28, 176.

117, '84, 28.

125, '84, 29.

1SS4, chap. 87, '87, 35.

1885, chap. 85, '86, 25.

110, '86, 25.

194, sect. 2; '82, 109; '84, 41.

197, '87, 21.

334, '86, 25.

1886, chap. 87, '87, 22.

120, '87, 22.

125, '87, 23.

142, '87, 27.

242, '87, 28.

Steel, effect of cold, '73, 138; '74, 144.

Steel Rails :

Report on, '70, 126; '72, 268; '75, 7; '76, 98, etc.

Quality of, '77, 133.

Stockholders, number of, and average amount held by, '73, 2.

Street Railways. For returns, see statistics as the beginning of the several

reports.

General discussion of legislation, '75, 23.

Draft of law for construction and ownership of tracks, by cities and

towns, '75, 67. See, a/so, "Passengers."

Control of by municipalities, '75, 67.

Basis for fixing rentals, '74, 141.

Limitation of number of passengers in cars of, '82, 44.

Reduction of fares in Boston, '82, 122; '83, 124.

Double fares in Boston, '85, 127.

Method of estimating rentals for use of tracks, '83, 116; see, also, '74,

189 j '83, 116.

Location. Nature of restrictions to which grant may be subject, '82,

124.

Crossing steam railroads at grade, '83, 125.

Strikes, '78, 40, 155.
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Sunday Trains, '82, 22; '85, 45, 14G, 152; full discussion, '84, 31, 77.

Switches, '72, 267; '79, 46; list of those approved, '80, 51 ; '84, 123.

T.

Telegraphic Communication between Stations, '72, 103, 132, 137, 268;

'75, 7.

Telegraph :

Occupation of railroad, locations by, '85, 53.

Control of, '85, 65.

Baltimore & Ohio v. New York & New England, '85, 157.

Notes on under and over ground lines, '85, 171.

Telescoping, '72, 132

Terminal Facilities, '80, 17, 71 : '81, 17.

Export trade, '82, 17; '83, 23.

Consolidation of, '70, 81.

Boston, north side, '71, 10; '74, 40.

New York & New England Railroad, '83, 95.

Worcester, '74, 122.

Tickets, See tinder "Fares."

Ties, life of, and number to mile, '79, 87; creosoting, '80, 104.

Train Brakes, '73, 6, 17; '74, 11 ; '75, 8; '79, 45; for freight-cars, '87,

32.

Trains, cost of running. See statistics at the beginning of the several

reports.

Transportation Facilities :

Arlington, Lake Street, '75, 126.

Holden, '84, 134.

Hyde Park, '74, 136; '87, 87.

Ingleside, '82, 117,

Maiden, '87, 82.

Marlborough, '86, 105.

Middleborough, '70, 107.

Myricks, '84, 125.

North Worcester, '84, 138.

Revere, '84, 153.

Sharon, '72, 211.

Somerville, Willow Avenue, '85, 125.

Wareham, '82, 104.

West Roxbury, Spring Street and Highland stations, '82, 114.

Wilmington, '70, 99.

Winthrop, '85, 139.

Woburn, '72, 197.

Woonsocket, Caryville and North Bcllingham, '84, 141.

Travelled Place, '87, 112.

Troy & Greenfield Railroad. For accidents, see tinder " Accidents."

North Adams, operation of freight-yard at, '81, 222.

Daily trains, '81, 223.

Interpretation of contract with Troy & Boston, '84, 122.

Rule of, objected to by Troy & Boston, '84, 124. »

Complaint by Fitchburg v. Manager, '80, 145.

Tyt.er Switch, '79, 48.
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U.
Underbilling, '73, 92.

Uniform, '72, 132, 130.

TV.

Wages, increase of, with length of service, '78, 50.

Warehousemen, liability of railroads as, '73, 25.

Wake River Railroad, '74, 70; crossing at Winchendon, '74, 129.

Warning Boards. See under " Crossings."

Wastage, '73, 90.

Wealth. See " Business."

Weekly Payments, '87, 22.

Weight :

Dead weight, '73, 4 ; '75, 5.

Increase of, '87, 75.

West Bound Trunk Line Association, '78, 75.

Effect of Grand Trunk upon, '79, 50.

Division between Massachusetts lines, '79, 411.

Westinghouse Brake, '73, 0, 17; '79, 45.

Whistling, '73,25; Boston, '75, 08; '77, 34; '87, 119; Waltham, '77,

35; Hyde Park, '84, 170; '87, 71 ; Lawrence, '86, 141 ; Arling-

ton, '87, 117.

Damages for omission to whistle at grade crossing, '80, 28, 227.

White Line, '71, 30.

Wilmington Branch, '75, 55.

wlxnislmmet street railway company, '74, 17.

Winter, operation of roads in, '83, 145; '84, 143, 140; '85, 122, 124.

Wollaston, development of, '72, 109.

Women and Children in Smokers, '84, 44.

Worcester, location of tracks and bridges in, '74, 122.

Worcester & Nashua Railroad, culvert at Clinton, '77, 125.

Worcester & Shrewsbury Railroad, '74, 75; fares, stations, manage-

ment, '84, 131.

Workingmen's Trains, '73,37, 109; '74,22; '75,25: '76,52, 110; '77,37.

History of, '78, 33; '80, 27, 227.

Change of time, Boston & Maine, '81, 227; '82, 114.

Constitutionality of law, '73, 40.

Speed of, '73, 47.

Wrecking-car, '85, 35, 189.
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CONTENTS OF TABLES.

STREET RAILWAYS.

Capital Stock, Debt, etc
Column

Capital Stock paid in, 1

Number of Stockholders, 2

Funded Debt, 3

Unfunded Debt, 4

Gross Debt, 5

Cash and Cash Assets, 6

Net Debt, 7

Cost of Road, Equipment, etc.

Road, • 8

Equipment, 9

Land and Buildings, 10

Other Property, 11

Total Permanent Investments, 12

Total Property and assets, 13

Property Accounts : Additions and Reductions during the Year.

Construction, .'
. . . 14

Equipment, 15

Other Property, 16

Total Additions, 17

Reductions, 18

Net Additions, 19

Page

236

236

236

236

236

236

236

238

238

238

238

238

238

240

240

240

240

240

240

Revenue for the Year

Passengers,

Rents,

Mail and Express,

Sales of Manure,

Otner Sources, .

Total Income, .

20
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Expenses for the Year.

Bepairs of Road-Bed and Track,

Repairs of Equipment,

Repairs of Buildings, .

Renewal of Horses,

Salaries, etc., General Office,

Wages, etc., Employees,

Provender, ....
Taxes, .....
Rents, .....
Insurance, ....
Injuries to Persons and Property

Other Expenses, .

Total Expenses, .

Percentage Expenses to Earnings

Column
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Per Mile of Road Owned.
Column

Capital Stock paid in, 61

Net Debt, 62

Cost of Construction, 63

Per Mile of Road Operated.

Cost of Equipment, 64

Repairs of Road-Bed and Track, 65

Repairs of Equipment, 66

Renewals of Horses, 67

Gross Income.

Per Mile operated, .68
Per Round Trip, 69

Per Mile run, 70

Per Passenger carried, 71

Expenses.

Per Mile operated, 72

Per Round Trip, . ... 73

Per Mile Run, 74

Per Passenger carried, 75

Net Income.

Per Mile operated, 76

Per Round Trip, 77

Per Mile run, 78

Per Passenger carried, 79

Pago

254

254

254

254

254

254

254

256

256

256

256

256

256

258

258

258

258

258

258

STEAM RAILROADS.

Length of Road and Branches.

Main Line,

Main Line in Massachusetts,

Double Track in Massachusetts,

Double track out of Massachusetts,

Sidings in Massachusetts, .

Sidings out of Massachusetts, .

Total Length computed as Single Track,

1
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Reports.

Boston & Lowell,

Boston & Maine, .

Boston & Providence,

Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn,

Boston, Winthrop & Shore,

Chatham, ....
Central Massachusetts,

Chelsea Beach,

Cheshire, ....
Connecticut Biver,

Danvers, ....
Eastern, ....
Fall River, ....
Pall River, Warren & Providence,

Fitchburg, ....
Grafton Centre, .

Hanover Branch,

Holyoke & Westfield, .

Hoosac Tunnel & Wilmington,

Horn Pond Branch,

Housatonie of Connecticut,*

Lowell & Andover,

Martha's Vineyard,

Milford, Franklin & Providence,

Milford & Woonsocket,

Monadnock,

Monadnock (Lessees),

Nantasket Beach,

Nantucket, ....
Nashua & Lowell,

Nashua, Acton & Boston. .

Newburyport,

Newburyport City,

New Haven & Northampton.

New London Northern,

New York & Boston Inland,

New York & New England,

New York, New Haven & Hartford,

North Brookfield,

Norwich & Worcester,

Ocean Terminal, .

Old Colony,

Pittsfield & North Adams,
Providence & Worcester,

Providence, Webster & Springfield,

Rhode Island & Massachusetts,

Spencer, ....
Springfield & New London,

Stockbridge & Pittsfield, .

* Operating the Berkshire, Stockbridge & Pittsfield and Wesl Stockbridge RailroadB

Column
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Reports.

Stony Brook,

Union Freight,

Vermont & Massachusetts,

Ware River,

West Amesbury Branch,

West Stockbridge,

Worcester, Nashua & Rochester

Worcester & Shrewsbury, .

Column



Column
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MEMORANDUM.
According to the return, as filed by the Cambridge Railroad Company, the

property accounts were increased during the year $8,070.18, — thus omitting

to make any mention of the property of the Charles River Street Railway
Company, which at midnight, on Sept. 30, 1886, was purchased by or consoli-

dated with the Cambridge Railroad Company. This property was actually

carried into the accounts of the Cambridge Railroad Company at the sum of

$512,101.20; there was a credit to property account of $23,450.44 for hay and
straw, which, by error in 1886, had been carried into permanent investments,

so that the net increase of property accounts for the year instead of being

$8,070.18, as reported, should have been $496,720.94. The reason given by
the president of the Cambridge Railroad Company for not including the

property of the Charles River Company, as an addition to the property account
for the year, was that the Cambridge Railroad Company which existed at the

beginning of the present year was not the same as the corporation of the

same name which existed last year, but was an entirely new corporation

formed by consolidation; that this new corporation entered upon the year

holding the property of the old Cambridge and the Charles River Street Rail-

way Companies ; and that, therefore, the property of the Charles River Com-
pany cannot be said to have been added during the year.

Charles River Street Railway Company.

The directors of this company make the following report :
—

At a meeting of the stockholders, Sept. 14, 1886, it was voted that the

Charles River Street Railway Company consolidate with the Cambridge Rail-

road Company, and consolidation took place in accordance with said vote.

Revenue for the Tear.

Cash on hand after consolidation belonging to the Charles River

Street Railway Company, $41,386 77

Interest received on same, 575 25

Cambridge Railroad Company for three months' interest on
$150,000 five per cent, bonds, 1,875 00

Outstanding bills collected, 120 00

Total income, $43,957 02

Expenses for the Year.

Wages and salaries of president, superintendent and their clerks,* $13,182 47

Taxes, state and local, 2,266 26

Rents and tolls paid other companies for use of their roads, . 1,224 64

Cambridge Railroad Company, .... $1,22464
Office expenses, and all other expenses not included above, . . 783 65

Total expenses, $17,457 02

Total net income above expenses, 26,500 00

Interest accrued during the year, 3,750 00

Dividends declared six and a half per cent, for the year (division

of cash in treasury) , 22,750 00

Deficit at commencement of year, 10,308 77

From this statement it appears that the operation of the road in previous

years shows a deficit of $10,308.77, but that by the issue of $50,000 of capital

stock, which stock was upon consolidation exchanged for Cambridge Rail-

road Stock, a dividend of $22,750 was paid to the stockholders.

* The $13,182.47 includes all salaries paid to the president and treasurer for their services

from March 30, 1881, to Sept. 30, 1886.
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TABULATED COMPARATIVE RESULTS

CONDITION AND OPERATION

OF SEVERAL OF THE

RAILROAD CORPOEATIONS OF THE STATE.

COMPILED FROM REPORTS.
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COMPARISON OF RETURNS

1886 with 1887,

AND

SUMMARY TAKEN FROM RETURNS

OF

1881-1882-1883-1884-1885-1886-1887.
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Summary takenfrom the Returns of1886 and 1887.

General Exhibit for the Year.
Total income,
Total expense, including taxes,
Net income, ....
Rentals, ....
Interest accrued, .

Dividends earned,
per cent., .

Dividends declared,
per cent., .

Balance for the year, .

Surplus Sept. 30, .

Transportation Earnings
From local passengers,

through passengers, .

express and extra baggage,
mails, ....
other sources,

Total passenger department,

From local freight,

through freight,

other sources,

Total freight department, .

Total transportation earnings,

Transportation expenses, including
taxes,

Mileage, Traffic, etc

Train miles, passenger,
freight, .

Total revenue-train miles,
Miles run by other trains,

Total train miles,

Passengers, season ticket,
total number,
local mileage,
through mileage
total mileage,

Freight, total tons carried,
local mileage,
through mili-age,

total mileage,

Equipment.
Locomotives,
Passenger cars,

Mail, baggage and express care

Freight cars (basis 8 wheels),

$49,315,820 50
32,372,939 74
16,942,880 76

3,514,299 44
4,810,019 6S

8,618,561 64
6.70

6,857,506 30
5.33

1,761,055 34
12,553,603 01

15,773,723 12

5,401,602 23
1,280,947 06
686,738 42
188,314 88

$23,331,325 71

$10,929,413 10
11,852,778 57

58,171 86

$22,840,363 53

46,171,689 24

$53,650,438 27
36,662,910 59
16,987,527 6S

3,754,593 33
4,880,512 85
8,352,421 50

5.55

7,550,901 61

5.02
801,519 S9

12,762,980 11

$17,009,841 66
5,950,080 34
1,398,039 SI
703,493 14

224,281 74

$25,285,736 69

$11,621,372 13
13,034,633 12

126,916 40

$24,782,921 65

50,068,658 34

2,265 58 $37,2S0,00S SS

17,26S,159

12,303,808

29,571,967

6,869,076

36,441,043

10,810,716

75,842,581
865,354,544
258,793,501

1,124,148,045

22,925,532
411,259j886
980,366,552

1,391,626,438

18,522,488
13,057,794

31,580,282
7,810,797

39,391,079

11,104,632
82,923,364

956,475,256
285,555,822

1,242,031,078
24,605,140

432,270,692
1,085,661,320
1,517,932,012

1,445

2,058
518

31,319

1,550
2,191

564
34,200

14,334,617 77

4,289,970 85
44,646 92
240,293 89
70,493 17

693,395 31

209,377 10

$1,236,118 54
548,478 11

117,092 75
16,754 72
35,966 S6

$1,954,410 98

$691,959 03

1,181,854 55
68,744 54

$1,942,558 12

3,S96,969 10

$4,387,743 30

1,254,329
753,986

2,008,315
941,721

2,950,036

293,916
7,080,783

91,120,712
26,762,321

117,883,033
1,679,608

21,010,8(16

105,294,768
126,305,574

105
133
46

2,881

$266,140 14
1.15

0.31
959,535 45
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